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Owe too much? 
Debt is a four-letter word and 
there are ways to avoid its trap, 
say financial advisers\NEWS A5 
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Coins for Cody 
A family friend organizes an 
auction to helpa lO-year-old local 
.burn victim\COMMUNITY B1 
Down and dirty 
Tires spin and slop flies at the 
I Speedway's annual Tough Truck 
and Mud Bog\SPORTS B8 
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Divisions loom large after vote forum 
Thornhiil suspicious 
of merger motives 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
TERRACE AND Thomhiil may be 
joined at the hip, but it's going to take a 
lot of convincing for them to become 
kissing cousins. 
That seems to be the case based on the 
first open house meeting on the poss~le 
amalgamation fthe two communities. 
About 90 people attended the meeting 
at the REM Lee theatre last Thursday 
night And in an open-mike portion of 
the discussion, many of them expressed 
concerns about the effects of the pro- 
posed'amalgamation. "probably the best deal possible" from ficials who would make the decision. 
Consultant Eugene Lalonde began the the provincial government. And he enc0u~ged veryone to take a 
evening with a breakdown of the in- Buthe admitted that there would be good hard look at the issue. 
formation found in a newsletter sent to some areas, like Braun's Island, that ,Really try to wrap your minds around 
area homes earlier in the week. would see considerable tax hikes, even this and make sure you understand it," 
He pointed out that the reason restruc- though they would be spread out over he said. "The Whole future of your com- 
ture has come to a head is because the several years, munity is tied up in this thing. Your 
regional district, which now governs "It's true that there are some high ira- community isgoing to change whether 
Thornhill, ,is geared for small popula- pacts," he said. "But in a restructure you vote for amalgamation f not" 
tions spread over large areas, like this some always pay more than The mike was then opened up to ques- 
And Thornhill doesn't fit in that others. What you have to ask yourself is tions from the floor. 
scheme anymore, if those people are benefitting from the Those quesltions seemed to indicate 
"We are really outgrowing the clothes community." that many of the Thornhili residents 
we have," he told the audience. Lalonde concluded his talk by pointing there were distrustful of the restructure 
Lalonde also commended the restruc- out that in the end, it Would be the corn- process, the committee and of the 
ture committee for getting what he called munlty, not the consultants or elected of- government i  general. 
Mill startup 
needs cash 
Millions more on table for SCI 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A DEAL to put 2,400 Skeena CellulosEworkers acro~ the 
northwest back to work is still at least $30 to $40 million away. 
That's the amount of money the company says is needed in 
interim financing to start operations, build roads and get wood to 
the mills. 
But there's no agreement yet between the province and the 
banks on who will pay for thaL 
An announcement Sept. 12 of an agreement-in-principle to 
resolve the crisis was met with fanfare and a massive communi- 
ty celebration in Prince Rupert. 
But the time it,s taking the parties invol~'ed toreach a final 
'agreement - and the delay in startup while those talks go on - 
has many wondering how much of a done deal it really was. 
The outstanding $30 to $40 million is only one of the remain- 
ing issues to be resolved, says employment and investment min- 
istry spokesman Don Zadravec. 
"How do the two parties fund i t -  that's oneof the issues being 
discussed, as well as how is it applied, where does it go," 
Zadravec said Monday. 
He wouldn't elaborate on other outstanding issues, other than 
to say most of the discussions are of a"technical nature". 
But one of the unresolved issues is the definition of production 
performance targets. If the company succeeds inmeeting those 
goals for reducing the cost of producing pulp at the pulp mill, 
then the bankswill reimburse pulp mill workers for a three-year 
five per centwage deferral. If the goals aren't met hen the pro- 
vince will pay for it. 
How easy those goals are to reach will likely signal whether 
Continued Page A2 
Mother urges 
dog control 
after attack 
A BRUTAL dog attack last week left a 
young boy scarred for life and a mother 
wondering what it will take for people to 
control their pets. 
Eight-year-old Mark Stark was playing at 
his babysitter's home in Copper Mountain 
Sept. 12 when the attack occurred. 
"I was playing tag," Mark says. "I 
turued around and hewas running at me." 
The dog lived at a neighbouring home. It 
ran into the yard and bit Mark on the face 
and head, leaving a 10 cm gash. After the 
attack, it took off. 
"I  don't hink it hurt," Mark says. "But I 
was really scared because of all the blood." 
Mark's mother Cindy Stark says the little 
girl he was playing with now has night- 
mares about dogs. And her son will have a 
scar for the rest of his life. 
"It was totally unprovoked. The dog was 
rumdng loose," she says. "And the bite 
just missedMark's eye." 
Police tell Stark that the animal has since 
been destroyed. But she says the cycle will 
likely just begin again and it will happen to 
someone else. 
"A boy gets bit and the dog gets killed," 
she says. "But what about he owner? The 
dog obviously wasn't raised properly. 
Someone made him that way. I love dogs 
but people have got to take responsibility 
for them." 
People apparently are taking, more re- 
sponsibility for their dogs in Terrace. 
A1dmal control officer Frank Bowsher says 
things have greatly improved in the city. 
"It's been pretty good," he says. 
I '  ' People are finally starting to listen to us," 
Bowsher says Terrace hasn't had a 
reported serious dog bite in a while, How- 
ever, he also points out that not all incidents 
One man wondered why the amal- 
gamation option :included the airport 
lands, but the Thornhill incorporation 
option didn't m suggesting the study 
was biased. 
But Lalonde said that the provincial 
government would not allow Thornhill 
to run the airport and he pointed out that 
Thornhill already had enough land base 
without hat area. 
Many other questions revolved around 
road and bridge maintenance and who 
would take care of snow cleitring ser- 
vices. 
Continued Page A2 
I i l  The herbs that heal KITSUMKALUM VILLAGE • Club, one of the most plants elder Vera Henry points out Devil's most frequently used in traditional na- 
BITE VICTIM Mark Stark, 8, is scarred 
for.life after a dog attack in Thornhill. 
a/e reported. 
Uncontrolled animals are more of a prob- 
.lem in Thornhill and the outlying areas, 
where the attack occurred. 
Channaln Hull of the Thornhill Aaimaf 
Shelter says loose dogs are still an ongoing 
problem. 
"We have complaints all the time," she 
says. "People slre starting to smarten up but 
we still hear about problems. If you have a 
dog, keep it under control," 
tive medicine. For more on her and other forms of traditional heal- 
ingi see page AS. 
Local agencies brace 
for gov't budget cuts 
Programs forthe 
abused, disabled 
could be trimmed 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
TERRACE programs which work 
with everyone faom abused kids and 
alcoholics to the mentally disabled 
face budget cuts. 
The cuts will take effect in January 
next year and come from the Children 
and Families ministry. 
The ministry is calling the cuts 
"contract restructuring." 
In the Terrace area, agencies who 
have contracts with the ministry in- 
clude Terrace and District Community 
Services, Terrace Child Development 
Centre, the school district, Northwest 
Band Social Workers and the North-i 
west Counselling Centre. 
Across the province the ministry has 
about 12,000 contracts, explains min- 
istry spokesman Chris Ewasiuk. The 
government wants that figure reduced 
to a more manageable number. 
"The aim is to achieve fficleneies 
by reducing overlap and duplication," 
said Ewasink. 
He says this restructuring is not a 
result of funding pressures on the 
ministry. Instead he said it waS some- 
thing the ministry was told to do when 
it was created a year ago. 
It took over contracts from a number 
of ministries, including the attorney- 
general, education, social services and 
women's equality, 
The point of bringing these contracts 
under the roof of one ministry was to agency's 157 employees. 
catch children and families falling un- TDCSS operates as an umbrella 
noticed through the cracks, said agency for a number of groups. 
Ewasiuk. Approximately $4 million of the 
BUt that also means trimming the agency's budget comes from the Chil- 
budgets of contracted agencies. That's dren and Families ministry, he says. 
the "efficiencies" the government is Programs deal with alcohol and drug 
talking about, counselling, mental health rehabilita- 
Ewasiuk ~ is quick to say that the tion and the mentally disadvantaged, 
government is only looking for among others. 
savings in administration of those "There's a great deal of concern," 
budgets, not the services they provide, he says about he possibility of cuts. 
In Vancouver those cuts have Beausoleil hasn't had any meetings 
amounted to about $6 million in a with the local ministry yet, and 
$142 million budget for contracted wonders how he'll meet the January 
agencies. That amounts to four per deadline. Some of his contracts have 
cent of the budget, already been extended to March 1998. 
.The 150 Vancouver agencies af- He's also worried about he spectre 
fected were asked to put off buying °famalgamati°n' 
equipment, cancel conferences, reduce In the West Kootenays region the 
training and travel monies and turn ministry is' asking all its contracted 
over surpluses, in order to come up agencies to join together into one 
~vith the money, group. Beausoleil wonders what will 
As for how much money will be cut happen to the volunteer boards which 
from Terrace agency budgets Ewasiuk run those agencies. 
said he wasn't aware of k~ny targets. Geri McDongall of the Northwest 
He couldn't explain why the govern- Band Social Workers was surprised to 
mentwould set targets for cuts in  hear her agency conld face cuts. 
some ministries, like education, but The Northwest Band Social 
not in others. Workers run an interventions program 
He said the children and families in Terrace, counselling children 
ministry was determining the cuts on who,re been abused. It's paid for by 
a region-by-reglon basis. In the north- the Children and Families ministry. 
west, the ministry hasn't begun talk- Margot Hayes, coordinator of the 
iqg to contracted agencies. Terrace Child Development Centre, 
Mike Beausoleil, executive director was also surprised to hear cuts were 
of Terrace and District Community coming. She said she hasn't had any 
Services Society (TDCSS), is worried meetings with ministry staff yet about 
about what the cuts might mean a~l  reslructuring, althoUgli all the centre'a 
how the restructuring will affect he programs are paid for by the ministry. 
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FROM FRONT 
Set-vice won't  deteriorate, 
mayor assures Thornhili 
'CONCERNED ABOUT higher taxes, that's Peter 
Wallin of "rhomhill addressing the restructure com- 
mittee at the first pubic meeting last week. 
however. He pointed out 
that the hikes would be 
phased-in to lessen the im- 
pact, and that the new coun- 
cil would have the preroga- 
tive to lower light industry 
taxes if they wanted. 
"Third, your counterparts 
on the other side of the river 
'are already paying those 
"This is clearly punitive. 
We're getting clobbered." 
Wallin said that his busi- 
ness, zoned for light indus- 
try, will see a tax increase of 
54 per cent - -  something he 
said was unfair. 
" i f  we amalgamate with 
Terrace it will drive up'our 
costs and keep light industry 
Terrace mayor Jack Tal- 
stra, who sits on the com- 
mittee, assured the audience 
that services would not 
deteriorate. 
"The sun will not stop 
Shining after the vote," he 
said. "The contractor will 
likely continue to do the job. 
• The snow will be cleared." 
. Andrew Webber of the 
committee also pointed out 
that the bridges over the 
Skeena would continue to 
be. maintained by the high- 
ways ministry. The new 
Greater Terrace would, 
l~owever, assume responsi- 
bility for several small 
bridges over ThornhUl 
.Creek and one to Braun's 
Island. 
:Some Thonthill residents 
~vere also concerned about 
,ssuming what they saw as 
.a large debt load from Ter- 
race. 
But Lalonde said debt was 
hot really an issue since 
Thornhill already shares in 
the costs of Terrace's big- 
sest debts - -  the aquatic 
centre and the library. 
"In fact, if there's an im- 
lJalance I think it tips the 
tther way in favour of the 
r.ewcomers," Lalonde said. 
• ~'They are benefiting from 
inany things that are already 
~tablished and have been 
paid for by Terrace folk, 
ilke the city hall and 
inunicipai buildings." 
:Some people weren't too 
~terested in those benefits, 
h.owever. They were too 
worried about axes. 
: " I  oppose amalgamation 
because of the exorbitant 
Costs," said Peter Wallin, 
who owns a self-storage 
l~usiness on Queensway. 
away," he said. "Local taxes," he said. "You're in 
government obviously, the same marketplace, so  
hasn't got the point. We" you're really just catching 
demand less taxation, not up  to them. That 'sthe flip 
more." side." 
Lalunde was quick to Conmfittee member Ken 
defend the tax incre,~.~e,l,. SC¢ldman, :who Ls also Ter- 
race's economic develop- 
ment officer, pointed oat to 
the audience that economics 
knows no boundaries, 
He argued that the two 
communities: needed each 
other in order to have better 
economic clout, since Ter- 
race has the population, but 
not sufficient land, while 
Thornhill has the land, but a 
small population. 
"To have two com- 
munities competing for the 
same services is llke bang- 
ing our heads against the 
wall," he said. 
And Lalonde argued that a 
united Greater Terrace, 
combined with provincial 
grant money guaranteed to 
go to projects in  the new 
areas of Terrace, could be 
great leverage for major 
projeck5 - -  like a sewer sys- 
tem for Thomhill. 
Andrew Webber echoed 
that comment, pointing out 
that it would be easier to get 
grants as one community. 
"Your eligibility to get 
government grants is related 
to where you rank as a 
municipality," he said. 
"And Thomhill is way 
down in the pecking order." 
Many in the crowd 
• seemed unconvinced. But at 
least one Thomhill resident 
thought that amalgamation 
was likely the best bet. 
"The idea that Thornhili 
should go alone is a 
romantic one," he said. 
"Bat it's not realistic I 
think Thomhill should join 
Terrace and become one 
community . ,,
The next public meeting 
will be held at the Thomhill 
Community Hall Sept. 30, 
from 7-9 p.m. 
FROM FRONT . 
[STOP Press I Logg TM war as 
haggl,ng goes on 
the province or the banks get stuck with tliebill,'~tit/idted at $8.5 
1,680 bottles of beer.., million after thrce years. . . . . .  : 
Skeena Cellulose vice-president Rudy Schwartz said neither 
THIRSTY THIEVES broke into Big River Distributors logging nor sawmiU operations can start without he final text of 
over the weekend and made off with 70 cases of 24 cans of the agreement being approved and the money being released to 
beer- a total of 1,680 beer. the company. 
Police say the theft occurred sometime between the evening Once that word comes down, he said, logging would likely 
of Sept. 18 and morning of Sept. 19. Apparently thieves start immediately, with Terrace and Smithers awmill operations 
unscrewed the metal siding of the warehouse and peeled it following a week or 10 days later. Camaby would take even 
back to get inside, longer. 
"We've got a dry pipeline for the sawmills," Schwartz said. 
"We Fire in the horseshoe don't have a lot of inventory in logs. We do have good 
inventory in chips but the pulp mill needs a bit of work to start it 
F IRE  SWEPT through a 4800-block Hamer St. home early up." 
Sunday morning, causing extensive damage. Martin Hyatt, of court-appointed monitor Coopers and 
Fire Chief Randy Smith says the fire apparently started in Lybrand, said $30 to $40 million would be the low end of the 
the basement when a lamp fell over. Five people were in the scale of what is required for the company. 
house, but managed to get out safely. A 16-year-old youth He said the operating line of credit from the banks was depleted 
was treated for minor bums to his feet and then released, to around $50 million and that should be increased above $100 
million to cover road building and other capital costs outside of 
Fire truck stolen the pulp mill over the next hree years. 
He said he could see $50 to $60 million more being needed. 
THIEVES MADE off with one of Terrace's fire trucks "$30 million would not be enough," Hyatt said. "And it certain- 
while firemen were putting out a blaze at the Cedars Motel. ly would not be enough if there's going to be even a nickel corn- 
The fire department had been called to the motel along ink out to the creditors." 
Highway 16 west to attend a fire in one of the kitchenettes, Any share of that money contributed by the province would be 
Sept 13. Apparently something had fallen on one of the stove over and above the $74 million provincial contribution towards 
elements, creating lots of smoke but little fire. the $170 million to be spent o modernize the pulp mill. 
Chief Randy Smith says firemen parked one of their smaller Creditors, including many Terrace- and Hazeltous-area logging 
fire trucks on the highway to help keep traffic back from the contractors, have yet to get any indication how much they can 
scene. But someone couldn't resist the shiny red vehicle, so expect under estructuring. 
they hopped in and headed off towards Rupert. Monitors are expected to apply this week for an extension of 
The truck was found at the side of Highway 16 a while later, the month-end deadline for a restructuring plan. 
"I think it was pretty much a joyride," Smith says. ' Last week, the union representing the pulp mill workers in 
Prince Rupert voted to accept adeal brokered by the government. 
Blaze hampers search They agreed to accept a 10 per cent wage roll back over a period 
of seven years, and defer a further five per cent for the first three 
A SIGNAL fire lighted near Kitwancool Lake to help a lost years of that period, which would be reimbursed later. In total, 
mushroom picker find his way out of the bush has burned out 161 jobs would be cut at the mill but the terms of job flexibility 
of control and is now actually hampering search efforts, and contracting out will be left up to the results of province-wide 
Forest fire control chief Brian Atherton says that the fire, bargaining. 
originally lit by RCMP and PEP volunteers as a signal to the The Toronto-Dominion a d Royal Banks, which end up with 
lost picker, got out of control because of erratic winds. 55 per cent equity in the company, agreed to invest $96 million, 
Two tank trucks, a cat, excavator, helicopter, about 30 fire- while the province puts in $74 million for a 45 per cent stake. 
fighters and an air bomber from Abbetsford are working on The province will roll over 20 per cent of that stake to the pulp 
the fire. mill workers in exchange for the wage claw back. 
Two mushroom pickers, 32-year-old Jamie Schiller and 31- Although Skeena Cellulose workers at the Prince Rupert pulp 
year-old Billy Wong, had been reported missing from the mill will own part of the company if the agreement is finalized, 
Kitwankool Lake area Sept. 19. Schiller was found, Sept. 22, they won't be able to control overall operations. 
11 kilometers from where he reportedly entered the bush. He Schwartz says the equity that would be held by pulp mill work- 
is now assisting the RCMP and volunteers from the ers would not allow them to push their agenda on other 
Provincial Emergency Program to help find his cousin, operations. 
t 
O Terrace Little Theatre 
Friday, September 26th & 
Saturday, September 27th 
Skeena Room -Terrace Inn 
8:00 pm (doors open at 7:00 pro) 
Tickets are $15 each at 
Uniglobe CourtesyTravel  
4718A Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace 
Dieting isn't easy. 
Thats w.l y we created 
a diet that is. 
~ [ ~ l / l ~  Introducing 1 e2-3 Success. It's a real diet break- 
through from Weight Watchers. And here's why. 
~ l t ' s  a new POINTS TM system that's easy to learn and easy to live with. 
There's no complicated counting, because we did all that for youI 
~] We've converted the fat, fiber, and calories in thousands of foods to 
one simple number. 
~ On 1 *2*3 Success, no food's a no-no, so a little indulging doesn't mean 
you've blown your diet. 
1.2.3 Success... it makes weight loss easier by keeping things simple. 
You can't  a rgue wi th  success.  g Earing Out Guide...FREE! Call 1-800-682-8011 Join now for only $12 and get our 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Tuesday- 7:00 p.m. 
Valid at participating locations for a limited time only while supplies last, Subsequent weekly fees apply. 
Check our centers for details on our maintenance record, 
@1997 WeiQht Watchers International Inc. Owner of the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark. All rights reserved. 
DRIVE- 
THROUGH 
ATM 
First in town 
Has life in the fast lane 
got you in a time 
crunch? Then it's time 
to drive into Northern 
Savings. We're serving 
up the best in banking 
convenience with our 
drive-through ATM, the 
fastest anti easiest way 
to withdraw cash, make 
deposits and pay bills, all without 
leaving your vehicle. And it's open 
24 hours a day, every day. 
FREE TRAVEL 
COFFEE MUG 
Open a new account before 
October 1, 1997 and we'll 
give you a Northern Savings 
travel coffee mug. Drive in 
today. * 
* ) Cannt t be combined with other 
pronlotional offers. 
NORTHERN 
SAVINGS 
Terrace Community Branch • 4702 Lazelle Avenue • 638-7822 
s 
WE ALL WANT THE SAME THINGS. 
At the Forest Alliance 
of British Columbia, we don't see 
environmental protection and economic 
stability as mutually exclusive. And we're 
not alone. Fact is, the vast majority 
of British Columbians upport 
the direction forest 
management has taken in recent 
years. And support is growing for a 
balanced approach toward the issue. But 
we need your help, Join us, And have a voice 
in the most important issue facing 
BritishColumbians toclay. 
Call 1-800-576-TREE (8733). 
FOREST ALLIANCE 
O[ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Common sense. Common ground. www, forest,org 
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New 
Canad ians  
we lcomed 
THIS WOMAN end her 
daughters were among 
71 people who became 
Canadian citizens at a 
special court ceremony 
held in Terrace last week. 
Judge Robert Some- 
rville welcomed the new 
Canadians, who came 
from 20 different coun- 
tries including Vietnam, 
India, Costa Rica, South 
Africa, England and 
Sudan. 
The new citizens said 
they loved the peace and 
freedom of Canada, the 
country's beauty and the 
friendly and generous at- 
titude of residents. They 
also spoke favourably of 
Canada's multicultural 
reputation. 
Judge  Somerville en- 
couraged those who took 
part in the ceremony to 
keep those impressions 
alive for immigrants who 
would come in 10-20 
years time. 
Hosp i ta l  def ic i t  near ly  gone  
But the good news isn't 
expected to last long 
THE HOSPITAL's budget deficit has virtually 
vanished over the summer. 
But Mills Memorial Hospital administrator 
Michael Leisinger says it's too early to 
celebrate yet. 
The hospital's deficit, which had ballooned to 
$150,000 just a few months into the budget 
year, declined to just $7,000 by mid.August. 
, 'On the surface of it, it seems pretty good but 
we would really like to be in a better position 
the budget monster'," he added. " It  goes to 
sleep over the summer and now it's waking 
up." 
Lei'singer is so far expecting Mills' deficit for 
1997-98 to come in at between $180,000 to 
$190,000. 
That's to be deducted from the hospital's ur- 
plus of around $1 million. 
"We still have a nice cushion," Leisinger 
said. "It hmulates us a bit against future operat- 
ing deficits. And it's also a source of revenue in 
terms of the interest revenue that comes out of 
that." 
than that," Leisinger said. The surplus buys the hospital some time, but 
That's because the summer is traditionally an ultimately it will have to cut expenditures fur- 
inexpensive period because one operating room thor or get Victoria to agree to provide more 
is closed and elective surgery is postponed to money in recogition of its service to the region. 
the fall. The Terrace area Community Health Council 
'.A1! that exti-a:~,[!vity is s~rting tO ies'unf'e, he inee~"f0r'the first time slncdsuntmerThursday. 
ndteil,: :and::t l ie~fer months 'ais0 bring With it .'i~It. w'ill be ~rcviewing .the ,progt'~S~i,~0f discus:.  
the higher cos~s~associat6d with flu season, : Sioni'with':healih'ministry bffieliis~in " Victoria 
"September to Christmas are traditionally to address the budget problem. 
high-activity, high-cost months," he said. "We're still in dialogue with them," 
" I  don't want people to go 'Oh boy, we beat Leisinger said of the discussions. 
Cat Cash, As if You Neede! Another 
Reason To Buy An Arctic Cat, 
~. :i;~ .: :i:i:~:.~"~'~: :.': :.i :i :i::: .:! 
: !~ i;::iiii~::~i~ 1 ' L::: ::::::f: 
L : i  
i ii! :.?i ,i: 
• : ? P/I 
• , , . :  
Now's the time to make your move on an Arctic Cat. ® That's 
because if you buy a new '98 Cat TM You'll get $300 in Cat 
Cash ~M to use for quality Arcticwear ~ clothing, and genuine 
Arctic Cat parts and accessories. We also have great 
financing options you won't want to miss. And with one full 
lineup of Arctic Cat sleds, you,re sure to find the machine you 
want. But you'd better hurry because deals like these won,t 
stick around for long. ~a '~ '  CAT '  
You only have until Sept. 30,1997~,,t S,o~nob, li,,g, AllA ~t. 
:: i • :: '.:!! 510 cutom flex Individual pocket coils for supedor Individual 
comfort - full 10 year warranty - super price/ 
Reg $1399 
. "~, Springwall Royal Majesty Pocket Coil Queen Set 
.'~.*~'~'..~ :: % 713 high profile pocket coils - extremely comfortable bed, full 10 year 
The hospital has 
backtracked on two 
major areas of cuts that 
had been contemplated 
earlier in the year. Pro- 
posed reductions in the 
number of beds were 
abandoned and as was 
a plan to further 
restrict use of the nurs- 
ery for new babies. 
"We're maintaining 
the same criteria as in 
the past," Leisinger 
said. "We're not plac- 
ing any greater estric- Leisinger 
lions on it." 
"The nursery is an important and valuable 
service to the northwest. We have the specialist 
.here to PrOvide that service.' . . .  
Further organizational changes at the hospital~ .... 
are expected as cost-saving measures, but 
Leisinger is so far refusing to comment on what 
they will be. 
,.~'. . : :..~. Springwai/ Bunk Mattress 
Single Size Only 
News In Brief 
Accused  f ree  in Ter race  
A LOCAL man facing 10 counts of sexual assault on 
minors in Williams Lake is free on bail and living in 
the Terrace area. 
The 54.year-old appeared hi Williams Lake Provin- 
cial Court last week. He faces 10 counts, including in. 
decent assault, gross indecency and assault with the in- 
tent to cotmnit buggery. 
The assaults allegedly took place between 1970 and 
1991 when the accused was living in Williams Lake. 
Police were able to lay charges after four complainants 
came fonvard. Williams Lake Crown counsel say the 
charges laid represent law at the time of the incidents. 
Today, they would simply be called sexual assault. 
The accused is set to appear in Williams Lake court 
again on October 6, 1997 to set a date for trial. In the 
meantime he is living in Terrace, hut has been ordered 
not to be around minors unless supervised and to ab- 
stain from drugs and alcohol. 
Love- in  inc ludes  warn ing  
A COMMUNITY celebration in Prince Rupert to 
toast he saving of Skeena Cellulose wasn't all love-in. 
After a standing ovation for deputy premier Dan Mil- 
ler ended and the crowd of 350 sat back down, the man 
of the hour issued a stem warning: the past is the past. 
Miller called on employees of the company to come 
together and end decades of distrust and animosity. 
"This deal will not work mdess people get rid of the 
baggage of the past," Miller said. "We have to break 
down the barriers of suspicion between union and man- 
agement." 
'It will only work if both sides cooperate. Not 
through scrapping and antagonism, but by sitting down 
and in a professional way discussing differences." 
Coast  un i tes  on logg ing  
MAYORS and native leaders up and down the coast 
signed a resolution calling on environmental groups to 
abandon destructive campaigns against logging. 
Fourteen mayors and regional chairs and three native 
leaders spamling the coastline from Prince Rupert to 
Comox endorsed the resolution and presented it to 
Premier Glen Clark in Port Hardy Thursday. 
It calls on big environmental groups to "cease and 
desist heir hurtful campaigns aud hrstead work with all 
British Columbians toward promoting sustainability." 
Port Hardy mayor Russ Heliberg said most B.C. resi- 
dents are satisfied with recent forest policy changes to 
make logging more sustainable, but some groups con- 
tinue to use misinformation and illegal tactics. 
Jail for  sex  assau l t  
A TERRACE man has been sentenced to four months 
in jail for sexually assaulting a minor. 
Walter Scott Bowman, 28, was sentenced September 
5 by Judge Edmund DeWalle. Bowman received the 
jail term, plus 18 months probation for the sexual as- 
sault, which occurred April 8, 1996. 
Conditions of his probation include attending 
psychological counselling and not being in the 
presence of youths under the age of 18-years, except 
his own children. 
The Vlctim, who was 14-ye~f-old at the time, testified 
that she woke up to find Bowman fondling her breasts 
one night while she was slaying at his home. 
Judge DeWalle recommended that Bowman serve his 
time at the Terrace Correctional Centre. 
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Opportunism 
IS TIlE EFFORT about to be expended in an at- ! 
tempt o recall Helmut Giesbrecht the right thing 
to do? 
Regardless of how you view the performance of
Skeena's MLA, one thing is certain: he's the 
same Helmut Giesbrecht now as he was in his 
first term, prior to the 1996 election. 
Voters re-elected Giesbrecht hat year, albeit 
with barely 40 per cent of the votes cast, but they 
did re-elect him. 
Detractors ay he is invisible on the most criti- 
cal issues facing the constituency, and an 
apologist for government rather than a fighter for 
the northwest. 
While he has come up decidedly short on some 
issues, a certain degree of his perceived 
shortcomings may be a question of style. Gies- 
brecht is not a show-boater. But his less visible 
approach gives opponents more ammunition to 
fire against him. 
It must be noted that Giesbrecht is not grossly 
negligent in the sense the recall legislation was 
intended. 
He hasn't taken bribes, used his position for 
personal gain or run off to the Cayman Islands 
while continuing to draw a government pay che- 
que. 
Those are the sort of situations recall was 
designed for - -  not for ousting those guilty of 
merely lacklustre performance. 
Opposition parties have their eyes firmly fixed 
on the narrow margin of seats in the legislature 
that keeps the NDP in power. 
The best test of the validity of the campaign to 
unseat Giesbrecht is to ask those involved in it 
locally if they would be putting in the effort 
needed if the NDP held a 20 or 25 seat majority. 
If the answer, is noi',iLhe'n'this iis 'more a case of 
locals getting swept up in a spirit of political op- 
portunism than seeking to improve local repre- 
sentation. 
Sheep 
PUBLIC OPINION polls may be the best way to 
figure out how to handle the troublesome nation- 
al unity question, Premier Glen Clark suggested 
last week. 
This is just the latest example of our politicians' 
excessive penchant for using opinion polls and 
surveys of all sorts, rather than actually showing 
leadership. 
The Reform Party has been foremost among the 
offenders; embracing all manner of these techni- 
ques and encouraging the use of referenda s a 
tool. 
We don't elect these people to govern by poll, 
parroting back to us our own misunderstandings 
and prejudices. 
We elect men and women of integrity to spend 
the time we don't have to figure out what's right, 
and then fight for it. 
What this country needs are leaders not 
more followers. 
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Liberals score decisive win 
VICTORIA - -  Maybe Liberal 
leader Gordon Campbell won't 
have to go looking for a new 
job yet. 
The Liberal victory in Mon- 
day's Surrey-White Reek 
byelection wasn't nearly as 
stunning as in the last general 
election, but Gordon Hogg's 
showing was very respectable 
and may silence the critics of 
Campbell's leadership for the 
time being. 
The information I am basing 
this piece was the count at 
about 10 p.m. At that time, 
Hngg was leading his Reform 
Party opponent, David Secord, 
by a comfortable two-to-one 
margin. 
The general consensus of 
political junkies and scientists 
was that this byelection would 
make or break Campbell. As 
University of Victoria political 
scientist Norman Ruff put it, if 
the Liberals just squeak in, 
"the lights will dim for Camp- 
bell." If the Liberals lose, "his 
lights go out." 
Well, the lights may flicker a 
little, but with a bit of political 
acumen, which Campbell has 
unfortunately been in short 
supply of, he should be able to 
cement his position as leader 
of the Liberal Party. 
? :  
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fROM THE CAP ITA"  
HUBERT BEYER 
Not knowing the final count 
at the time of writing, I can't 
make an exact comparison of 
the results to those of the 1996 
general election, except o say 
that Will Hurd beat his NDP 
opponent by a massive lO,000- 
vote margin and the third-place 
Refoi:iner by 15,000 votes. 
And while Monday's results 
are nowhere near as ina- 
pressive, they probably will 
enable Campbell to nip any 
challenge to his leadership in 
the bud. 
Criticism of Campbell's 
leadership was becoming very 
voeiferons, after the L~erals 
turned in a pitiful performance 
in the last legislative session. 
Instead of dominating the 
agenda nd going after a stum- 
bling government, the L~erals 
emerged from the session as 
the dear losers. 
Campbell rejected the idea 
that the byelection would be a 
test of his leadership abilities, 
but his own candidate knew 
better, admitting that voters 
had repeatedly raised the ques- 
tion of Campbell's inability to 
mount a strong opposition to 
the NDP. 
In part, the L~eral victory 
was due to its near-perfect can- 
didate. Hogg is the son of a 
pioneer White Rock family. He 
was mayor for years and is 
well known and liked in the 
community. 
The only thing that might 
have hurt him was the fact that 
he was the top corrections offi- 
cial when Danny Perrault 
walked away from a minimum 
security pdson in 1993 and, 
while on the loose, savagely 
beat and raped a Surrey 
woman. 
For the Reform Party of 
B.C., the outcome was dis- 
appointing. Its fortunes also 
were tied very closely to this 
byeleetion. 
The Reformers just elected a
new leader, and a victory in 
this byelection would have put 
the party on the political map. 
The support was there. In 
several polls, the then leader- 
less Reform Party, with has 
only two seats in the legisla- 
ture, had outscored the Liber- 
als. 
A victory would have sent a 
message to voters that Reform 
is a viable right-wing alterna- 
tive to the NDP. Alas, it wasn't 
to be. 
Will Hanni, the new leader, 
should perhaps now take one 
of those famous walks in the 
woods and contemplate his and 
his party's future. 
He hasn't got a seat in the 
legislature and most likely 
won't have chance to get one 
before the next general dee- 
tion. Byelections don't happen 
that often. 
And if he leads Reform into 
the next fray, the best he can 
accomplish is to split the fight- 
wing vote once again. 
My advice to Hanni is ask 
Premier Clark if he should 
throw 'his lot in with the Liber- 
als. If Clark says no, do it. 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: 
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) 
385-6783. E.MaU address: 
hubert@coolcom.com 
Let's get our w iling in tune 
LAST WEEKEND nine 
premiere embarked on our 
third try to find a word to 
satisfy La Belle Provence 
without deviating the asp- 
turns of their own citizens. 
In doing so, the premiers 
ignore a naturally occurring 
phenomenon that could 
maintain Quebec as a land 
of ice and No. 
Almost daily, our news 
tells of another community 
"coming together" to 
mourn the loss of lives by a 
crazed killer, or to battle the 
aftermath of a disaster 
Edmonton's tornado, 
Manitoba's flood, Skeena's 
mill closures. 
Since sharing anguish 
draws an urban/rural com- 
munity together tighter than 
a bachelor's mended ~ek ,  
all we need to keep Quebec 
in the confederation is good 
grief. Like mounds of 
dumpling batter dropped on 
to a simmering stew, dots of 
crime could eventually bind 
our map under a sea to sea 
blanket of misery. 
It would be different if we 
P 
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CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
had to deliberately create 
crime. We don't. It exists. 
We need only organize it. 
British Columbia is well 
on its way to unifying the 
country. 
Abbotsford drew together 
in the wake of nine family 
members gunned down by 
an ex-husband. 
In Chilliwack, an ex- 
husband on parole did his 
bit for unity by shooting a 
27 year old and her mother. 
In Surrey, a teenager driv- 
ing drunk behind the wheel 
of a Cadillac killed one 
teenager and injured 14 
others. 
Instant disasters like those 
accomplish in seconds what 
endless houm of talk behind 
closed doom fail to achieve. 
And such disastem are 
hard to stop, unlike the 
Meech Lake Accord which 
was instantly stalled by a 
single eagle feather 
momentarily raised by Elija 
Harper in the Manitoba 
legislature. 
Not even Counterattack 
MADD, increased fines and 
longer jail terms have 
deterred those who 
devastate whole cities with 
their senseless lawbreaking 
behind a gun or a ear. Why, 
even Steve Fonyo has been 
convicted five times of driv- 
ing while impaired. Which 
proves you don't need com- 
monsense to run. 
At least we would be turn- 
ing a negative into a posi- 
tive if we took advantage of 
the unifying opportunities 
afforded us by our sick 
society. And it would save 
some geographical area 
from being forever con- 
netted to failure. 
Think of Meech Lake. 
Once a summer haven 
rimmed by sun-dappled bir- 
ches, it's best known for 
Brian Mulroney's disaster. 
Does any town care to 
volunteer for such ig- 
nominy? At least when a 
folk feat puts a town on the 
map its name gives off 
vibes of joy, fello;,;ship, and 
memorable music. 
Our trend to violent crime 
gives teenagers a new 
profession to think about if 
they aim for full time 
employment. Grief 
counselor. Though a new 
profession, its graduates are 
n constant demand by 
schools, police departments, 
and transportation agencies. 
And unless we can drop our 
crime rate, there's no reason 
to think they'll ever be out- 
moded. 
So let's squeeze all the 
good we can out of our 
grief. 
The leaves that heal 
Herbal knowledge 
is being kept alive 
By SALWA FARAH 
WE WALK amongst hem every 
time we hike through the woods, 
but rarely do we recognize them or 
their healing qualities. 
They are the plants that grow 
around us, the common berries, 
trees, the pricldy weeds and roots. 
And aboriginal people have 
known about their healing 
properties for generations. 
Vera Henry, a Tshnshian elder 
living at Kitsumkalum, has retained 
a lot of the knowledge and wisdom 
that was passed on to her from her 
grandmother. 
"They call me the resident 
elder," she jokes. 
Henry's appearance doesn't 
betray her age which is still young 
and supple, and at 72 years of age, 
she has a lot of advice to pass on to 
others. 
Henry was a public health worker 
for 20 years and often acted as an 
interpreter on reserves in the north- 
west. 
In 19g3, Henry was treated for 
breast cancer but later got a life 
threatening infection from one of 
the stitches that went undetected. 
She attributes the improvement of
her health to the healing plants she 
regularly consumed, like devil's 
club tea. 
" I  took a lot of Indian medicine, 
drank lots of yew tree tea and ate 
lots of Indian food," she says. 
Nancy Turner, from the Univer- 
sity of Victoria environmental 
studies dcpartment, has written 
many books about healing and food 
plants used by British Columbia 
native people. 
"Devil's club is related to 
ginseng - -  some people feel that it 
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KITSUMKALUM ELDER Vera Henry wants to make sure 
aboriOinal knowledge about the medicinal uses of plants continues 
to pass down with each new generation. 
must be an immune enhancer," 
said Turner. 
Henry may not have been fully 
aware of the chemical properties of 
yew tree bark, but the trec has been 
harvested to fight cancer. 
"Yew trec bark is the source of a 
drug called taxol ~ it is used in the 
treatment of ovarian cancer and 
other types of cancer," explained 
Turner. 
Because of its strength and 
rigidity, yew tree bark was also tra- 
ditionally used for making arrows 
and digging sticks. 
Devil's club, so called for it's 
prickly branches, is good for curing 
anything flora common colds to 
tuberculosis, ays Henry. 
She said that when she was grow- 
ing up there were a lot of cases of 
TB, or as it was known then, con- 
sumption. Those who listened to 
the elders and followed the tradi- 
tional diet, survived the many 
breakouts of TB. 
Only the white pulpy flesh un- 
derneath the thin layer of green 
bark beneath the rough devil's club 
stem is used. 
The white sap could be rolled into 
a bali attd placed under the tongue 
or it could be made into a tea. 
She demonsUates by taking a 
knife and curling back the rough 
bark and extracting about a 
tablespoon of the pungent smelling 
bark. 
"You boil it in water for 15 
minutes in an enamel pot ~ always 
use an enamel pot otherwise the 
metals will spoil the proteins - -  it's 
also very bitter tea," 
To cut the bitterness of the tea, 
she adds sweet root to make it more 
palatable. 
"You can eat it without cooking 
it ~ it's good for sore throats and 
other throat viruses," she says 
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about the sweet root, 
The sweet root (also known as 
sweet cicely or dry land parsnip) 
tastes a lot like sore-throat 
lozenges, with a mild lingering 
licorice after-taste. 
Another staple to Henry's diet is 
Labrador tea ~ or as she jokingly 
calls it - -Hudson's  Bay tea, in 
reference to the colonizers' knack 
for capitalizing on its healing 
qualities. 
This oily smelling tea is good for 
cleausing the blood and healing 
stomach ulcers. 
"It's good for elders who haven't 
been eating ~ it stimulates the ap- 
petite." 
In 1992, Henry, her daughter and 
her grandchild were involved in a 
serious car accident hat left her 
wheelehak-bound for two years. 
Again, she attributes her good 
health to the traditional diet and 
herbs. 
She chose balsam to smoke her 
fish on. Balsam is good for healing 
broken bones and easing the pain 
from arthritis. 
Alder is another popular wood for 
smoking fish on. The sap was used 
to cure cold sores in the mouth. 
But that's not to say that you 
won't find a boule of aspirin in her 
medicine cupboard. She takes the 
best of both worlds, the traditional 
and the modem. 
"You won't find anything to re- 
place aspirin," she jokes. 
Even though she carefully ob- 
served her grandmother as a child 
(who lived to be 106), many of the 
finer and more specific uses of 
plants have been lost. 
But the knowledge of traditional 
uses of healing plants is an impor- 
tant part of the cultural heritage and 
will continue to he perpetuated 
from one generation to the next. 
He's a storehouse of plant knowledge 
LEE OATES has a massive collection of in- 
formation on traditional plant uses. 
THERE IS an overwhelming amount of in- 
formation on native B.C. plants that are edible 
or have healing properties. 
And Terrace resident Lee Oates has made the 
massive undertaking of compiling the tradi- 
tional, historical and pharmaceutical uses of 
those plants his personal mission. 
Oates, who is a psychologist at Terrace Men- 
tal Health, is really a botanist at heart and has 
pursued what he calls his hobby for over 30 
years now. ; 
"Most of what I know comes oat of books," 
he explained, pointing to the hundreds of books 
that line the walls of his aparanent. 
And on his computer, he has over 300 dif- 
ferent plauts, their uses around the world, their 
chemical composition, and their harvesting. 
"Usually when you have a plant that works 
its use is widespread," he explained. 
Oates believes that a lot of information on tra- 
ditional healing medicines has been lost or dis- 
totted. He attributes much of this to residential 
schools and missionaries - -  separating the med- 
icine from the spiritual. 
"The missionaries banned anything that was 
native saying that the only proper thing to use is 
white medicine." 
While most of the plants do have a 
pharmaceutical component to them, Oates says 
that the sense of a spiritual belief is an impor- 
tant element in the effectiveness ofthe plant. 
Oates is glad to share his information with 
others, but he understands why some aboriginal 
people are now reluctant to do the same. 
"Every time someo,re finds a medicinal plant 
the University of British Columbia, has been re- 
searching plants for over 30 years. He 
sympathizes with that perspective. 
"The less said the better," he said, "It's bec- 
oming very unpleasant ~ the government i s  
eventually going to say you're not allowed to 
use them." 
Towers also said that the pharmaceutical com- 
panies are not interested in wild crops, but in- 
stead they would prefer to harvest the crops, 
like they dff~,ithopium:aikaloids such as:m9 r- 
phine. 
He explained that it takes years and millions 
of dollars for a company to research and effec- 
tively use a plant's healing component. 
Towers also warns that many of the traditional 
plants could be poisonous with long term usage 
causing serious ide-effects. 
"The yew tree is a poisonous tree," he said 
and was astonished to hear that many aboriginal 
people used it in a tea. 
But he conFams that devil's club, a staple of 
healing plants, does in fact have chemical 
properties used in the treaUnent of tuberculosis. 
However, because of the complex nature of 
the chemicals, they are difficult to extract and 
duplicate attd are more effective wheu used in a 
traditional manner ~ like tea. 
"We're looking for magic bullets," he said 
about the type of research is department does, 
adding that many of the traditional plants con- 
tain a mixture of crude extracts and many dif- 
ferent chemicals that are difficult to isolate. 
Traditional plants will likely continue to be 
used, as they have been from time immemorial. 
they wipe out the whole plant - -  a lot of medi- 
cine people don't alk about it," he explained. 
He gives the example of the yew tree that the 
Haida have been using for generations. 
When it was discovered that one of the chemi- 
cal components of the bark - -  taxol - -was  an 
effective drug for the treatment of ovarian and 
breast cancer, the yew tree was nearly 
obliterated. 
Some native people worry that once a plant's 
healhlg quality is discovered, then they will get 
caught up in a war between the govermnent and 
the pharmaceutical companies. 
Dr. Nell Towers, s professor of botany with 
In the womb of 
the sweat lodge 
steady rhythm of the drum ~ willow structure next to Peters, foi- 
lowing her instructions as she 
guides the ceremony. 
Above me hangs a white cloth 
with tobacco wrapped in it. I am 
sitting on the north side, represent- 
ing the white nation, the physical 
element, the people of the fire. 
The door faces the east, and 
above it hangs a yellow cloth, 
representing the mental capacity 
south is red, representing the earth, 
the spiritual and we.st is black, the 
people of the water, representing 
the emotional element. 
The tobacco wrapped in these 
bundles is a giR to the four races, 
the same four elements that en- 
compass our being. 
I am apprehensive as the Fust 
rocks are brought in, each one wel- 
comed into the lodge with buffalo 
sage and sweet grass - -  the rocks 
have been heating in the sacred fire 
for a few hours now, and they are 
glowing and irradiant, like the lava 
from deep within the earth's core. 
The lodge warms up quickly~ and 
MELTING INTO DARKNESS: Reporter Salwa Farah experiences 
firsthand the sweat lodge - -  used here to treat abuse victims. 
after the first seven rocks are 
brought in, the door is closed and 
the temperature increases dramati- 
cally. 
Peters explains that ~here will be 
four sessions, the first a personal 
prayer, then one for the women, 
one for the men and finally a 
thanksgiving prayer, an ack- 
nowledgment of what we have and 
where we are. 
She sprinkles water mixed with 
sage on the rocks, and the steam 
engulfs the darkness, increasing the 
temperature even more. 
I instantly began to sweat, and 
my breathing slows down. 
It was perhaps with the second 
session that I felt the weakest, all 
my defences melting away - -  I felt 
humbled. 
After the third session, we shared 
fish, berries and water, this helped 
replenish m e for the last round. 
m 
The last seven of the 28 rocks --~ 
representing the moon's cycle - -  
were brought in and we each gave 
thanks to what the Creator had 
given us. 
After the ceremony was over, the 
door was opened and a cold rush of 
air came in, reminding me of the 
outside world that had, for just a 
small instant, stood still. 
There were no devils leaping out 
of flames ~ only silent prayers as 
we each reflected on our inner 
selves and others. 
The four cloths representing all of 
humanity will remain in the lodge 
for about a month when Peters will 
hang them out in a natural setting. 
The other people in the sweat 
were seasoned pros and they rated 
it as a "grandmother sweat", a 
mellow and slow one - -  again, I 
felt humbled. 
mother nature's heartbeat. 
There is no other way to explain a 
sweat lodge ceremony than to ex- 
perience it first hand, said Joanne 
Peters, a pipe carrier and coor- 
dinator at Native Mental Health in 
Tenace. 
Peters earned the title of pipe car- 
tier only after fasting and seeking 
the guidance of medicine people. 
She started with her own healiag 
before extending herself to helping 
others. 
"In order for people to 'reach full 
potential, they have to start with 
healing themselves ~ and find a 
place where they can feel safe," 
she explained. 
Residential schools and mis- 
sionaries saw the demise of the 
sweat lodge ceremony along with 
the burning of ceremonial objects 
sacred to native ritual. 
"'We were taught o believe that 
they were pagan rituals ~ ways of 
the devil, but they weren't." 
It is only now that more and more 
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The Mail Bag 
Uncooperative PPWC 
gets unjust reward 
Dear Sir:. 
So the party was held: egos blatant, hands made sore 
with with exuberant greetings, self .congratulation 
gone public. Batdcrnptcy and the unemploymcnt of 
nine thousand persons had just been eluded. 
The Premier himself appeared in Prince Rupert to 
share in the warm glow of success. But when we cow 
sider what this success means as it applies to the whole 
of Skceua Cellulose, a few pressing questions remain. 
While the PPWC has been well rewarded for their 
reputed militancy and uou-productivity, he positive ef- 
forts of the other unions working for Skeena Cellulose 
were largely ignored. 
When the banks proposed a spirit of cooperation (as 
ill job flexibility) to the PPWC to ensure viability of 
',he pulp mill attd therefore its regional counterparts, the 
plan was met by the PPWC's outrage. Then Dan Miller 
stepped in on behalf of the pulp mill uttion. 
With his "better business plan", a 10 per cent wage 
defcrral - -  in exchange for 20 per cent ownership N 
the PPWC was well protected. 
But who was protecting the workers of the other 
unions who had consistently dedicated their coopera- 
tive hard work to ensure the solid wood mills continued 
viability and productivity7 
During the long period of uncertainty, the entire 
focus was on Prince Rupert and the pulp mill. Loggers, 
millworkers, and other businesses across the northwest 
whose livelihood attd employment also depended on 
the continuation of SCI, were disregarded. 
We did not hear Helmut Giesbrecht pounding the 
table to demand recognition of the efforts of local 
workers and contractors. 
While carefully contrived letters and press statements 
arc placed strategically in local newspapers to bolster 
Hdmut's lacklustre reputation, few believe their 
validity. Does not action, or lack of it, speak louder 
than words? 
The government has promised to insert 149 million 
taxpayer dollars (part of which arc PPWC wage guar- 
antees) to assist in making the company viable, netting 
a 45 per cent share of the company. 
Au itmnediate handover of 20 per cent was given to 
the PPWC to take the sting out of the wage rollback 
representing $25 million over 7 years. 
Local Repup creditors have "invested" (been in- 
veigled out of) approxhnately $100 million attd for this 
they might receive a 10 per cent share in the reworked 
plan. Is there not something wrong with the math? 
Finally, it is requisite to ask what message this entire 
debacle sends to potential investors. The answer must 
be ihat the province will not tolerate free market nego- 
tiation, unhindered by govcrmnental meddling. 
There was a collective sigh of relief across the region 
when it was learned the PPWC had accepted the 
proposal in principle. Once again we had been rescued 
by a bandaid solution. 
However, it would appear that we may be suffering 
from Patty Hearst syndrome: we have been brain- 
washed to believe our captors have become our 
saviours. 
Linda Hawes 
Terrace, B.C. 
Recall effort defended 
Dear Sir:. 
The letter written by AI Lehmatm ('Secretive recall 
'sour grapes' ' Terrace Standard Sept. 17) raises some 
interesting points. Mr. Lehmann, here are the specific 
answers which you requested. 
1. Mr. Lehmann, you say that our recall ad is of- 
fensive and seeks to achieve a political end. What you 
don't seem to understand is that Hellnut Giesbrecht 
represents us by virtue of consent given to him by the 
electorate of Skeena. 
As he has failed to represent us adequately and fairly, 
the Recall Act gives us the right to withdraw our con- 
sent. What is offensive or political about hat? 
You say that we are being secretive. I f you or anyone 
else has questions regarding recall you may call or fax 
638-7739. 
2. Mr. Lehmann, you asked where the Recall Com- 
mittee's funding is coming from. All funding has come 
from within the Skeena riding. 
You ask who we are. We are several hundred citizens 
all from the Skeena riding from all walks of life and 
from all political stripes. 
3. Mr. Lehmana, you ask what specific grievances we 
seek to redress. There is only one- -  that of representa- 
tion. Ask yourself honestly whom Helmut represents 
the electorate of Skeena or the lffDP party? 
Mr. Gie~sbrecht and a lot of other MLAs in the house 
have forgotten that they work for the citizens of their 
• riding. Taking back the mandate of even one MLA will 
send a reminder that will be heeded by all for years to 
come.  
4. Mr. Lehmann, you wonder how a new MLA would 
magically fix everything. He probably won't, but you 
can bc assured that after recall Helmnt's replacement 
will be far nmre responsive and hottest with the elec- 
torate than Helmut has been. 
5. Mr. Lehmann, you state that the time Heimnt 
spends defending himself rom recall is counterproduc- 
tive. By this statement you imply that Helmut spends 
time doing something productive. There are many 
people in this riding who disagree with you. 
Had Helmut spent his time representing all of the 
citizens of Skeena in an equal aud unprejudiced man- 
ner he wouldn't now be facing the tennination of his 
employment. 
6. You say that you won't be supporting our cause, 
Mr. Lehmann. Fair comment, We respect your right to 
your opinion. Perhaps you could extend the santo 
courtesy tO US. 
Lorne Sexton, chairman 
Committee to Recall t lelmut Giesbreeht 
A bit too Liberal 
Dear Sir:. 
I read in last week's Terrace Standard about a move- 
ment o have our MLA Helmut Oiesbrecht recalled. 
My question is this: Who are we going to vote for? ~ 
The likes of Gordon Campbell or David Anderson, 
who sold B.C. out to the yanks over the fLshing? 
Idndesay BurneR... 
Terrace ILC," 
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Wait for better deal 
Dear Sir:. 
The upcoming referendum leaves Thomhill voters 
with two choices, to amalgamate or stay with the status 
quo, We.should remember several things. We have al- 
most twice the land base of Terrace, good water, an air- 
port and almost 5,000 people purchasing oods attd 
services. 
Terrace has a shrinking land base, poor water, sig- 
nificant debt and one of the highest ax rates in the Pro- 
vince. 
Let's tell them we'll pass this time and wait for a bet- 
ter deal. If we want debt, we should create it building a 
future for ourselves on this side of the river. 
S. Emery 
Terrace, B.C. 
Help bring back ferry 
An open letter to ]Premier Glen Clark: 
I am writing to express our concerns regarding the 
impasse we appear to have reached over the iuclusion 
of the City of Prince Rupert in the Alaskan ferry sched- 
ule. 
Prince Rupert benefits significantly from its position 
as the southern terminus for the Alaskan ferries, 
reportedly as much as $70 million annually. This does 
not include the "spin off" benefits for the entire north- 
west corridor through to Prince George. These benefits 
are equally sigpfificant. 
B.C. has always enjoyed a good relationship with our 
neighbours in Alaska!  
Like all friendships, however, there are periodic dis- 
agreements. As you well know, our current dispute 
over sahnon fishing is one such disagreement. 
The salmon fishing dispute has been ongohzg. Be- 
cause it represents heir livelihood, the fishers in Prince 
Rupert reacted in the only way they thought hey could 
to bring attention to the matter. Clearly, their actions 
proved to be misdirected and wrong. 
The permanent federal injunction against similar fu- 
ture actions, obtained by the Government of Canada, 
attests to this fact. The fishers also failed to fully con- 
sider the serious ramifications that their blockade 
would have on the financial well-being of Priuce 
Rupert, the entire northwest and the state of Alaska. 
While the frustration experienced by the B.C. fishing 
industry is understandable, we do not wish to debate 
the complex issues of the salmon dispute here. That is 
quite a separate issue from the withdrawal of Alaskan 
ferry service from Prince Rupert. 
We can also uuderstand your reaction to the drawn 
out salmon treaty negotiations...but now believe it is 
time to put this unfortunate incident behind us and 
endeavour to restore our friendship with the Alaskans 
to its previous form. 
You can help us do so by agreeing to the Alaskan 
governor's demand for an apology, and payment of 
what we understand to be $1.5 million in damages. Al- 
though it might appear to be once again giving in to 
those domineering Americans, we believe it more ap-  
~oiJriate to tilm the' dtt~d" Cheek and ~/ork With al l  
' ~ j~ i~ to ensure the suedes#dr'the Salm0n"Treaty ne- 
g&iations. 
As for the $1.5 million in damges, this would quickly 
be recovered from the taxes generated by the $70M 
spent in Prince Rupert by the Alaskans. 
Please help before any further damage is done to the 
economy of the Northwest. 
Sharalyn Palagian, president 
Terrace District Chamber of Commerce 
Look Twice. 
It's Motorcycle 
Season, 
,% 
( 'bunciilors dei= y talk 
of raising own pay 
CITY COUNCILLORS are But mayor Jack Talstra 
going to delay a decision on suggested council not make 
whether to give themselves a decision until after the 
a pay increase. Oct. 18 referendum on the 
The mayor is presently possible merger of Terrace, 
paid $20,256 a year and Thomhill and outlying 
each city councillor gets ar~s. 
$8,830. He noted the vote could 
Those amounts haven't mean an expanded city 
been raised in two years, al- council, and that such a de- 
though the city's past prac- cision should wait until any 
tic, has been to have those new representatives are in 
rates keep pace with infia- place. 
tion. There's a big range in 
Council asked city staff to what civic politicians get 
review the rates this year elsewhere. 
and compare what Terrace The most lucrative place 
pays with other to be in muncipal politics is 
municipalities. Prince George, where the 
FRBC doubles 
city's request 
Forestry specialist to be hired 
THE CITY of Terrace got more than it bargained for from 
Forest Renewal BC. 
$47,000 more. 
The city had applied to the crown corporation several 
months ago for a $47,000 grant from Forest Renewal to 
hire a forest sector specialist. 
The specialist is to review forest issues in the region and 
make suggestions on how to make the most out of the 
resource ,  
"We wanted someone to develop a strategy for the com- 
munity," says Terrace economic development officer Ken 
Veldman. "Everything from following up on the North- 
west Task Force to investigating value-added to f'mding 
out exactly what forestry means to Terrace's economy." 
But two weeks ago, Veldman received word from Forest 
Renewal that they were approving a $94,000 grant 
twice the amount requested. 
"We were hoping to hire someone for six months," he 
says. "But FRBC has approved funding for a full year." 
Veldman says the position will likely be put up to open 
tender and the city will hire whoever is most qualified. 
"Given the variety of things involved they could come 
from a number fields," he says. "From a development 
background to a professional forester and everything in be- 
tween." 
Apparently the reason why the city got the extra money 
is because FRBC combined two programs into one. 
According to Pat MacKasey of FRBC, the crown corpo- 
ration's forestry coordinator program was rolled into their 
hnplementation program. 
That resulted in a grant of $30,000 to develop a forest 
sector plan, plus $64,000 to implement that plan. 
" I t 's  their prerogative to spend it as they see fit," MacK- 
asey says. "As long as they spend it wisely." 
MacKaSey says the city will also have to.make quarterly 
~p011s t0 'Forest Renewal to advise thera"oz) 'h0v;Ftheir  
Work is ~roceeding. 
" I f  they went out and played golf for three months, that 
wouldn't be acceptable," he says. "But if they worked to 
get industry, community and First Nations groups involved 
in a coordinated effort to stimulate new forest-based ac- 
tivities, well that's exactly what we want." 
MacKasey says similar plans are also in the works for 
other cotmnu=dties in the northwest. 
mayor gets $70,720 a year 
and each councillor earns 
$15,723. 
At the other end of the 
scale is Stewart,  where nei- 
ther the mayor nor council. 
Iors accept any pay what- 
soever. They're strictly 
volunteers. 
In between are other 
northwest municipalities. 
Prince Rupert's mayor 
makes $30,457 and council- 
lots get $7,477. 
Kitimat's mayor makes a 
more modest $19,689, with 
councillors receiving 
$8,652. 
And Smithers pays the 
mayor $12,000, a deputy 
mayor $7,000 and council- 
lots $6,000. 
Mayor and council here 
are also paid money accord- 
ing to a schedule for ex- 
penses when travelling on 
city business. Rates here are 
in line with those paid else- 
where. 
Dr. Meg Sexsmith 
Optometr is t  
4550 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
Ph: 638-2020 
Office Hours 
Monday 9 a.m.- B p.m. 
Tues - Fri 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. & Saturday 9a.m.- 2 p.m. 
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VANCOUVER DEPARTURES 
Departures: J-'-~an 05-Feb 11 ~ 'EARLYBOOI(INGBONUS. Price indudes Earl 
Booking discount•All Air Only resenration.s 
Returns: Jan 07-Feb 18 ~ made priu toSept,27/97, on Air Transat ot 
rave Dec. 22/97 to Apr. 29/98 will receive a 
Roundtrip Airfare $ '~CJt~t ° $70 per person,discount applicable to adult a 
(Max. Stay 28 days) ,,,w ~ ~ child roundtrip tares. 
"--$'£~UR;/~Y nI~--PA~tUniS ON 1HUaSDAY nEPARIUR[S ON AIR ,RAnSAI ,alDAY O[PARIURE~ ON £~NADA 3000 i 
CANADIANAIRLINESINrEnNATIONAL ] Oct30 NovC6 1] 20 ~7-7 Night~ I uovol.zs~. 
& CANAOA ]OOO Roundtn A]rfare $5" ]~ ~"n~;,;,~i~-~ I p 
~_t_04. r~.jL.~t~ I Howard Johnson I Hotel Marhella ~ 
Roundtfip Airfare $4991 Plaza Suite Resort [ (Standard Rm. Meal Plan) ::vItTI".,~ 
Suites OeiSol . . . .  I (S=ndard) S869 1 Caho alanco $ I049  
R -m - -  $6~9 tdente (ALLINCLUSIVE) (~'t'd~o~gi" "" S 6  I Pros' . . . . .  ] K SIVE) 
Nautilus Hotel $879 I Inter-Contlnentar ~, ...~r.~ . - -  
~A[ . I~  INCLUSIVE) I (Standard Room/ALL INCLUSIVE) ~ ' , ~ / ~ ~  
'Add S30 to all Canada 3000 packng~ FnlDAY DEPARTURES ON Ala TRANSAT ~ 
I SUNOAYDEPARTURESONAIRTRANSAr I .6"--7~ h-~ DIRECT NON-STOP! 
~n ~t is. z n~.s Roundtrip Ai dare $54.9 SA~RDAY DEPA~TUnES ON W~$TJET 
- --  L OctO4.0ec 13.7&14~_~, . t  ~_~. Roundtrip Airfare $539 Palaclo De Los Cabos . . . . . . . . . . . .  clxs._- 
VelasVallarta ' (Studio) • $839 '  RoundtripAirfare* " $199 
(Studio) $108~* 'Price Indude~ Larry Bo~ing Benin! "1st 20 seat~ per Ilight only. 
'Price Includes Eady Booking Bonusl Book and pay by Sept 28/97 
Best Western Inn $4 ,99  
at Palm Springs* 
• Includes Complirnenta~ 
• Continental Breakfast daily. 
(oli your UNIGLOBE (ru~ spe£iolid loa~y, UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel. 
4718A I.ozelle Avenue, Terrace 638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
; [M. ®r= Iken~ed k0domM~ of UNI~O~[ h0~q Intentional) Inc IN~ P~kD~ Hl~Y OWNt 0 me0m bet~ Pelon¢ ~em(e. 
• I dt 
James W: Rad~let '" 
RADELET & COMPANY ~er~So~to~ ~ 
Tax Law. Trusts • Corporat~ &Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
~d Phone:.604-689-0878 Fax: 604.Q89-1386 lU 
Earn 
extra money 
at tax 
time. 
Every year, Canadians pend more than $100 
mtUton to baue their tax returns prepared. 
You can profit from th i s  situation by becom- 
ing a q u_allfted tax prepare~. H&R Block, ~,~ 
Canada s largest ax preparation firm, ~ 
offers comprebenslUeo step.by-step 
training and computerized 
Imuucaon. ~ ~  
H&R Block employs more than ~ ' ~  
10,000 tax preparers nation- 
wide°  
Lug for qualified tax course , ~ {  
graduates toJo,nourteam.* ~ { !  
For more information call 
635-2908 ; . ::~;i:, :. ~ :. 
*Comp etion of the course isneither ~Offer nor i ~  
0 ~::I 
"#: .;~ I 
:¢..';2;.I 
CLOSING OUT SALE 
Matt & Kaye Ehses are retiring 
,..,.,., 
All Merchandise 
u 
i 
~N 
'~ ! , Umited Edition Prints . Jade Carvings and jewelleq ';:;;: , .@:  , ~: ....... 
:i:.~!i~! . .... , Nativecarvedgoldandsilver • Gemstonespecimens i::: 
Sale Starts Saturday Sept 27 9:30,5:30 
- I open Sunday Sept. 28 IO:O0- 5:00 
Monda- Saturday 9".30 - 5:30 I Y 
Ha=well Ave. Terrace 
THE H MAZDA (LEAROUT IS ON... 
(( 
0 
,,,,..,I.,I "x. 
or Leare From 
,259.o0 ,139.oo 
Per Month/24 Months 
BZ300 4X7. PX TRU(K 
• #1 selling compact Import ruck 
, rear wheel anti-lock brakes CABS) 
• power assisted steering, 60/40 cloth split 
bench seat with armrest storage 
Per Month/24 Months Per Month/24 Months 
. 
I 
PROTE6(: S'E 6Z6 LX FAMILY ~EPAN 
• most interior oom in its class • AM/FM • automatic transmission •power windows 
stereo cassette, intermittent wipers and door locks • AM/FM stereo 
• power steering with tilt cassette, cruise control, tilt steering 
and air conditioning 
$S ION FOR THE ROAD TM 
MAZDA _f~ 
Purchase financing offers available on retail 0urchases only starting/(ugust 5,1997 for a limited time OAC. Offers may not be combined with any other offer. Lease OAC. Dealer may lease 
lot less. 20,0001( per year mileage restrictions apply. 8¢ per ki!ometre applies if exceeded. Lea.serale Includ.es.!r..e!ghl and.PDL See partl.c, lpating dealer for details, Supply and stock may 
vary by dealership. Vehicles may not be exactly as shnwn? Masse Perlona/Lease rates: Protege 5z: runnel U4Xab/.AAlU. Io~al ~ease oe~lgalmn $6326, Down payment of $2500 or equivalent 
trade-in, first month payment and security deposit of $250 applicable at time of purchase. Lease for 24 montns at 4.z5'/o lease rate APR. 626 LX model F4LS77AA00. Total tease 
obligation $9066, Down pya ment of $2500 or equivalent trade-in . . . . .  first month payment and secur ty deposit of $350 appUcable at t me o purchase Lease for 24 months at 3 75% leas~ 
rate APR. 82300 Truck model XBBAS7AD00, Total lease obligation $6566 Down payment of $.2500 or eq.ulva!ent trade In, first month payment and security deposit of $250 eppllcaMe 
at nine of purchase. Lease for 24 months sl 5% lease rate APR. Ucence, insurance, taxes ano omer oealer cnarges extra. . D7041 
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For Christmas! 
ONLY 10% DOWN CrediLaTYe:W= y °A:ailable 
BULOVA ~ 
" EXPERIENCE AN 
IN 
TIME KEEPING! 
Order your  
GRANDFATHER 
CLOCK 
Now! 
No Payments  
No Interest  OAC 
UNTIL 
JANUARY 1998 
THE PERFECT 
CHRISTMAS 
GIFT! 
FAMOUS 
1 / 2 Carat 
Diamond Solitaire 
set  in 
14 karat gold 
Please check and 
compare our pricesl 
Reg. $2999.95 
1,69999 
(and Cul 
Crystal 
Full 24% lead 
and 
GIFTS 
SAVE UP TO 
AND YOUR CHRISTMAS WORRIES ARE OVER 
For only 10% down, choose one of these fabulous diamond 
tennis bracelets each with 1.00 carat TW of diamonds. 
Our Regular Price S 1 ,700 .00  
Plus you will receive 
of anyone of these three elegant diamond rings 
$99990 
abso lu te l~your  choice 
Each valued a t~~C=yours~re J~wi th  the 
purchase of one diamond tennis bracelet! 
i N BOOMBOX 
by 
GOLD CHAINS 
,10 karat gold ....... • ....... , . .  
Men's and Ladies' 
Save up to 
50% 
d~" ' " ~ / ~  Just some examples... 
~'" Brace le t  Reg. 35.95 SALE 
16" Cha in  Reg. 67.95 SALE 
[8"  Cha in  Reg. 76.95 SALE 
~0"  Cha in  Reg. 85.95 SALE 
Many others too 
numerous to mention! 
17 °9 
33 °9 
39  °9 
4409 
GOLD EARRINGS and PENDrtNTS 
Plain, diamonds, rubies, sapphires and more! Up to... 
e o. 
DIAMOND 
EARRINGS 
STUD 
05 Carat TW 
~P 814-9.95 SALE  7499 
10 Carat TW 
~.P 82,49.95 SALE  13999 
15 Carat TW 
uP 8349.95 SALE  17999 
, SONY ~ ~  ~.~o ~arat'rwSXLE o, 
ii 
,i 
51 
14 ~N( 
i~ i,.Vloo 
iX ~,;M ~N 
Bulova nd 
Citizen 
Up to.., 
50% 
~- Off 
Just some exorrlo/e$ ( 
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MLA says he's not 
sweattng over recall 
Giesbrccht said the seine formed," Gicsbrccht wrote. "It 's annoying, but its part 
hc's getting ~ particularly "Getting your information of the job. I'm a New Deta- 
in the wake of the agree- 'first hand' is always safer ocrat MLA and those guys 
ment with Alcan over than getting it 'second just happen to be of a dif- 
Kemano Completion and hand'." ferent political persuasion." 
the deal to restart Skeena Asked about the letter, Down says his criticism at 
Cellulose is that "a lot o f  ~Giesbrechtsaid it's irritating the council meeting wasn't 
people are somewhat Helmut G iesbrecht  to be criticized by people limited to the Skeena eel- 
relieved that there are who don't actually take the lulose situation, but was 
people working behind the matter up with him directly, about Giesbrecht's broader 
scenes." A steady flow of criticism "I guess I have to get used representation and what he 
But if Giesbrecht is of the MLA comes from to people talking behind my says is a widespread percep- 
relaxed about the recall some Terrace city council- back but not talking to me," tion that it's inadequate. 
threat, some of his sup- lots. he said. "We want to be more in- 
porters arc making prepara- Queries from councillor Some people have the im- formed of what he is doing 
tions to counter it. Tim Down at the Sept. 8 pression, be added, that be- for us be it the hospital 
"I  think there's been a council meeting about cause he's not hogging the situation or our schools 
conm~ittee put together to where Giesbrecht was in the spotlight, he's not doing situation," he said. 
work on that issue separate Skeena Cellulose crisis anything. "No one really thinks Mr. 
from this office," Gies- sparked a response last "It 's obvious the people Giesbrecht is a source that's 
brecht confirmed, week from Giesbrecht. with their mouths open all effective." 
:;ampaign to begin in cember 
ORGANIZERS of a campaign to tion. Sexton expects they'll get the that number to be difficult to attain. 
recall Skeena MLA Hclmut Gies- petition from Elections B.C. within a "This recall idea is foreign to our 
brecht believe they'll have no problem week of that date allowing local can- thinking in Canada," Sexton added. 
in raising the necessary number of vassers to start. "What it empowers the electorate to 
volunteers. They'll have to get 7,500 signature.4 do is to take back their mandate from 
Lome Sexton says the Committee within the two months of the their representative." 
To Recall Helmut Giesbrecht now has campaign. "He's there by the consent of the 
surpassed 250 volunteers and is dos- " I f  we have 125 people collecting electorate fight now. But the elec- 
ing in on 300. signatures each one of those people torate has the fight to withdraw that 
The campaign is expected to get un- have to get one signature per day for consent" 
derway in early December and to last 60 days," Sexton said. "That's it. So Some provincial pundits have 
for60days, it isdo-able." picked Skeena as the NDP con- 
That's because Nov. 28 is the first He's hoping to have 200 people col- stituency where recall has the best 
day organizers can apply for a peti- lecting signatures and doesn't expect chance of succeeding. 
Boatman Bob st i r r ing it up aga in  
AT 82 YEARS of age, Bob tion, Reeds had run-ins with Reeds turned out to be be- tcrs to the editor, and 
Reeds hasn't quit stirring up police and others who tried hind the idea, however, and coverage on BCTV ensued. 
trouble, to prevent him from con- it soon transformed into a The mayor of  Sicamous 
Terrace residents will re- tinuing his journey, parade that was to include a was even drawn into the 
member Reeds as the oe- This time, controversy has swimsuit contest o name a fray, backing Reeds' idea as 
togenarian who two years erupted in the small i,terior Miss or Mrs. Sieamous. one that would put local in- 
ago assembled a crude town of Sieamous where 1o- The town quickly divided dustry on the map. 
#ywood boat on  Ferry Is- cals are up h~ anus. into camps for and against But by last week the con- 
land and then sailed it d0~'n I t  .~eems the idea of a pa- i the idea, with cries of test was called off and 
the SE/~ena River over the rude was hatched to sexism ringing out. Reeds has apparently left 
objections of river veterans, celebrate the achievements A barrage of stories in 1o- the town for points un- 
By the end of the expedi- of local htdustry, cai newspapers, hostile let- known. 
NOON-2  PM ~.~. ! !  
In front of Central Gifts in the Lazelle Avenue M~fll", ~ ~ ~ 
. . " ~ . , "  • 
~,ea~e s,ow ~our suooor~ y Oona~,n~ ao ~uo~,o~,¢ '~~ 
or stopping by the auction to purchase an ~ } ~ !  
There will also be a donation bar re l~,~ 
Please Remember, Every Penny C~t~t~/~, .;",I. 
v ' " ' " " " . "  • . . . .  
MINUTE * 
• .~.~~~^  ,..;,;,,, ;~. 
,~/:~, ~ . , -  Sept 27, :1.997 will be known as Cody's ' 
~ . ,  /~  . ,~ ,  ,~, ~,?:,.'. ~ Day. On August 5, Cody Mooney, a local 
"~'r~"?:' :,~ 10 year old boy, was burnt very badly in an 
,.~, :~~._,~ , ~E.  accident. Cody is currently in ICU at 
~ ~  /,,,, Children's Hospital in Vancouver and faces 
~ ~ {  '" years of surgery. Cody"s friends have 
"" ,, .'~': ' organized a benefit auction to help raise 
~ ~' !  fU?dv1°:othefTwmil~ ~ stay 
Saturday, Sept. 27 :~--~": ~
UNDER CAR SPECIALISTS 
• Exhaust • Shocks 
• Brakes • WheelAlignment 
• Front End Work • Tires & Balancing 
• Oil Change & Filter (~timat Location Only) 
-NowOn Sale- 
~;~ ~ . . ,  ,¢:I::/FR~ _,.. Now Available 
~ ,nu- : ; ;~  PA~ D~ your Minute 
, . .~AI(~ ~IUI:::o ~ ~ ~ Muffler Credit 
D I l l ' : -  ~ ~ r~ IL .  Card! 
. . , -  n /  I z r r  NO Payments For 
J~ I~  ~'/ t l  ~ I I  m 6 Months. 
~ ' - . .  B • I#' ~ _.- No InterestOAC 
~'= _.,,, ~. (:TRUT Limited Time Offer. 
sHO~ = "- ~ 
Fa l l  Events  
Ch a lky  "$ 
Everyday Chalky's Features: 
• Hourly Table Rental o Internet Access 
• Sunday Toumey's = Foos Ball 
• Air Hockey o Top Skater 
• Sega GT • Pinball 
• Wednesday Night 3-Ball Tourney's 
FREE 
POOL 
For Families 
(at le~ 1 parent m atter~) 
Sept./Oct. 
FREE 
POOL 
For Ladies 
Sept./Oct. 
FREE 
POOL 
For Couples 
Sept./Oct. 
4662 Lakelse Ave., 
: Terrace Ph: 638-1162 
L ~IILtlAI~ID~% 
Hours Of Operation 
Mon. - Thurs. 12:00 pm - 12:00 am 
Fri & Sat 12:00 pm - 1:00 am 
Sun. 12:00 pro- 10:00 pm 
FALL FOR ESTEEM 
WAGON DAYS. 
- stereo ~tse~ 
RA~E IN THE SAVINGS TOdAYI 
14,79 * ,SUZUK, 
All yo-u'have to do is drive one. 
Co lumbia  Auto  Haus  
Dealer #6351 4109 Substation Ave. ~rJm I~, ,n (010 '7  
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3W6 
' M~RJ~. kx ~8 Estee~ Wagm GL 5 Speed. Price indudes Fre~ht and P.0.E ($795).L~, i~rance aM =1 m= e~ ~ ~ ~ ~1 ~ ~.  
Men's Wool Lined "Pioneer" 
CRUISER JACKET 
S-XL Reg. $89.98 2XL Reg. $99.98 
s699  s7ggg 
Levis, Orange Tab 
JEANS 
Stone washed 
Reg. $49.98 
Kodiak Flannel 
SHIRTS 
PIONEER RAINWEAR 
BIB PANT JACKET PANTS 
S-XL S-XL ELASTIC WAISTED 
S-XL Reg. $68,98 Reg, $68.98 Reg. $39.99 
s5499 s5499 s3199 
16" Steel Toe 
RUBBER BOOTS 
Reg. $26.98 s1999 
Criss Cross 
WORK GLOVES 
3/  '$ 0 
M.2XL Reg, $22,98 M.XL TALL Reg, $25.98 
s 17 99 s 19 g° 
• : i i  
Red Strap 
JEANS 
5 Star General, Steel Toe & Plate 
WORKBOOT 
Icelandic 
SOCKS 
2/8149  $8,98 
Polar Paw 
SOCKS 
3/812oo $4,98 
Pigment-Dyed, Canvas 
PANTS 
83499 '°°rS.rowe 1499911 83400 
.:,: $169,98 $42,98 
;~ii! 
Wrangler,PANTswrinkle-Free ! l[ .98steelHiKERTOe & Plate i $139.98"Caterpillar"HiKERVafl style 
, . . . oo  [;,,, sgg 
or Black keg. ~ I m m~14- -  -- Reg. $41.96 I~ ~4 ~ 99  6" Soft Toe"~ 114 ~ g g  
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Caledonia 1978 
BUSINESS eEVIi iw Grad Reunion August I & 2, 1998 
We urgently need addresses of all 1978 
I Graduates both in town and out of town. 
N o t  big b a d  wolves Please mail or fax them tO:Terrace,CathY2609 SkeenaFneteB.C.v8GStreet(Hart)3K2
IF SOMEONE, from a col- deeb ~ teoh:~:~::  ~ uses ~ ::~tu~hiong s ~O~o c fUw~n, iture (PleaseFaX:include(250)the635"4960maiden 
lection agency ever comes r =.-b I name) m 
looking for you, don't avoid negotiate a payment sched- Unlike Select Bailiff Set- ' 
ule that will work. 
A person in debt doesn't 
have to worry that he or she 
will suddenly be faced with 
huge payments each month. 
Lewis says people get in 
over their heads on• any 
number of things - -  car, 
furniture and recreation 
vehicle payments are com- 
mon problems. 
High unemployment num- 
bers also mean more people 
being referred to collection 
agencies. 
When counselling fails, 
and people aren't motivated 
to pay off debt Lewis usual- 
ly turns to the courts. Wages 
can be garnisheed, she says, 
but not welfare cheques. 
Lewis ~es to stay away 
from repossessing items to 
collect bad debt. 
them. 
That's advice from Evelyn 
Lewis, owner of Select 
Bailiff Services. She opera- 
tes throughout he north- 
west, though her head office 
is based in Kitimat. 
The best thing you can do, 
says Lewis, is sit down with 
that person and try and fig- 
ure out how you're going to 
deal with your debts. 
Lewis says her agency 
works with a wide variety of 
people, some of whom have 
simply forgotten to pay their 
bills. 
Although nominally a col- 
lection agency, Lewis says 
she rarely has to collect 
goods from people in order 
to make up a debt. Instead 
she prefers to talk to them 
about how they can start 
getting that debt paid o f f - -  " Collections though, are the 
and start establishing agood mainstay of business for 
credit record. Caledonia Collection Agen- 
"We're not the big bad cies. 
wolves," she says. Gina Bowker says the 
When companies refer company has repossessed 
Taking charge 
of your finances 
gyF~'s halo Cn~ eLAJ"~ di~;shttel~ ~m l°s:/g y ;U~ :av~onugsth~r tnkh.eir fa m- 
What if you and your spouse both lost your jobs? 
What if either of you was permanently disabled in a 
skiing accident? 
"Fewer than 50 per cent of adults have any kind of dis- 
ability insurance," says Orest Chalupiak, a financial ad- 
viser with Northern Savings Credit Union. 
During the Skeena Cellulose crisis many families real- 
ized their financial emergency plans may not be good 
enough - -  that is if they had a plan. 
The best time to create an emergency plan is before it's 
needed. 
Here are some more tips for financial security. 
vices, Caledonia Collections 
doesn't offer any counsell- 
ing services, she says. In- 
stead they're more an 
agency of last resort for 
companies dealing with 
people who simply won't 
pay offtheir debts. 
Caledonia operates 
throughout the northwesL 
Anyone can end up with 
financial problems, says 
Bowker. Quite often it's an 
average person who's hit 
hard times, and could have 
been your neighbour for the 
past 20 years. 
Bowker says she hadn't 
seen any effect so far from 
the two month plus shut- 
down of Skeena Cellulose. 
But she said if the shut- 
.~: down had dragged on into 
the winter then people's 
resources might have been 
stretched too thin. 
• Have a family budget 
Know what yo u spend your money, on ,.saysChalup!ak. . . . . . . . . .  
It's surprising h~ much:tho~e~.ffees,,add ~Up toover a 
year. If yon spend $2 each work day on coffee, that's $600 
a year. 
• Have a goal 
: Know what you want to do with your income. 
Whether it's paying a mortgage, saving for retirement, 
your children's education or a vacation, you need a plan. 
It's a good idea to involve the entire family in planning. 
• Perhaps the grandparents want to help pay for your chil- 
dren's education. 
And don't make the mistake of buying something 
without figuring out how you're going to pay for it. 
[] Have the proper insurance 
Most people have life insurance, but what about dis- 
ability insurance. 
"A person before the age of 65 is twice as likely to be 
disabled for 90 days then to die," says Chalupiak. 
Even if you have disability insurance through work, it 
might not be enough. 
• Know what your benefit plan offers 
Some people don't take full advantage of their employer- 
sponsored benefit plans, says Chalupiak. 
• Don't carry high interest debt 
Pay your credit cards off every month. If you have high 
credit card debt, roll that debt into one low-interest loan. 
Store credit cards can have interest rates as high as 30 
per cent. 
• Have an emergency fund 
Every family should have an emergency fund. It should 
be three to six months worth of living expenses. An em- 
gency fund is just as important as an RSP. 
• Don't accept advice without questioning it 
Chalupiak is always surprised by people who invest 
money on the advice of a neighbour. Make sure you know 
what you're investing in and get advice about anything 
you're not sure about from a financial advisor. 
• Know what you're worth 
It's a good idea to do an annual review of what you're 
worth. Tally your assets, such as a car, house and savings, 
and subtract debts. 
Get the children involved in this as well. 
Doing a yearly review lets your check your savings plan 
to see if it's working. 
[] Reduce your tax burden 
Yes, you probably know this one. Investing in an RSP is 
still the best way to defer taxes. 
Most people can get 30-40 per cent of their RSP contri- 
bution back after taxes. 
'11 Live within your means 
Don't rely on banks and lending institutions to tell you 
how much debt you can afford. 
If you start buying too many toys you'll never each your 
financial goal, such as buying a house. 
. "Don't spend more than you earn," says Chalupiak. 
' • Trouble with loans? Don't avoid creditors. 
If you don't talk to your creditors, they'll think you're 
not willing to pay back your loan. 
The best thing to do if you're having financial difficulty 
is to phone creditors and set up a payment system you can 
live with. 
FINANCIAL ADVISER Orest Chalupiak says one of 
the worst things people do is spend more than they 
earn. He advises people to make a financial plan. 
REFERENDUM VOTE ON 
INCORPORATION OF THE 
TERRACE/THORNIilLL AREA 
Public Notice is hereby given to the Electors of the City of Terrace and a portion of the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine of a vote to be taken on the following question; "Are you in favour of the incorporation of the 
Terrace/Thornhill Area as a Municipality?" The voting area is outlined on the map. 
GENERAL VOTING DAY: 
OCTOBER 18, 1997 
8:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M. 
LOCATION: 
Caledonia Senior SecondarY, \ 
3605 Monroe St., Terrace \ 
Electors of the City of Terrace, 
BJ'a.un,S Is!add and ~ttle Island. 
Thornhlll Elementary School, 2906 
Clark St., Thornhill 
Other Regional District Electors within 
the voting area. 
ADVANCED VOTING DAY: I~!  I~ 
OCTOBER 8 & 10, 1997 
8:00 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M. 
LOCATION: 
CITY OF TERRACE MUNICIPAL OFFICE 
3215 EB¥ STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 
SPECIAL VOTING DAY: 
OCTOBER 17, 1997 
3:00 P.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
LOCATION: 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
4720 HAUGLAND AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
1.9. 
1931 
1921 
;:;:~- === 
192i 
2741 
13064 
t . - - - -  
13065 
TERRACE VI EW LODGE 
4103 SPARKS STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. 
Approval Registration No. M 310 
- - - - -  Proposed Municipal Boundary 
i;: " "- : - S'~" 
693 I 591 [982j~ 557 I" ~%~4. : : ,  
~,Mt.a. I ~ i " ~ ' 477 
~L'~ '~'= TERRACE ~ ~ ~,9 
ILBJaJ ".x-.~# 
;?::: ~ ,~,ff370 L/ 73 
1 RNHI ~ " 
h Braun'z &374~)~ -,.; 
/ .,, 
. . . . .  415 ~ \ 'c' ~"~ "~ " -i.... ¢;= ; ~ .~ ,  II I I I  "" ":' ':'"" '~ 400~ ~J~'-- - l[ :  423| 19' I ~"~lq '  1 "4q906 I 1901 =. .  ~ 909' 9~
• . ,3,L~--f~ - - r r -  ' 
1, 1912 4oo 11912 17 
. . . . . .  
lg ' /~  ~17 ' ! t135t 1732 1731 
. . .  1919 401,o2 
I 
52,4 ~ '.-.,,J"l I k ) ~ 3058 I 
] 173' 1724 1721 
06; ; 59 I 
Only those electors who meet the - ~_.__~_..__~990 3957 I 997 930 
Municipal Act Requirements for 995 994 | 1733 1720 1719 i)172 
resident and non-resident proper- -i ~14~ 993 p~ . 130 ,,,~r 6253 
ty electors may vote. Note: Indian Reserves Excluded from Proposed Municipal Boundary 
ELIGIBLE RESIDENT ELECTORS: 
• 18 Years of age or older on the general voting day. 
• Must be a Canadian citizen 
• Must be a resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months prior to general voting day. 
• Must be a resident in the voting area at least 30 days prior to general voting day. 
• Must not be disqualified by this Act or any other enactment in a referendum or be othenNise disqualified by law. 
Resident Electors not on the Register of Resident Electors may register at voting time, 
4778 
1051 i 
3996 L 
2282 
r ~  
1730 517 /~' 
¢1,=~ 
, i  
/ IP 
'~ l  624! ~622287~2284~.6251~9. 
624E 1728 I " ~  
J /Y 
NON-RES IDENT PROPERTY ELECTORS:  
• Must not be eligible to register as a resident elector for the specified area 
• 18 Years or age or older on the general voting day 
• Must be a Canadian citizen 
Must be a resident of Br t sh Columbia for at least 6 months prior to general voting day 
i Must be the owner of real property within the voting area at least 30 days prior to the general voting day. registered 
Must not be disqualified by this act or any other enactment in a referendum or be otherwise disqualified by law. 
Non-Resident Property Electors may register at voting time, but must have applied for a property elector certificate to 
be eligible to vote. The deadline to make application is October 3, 1997, at the applicable office during regular busi- 
ness hours. Electors of the City of Terrace apply to the City of Terrace Clerk and the Electors of the Regional District 
of Kitimat-Stikine apply to the Regional District Clerk 
SCRUTINEERS:  
Persons interested in volunteering as a scrutineer, for or against the question, must apply to the Chief Election. 
Officer, between October 1 to October 10, 1997, A scrutlneer must be an Eligible Voter within the voting area. 
For more information on the referendum process please contact: 
Mrs. Elaine Johnson, Chief Election Officer at 635-2965 . . . .  
Regional District Kitimat-Stikine Office at 615-6100 
City of Terrace Office at 635-6311 
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PUBLIC HEARING 
Human rights changes 
go unchallenged here 
FEW PEOPLE came to a out that money for advocacy 
meeting of the B.C. Human services is dwindling. 
Rights Commission in Ter- Sims acknowledged that 
race last week. "more public education is 
The Chief Commissioner, needed on the rights con- 
Maw-Woo Sims, is travel- 
ing around the province 
right now, asking for public 
input to proposed changes to 
the Human Rights Code. 
But even if you missed the 
moeting, you still have a 
chance to have your say. 
The deadline for submis- 
sions on the proposed 
changes has been extended 
to Oct. 10. 
Only two people at the 
meeting here spoke about 
the changes. 
Carmen Mikal of Smithers 
said she liked the planned 
change that would proh~it 
discrimination based on a 
persou's ource of income. 
She said people are fre- 
quently denied rental ac- 
commodation because they 
are on social assistance. 
Chief Commissioner Sims 
said the human rights code 
already protects renters in 
that situation. 
But Mikal said many 
tenants aren't aware of that 
protection. And she pointed 
tained in the human rights 
code. 
One criticism she's sur- 
prised at is opposition to 
banning adult-only suites. 
" I  had always perceived 
this province to be children- 
and family-friendly," she 
said, but wondered if that 
wan indeed the case. 
She also expected more 
uproar about a new provi- 
sion which would let em- 
ployees collect more than 
12-months lost wages if 
they had been discriminated 
against. 
But employers haven't ob- 
jected to that proposed 
change. 
Sims has also been 
pleasantly surprised that few 
. have objected to preventing 
discrimination to people 
who are transgendered, or
who've had sex changes. 
If you want to make any 
recommendations to the Hu- 
man Rights Commission 
then you can fax them at 
604-660-0195 or phone 
604-660-1764 before Oct. 
10.' 
"k * 'k  * 'k  
Teaching tolerance of 
homosexuality was another 
hot topic which came up 
during the commission hear- 
ings around the province. 
Chief Commissioner 
Mary-Woo Sims doesn't un- 
derstand the fuss, 
"I don't know how talk- 
ing about respecting diver- 
sity promotes a particular 
type of sexuality," she said 
For instance, she said talk- 
ing about racism and its 
negative ffects won't make 
a white person into a black 
person. So why would talk- 
ing about discrimination 
against homosexuality 
provoke fears that students 
might decide to switch sexu- 
al tendencies, he asked. 
"If kids are worried about 
being called names, or being 
bashed or threatened then I 
don't think that's a very 
good learning environment. 
"I  understand the con- 
flicts people have with 
morality but ultimately 
we're interested in provid- 
ing a safe learning environ- 
ment for kids." 
City gives grant to 
ease budget woes 
Group gets a third of 
amount it requested 
CITY COUNCIL is extending a one-time 
grant of $1,045 to the Terrace and District 
Community Services Soc!ety to ease the 
group's property tax burden this year. 
Director Mike Beansoleil came before 
city council in the spring asking for as- 
sistance." 
The group had purchased a house'on Park 
Ave. to operate the Skecna Family 
Resources program under contract for the 
provincial governmenL 
But the society ran into unexpected costs 
at that location and also failed to budget 
enougb to cover the $4,B00 in annual prop- 
erty tax when it bid for the provincial con- 
tracL 
The building is now taxed as a commer- 
cial use, but the society budgeted based on 
the $1,664 in taxes it cost previous ownem 
as a residential home. 
Beausoleil was looking for one-;line as- 
sistance to make up the difference of 
$3,136. 
Council was split between councillors 
who thought he city shouldn't be involved 
at ~11 to those prepared to put up the full 
amount. 
But mayor Jack Talstra suggested the city 
instead provide just one-third of the amount 
needed, or $1,045, and leave the society to 
raise matching contributions f iom the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional dis~ict and the 
provincial government. 
It was a compromise between couqcillors 
who said the city should support the needed 
program and others who said it would set a 
dangerous precedent of local taxpayers be- 
ginning to pay for provincial government 
services. 
"They're beating on the wrong govern- 
ment door," said David Hull, adding the 
provincial government should make up any, 
shortfall in the budget for the program. 
• "We're doing Victoria's job." 
The city was going to approach the pro- 
vince to supply the money, but was then 
asked not to by Beansoleil, city administra- 
ior Bob Hallsor said. 
Hull said the fact the group doesn't even 
want the province approached makes him 
suspicions. 
Halisor said the city doesn't directly as- 
sist the society, but noted the organization 
gets a "pretty good rate" on the premises 
they rent in the basement a city hall. 
• Hull also noted the group does bid for i~s 
work and is potentially in competition with 
other companies. 
" I f  you're going to plan to play Santa 
Claus, be prepared to pull a pretty heavy 
sled," said Hull. " I 'd be very surprised if 
they don't come back and ask us for the 
same thing next year." 
Councillor Val George agreed the pro- 
vince is always looking for ways to offload 
costs to other levels of government. 
Councillior Tim Down said the fears are 
overblown. 
"We're talking about someone who set a 
budget and needs a one-time forgiveness to 
get the books straight," he said. 
Sm~me I~THI  
• KEITH AVE.'MALL cn 'v  CENTRE SKEENA MALL- -  ' 
•TERRACE KIT IMAT TERRACE 635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
B lnfoffn~; Free pho~e and $25.g5 a month cellutar plan ~ on a 38 monff~ tmmferst~e contract New customers or~/, OAC. Home Free c~s unlimited 
le~ • maximum 30 Ca~ls per moth. local caJIs unty. Home Free r, aL~l must be to Ixima~y customers feg~ersd BC TEL tesJdentlad I~JIdllee nLa11 bee. F~e call8 
home appg~i~ only to ca~ls made on the BC TEL MobllKy Network. Two-in-One P~ul: New 36-month omtJracts requ~d on bo'dl prirnaw phone ~ imco~dafy 
19.g~ phone. 8eoood~y ~ sha~ pnmaty pho~ p~an end appean on prlma~y phooe big. Rate of 55¢ pm rnlnu~ during non.tree daytime pedod~. A,nnuad 
radio s~ lm ~wl  fee of $48. long distance charges trod tax e~tr& EBtY can~llatlo~ feet ~ m ~1 ~ ~ .  Umlt~ ~me o~.  , I 
I~  TERRACE ART 
?t~_:__-:. -, GALLERY 
presents 
"Photographs of Native Leaders & 
Selected Prints" 
by David Neel - October 3 - 25, 1997 
You are invited to attend the opening night reception. 
Friday, October 3, 1997 at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Terrace Art Gallery, 4610 Park Ave. 
More info call 638-8884. 
Sponsored by Terrace & District Credit Union, Sight & 
Sound, Paragon Insurance, Terrace Times, Service Master, 
Elan Travel, The Toronto Dominion Bank, Gemma 
Boutiqu~ s, City of Terrace, Terrace & Dislrict Arts Council. 
Th s exhibition is circulated by the CMCT/NGC. 
I I  I 
i 
i 
Something New At 
CHANGES . 
Make your appointments with 
Barb m her new salon. 
635-7737 
CHANGES 
46"15 Graham Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
AUTn REPAIR 
Spechzlfzbtg fit Four.Wheel Drlve$ 
& Automatic Transmissions 
Towing Available 
3220 RIVER DR. 
TERRACE, B.C. TEL: 635-6977 
V8G 3P4 FAX: 635-6980 
THIS SPACE CAN 
BE YOURS 
CONTACT TRACEY 
NEW MANAGEMENT 
& RENOVATION SPECIAL 
Effective Fitness is giving you a 
10% discount 
on all membersh ips  
until October31, 1997 
" -  1 
Present this coupon to 
Effective Fitness for a 
10% Discount 
on all Memberships 
* Memberships are nonrefundable, nonb'asfer~le 
* Membership must be paid in full at time of purchase 
* Memberships will start at date of purchse 
Effective Until Octover 31,1997 
F_.~I FECTIVE ~. Lazelle Ave TNE$S ph:.s~l~o 
n l n l l l U l l l l  I l l l l N I I I I I I I I I I I I  
• • 
• Got  Quest ions  j 
• " about the proposed -" "Amalgamation? i[] . 
• Regional District and City of Terrace repre- tt 
• sentatives will be available to answer your._ ~• - 
• questions about the proposed municipal re- = 
• structure at drop-in open houses and publc = 
• exhibits at the following locations and times. • 
• Referendum day is Saturday, October 18. m_ 
I MY'.,=o: =,y'.,=e; " Thornhlll Community Hall :  ~d~ Allan ~oU ~ u^sUn Dou#s • 
I ~e~.eom~:  D=e~T.,eof,~: . 7:00 p.m. tO 9:00 p,m. " .e 
| Sept 6, 1997 = 12:04 p.m. Sept 1, 1997 = 1:14 p.m. • Tuesday, September 30 ; 
] Weight: 6lbs loz. Sex: Male Weight: 81bs 8,5 oz. Sex: Male • 
I Parents:Grahm&RoblnScott Parents:Mike&LlzaRIdsdale • Tuesday, October  7 • 
I ' ' . . " Tuesday, October 14 ! 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: • 
| Maudce Frederick Bolt0n In Richard Lee Wayne Dainard • I Ba, e&~eof.,~: Batea,~eom,~ • Skeena Mall : 
I Sept 3, 1997 at 6:27 p.m. August 27, 1997 at'4:20a.m. •" S:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m, ;,,• 
I Weight: lOIbs7oz, Sex:Male Welght:41bs lloz.~:uale • Friday, October 10 _= 
I w~,:~olw~=~& v,~-,t,:~d,~a,~o~,~ • 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. I Maudce Bolton • 
• Saturday, October 11 It | 0 Baby's Name: • 
I ~,y',Name: KaliCheyenneSucey • ) ] North , ~  .B 
| JaneTerd.AnneHenyu Date&T lmeofB i r th :  • ~ ~ Terrace ,,,>~,,.#..'.,,~ ~ " 
I Bate & T ime of Birth: August 27, !~7 • '% '~ , . . . ,  . . . .  ~"~opperddo  m 
| Sept 4, ,997 at 7:15 a.m. Wel#t: 71bs6 oz Sex-Female •• K,t,umk.lum S~;~: : : i~ .  ~"~'~'~- -  ..... \ • 
I weight: 61bs 10 oz. Sex: Female Parents- Glenna HoLmes & • ~~i~;!ii::~'a::::.i:.~~!!!:~:'~':':° 
Parents; Jane Tashoots I Danny lien N Mark.~acfi • ............. ::::::: ~N:~" :::::::::::::!::, " • B 
New Re 
• ~ . , ¢ ' ~ i i , , .  " 
• Id Remo " I " Get A 
i F ree  ": [ . • . .  • 
I' ,S B, mple,a by Gi" huh?," ••••  " " / I L~k ,~~ m 
/ Just see our service desk for more information • 
• For  more  Intormation contact: " • 
n ov tea ' : " ' - - e r w a , - - -  " " • Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine =_ • 615-6100 " ; 
• or the City of Terrace . . 
• 635-6311 
mmml l lmmmmmm mm m lmlmmm lmmmmiml l l  
I ° ] ur Best Sellers Fall Sale 
II1" Textured Saxony Wintex 
# 
I 
As /ow ~f arpet 
s4% , il 
* Installed?ith Under Pad Plus many more in 
store ~ 1  
~i -~ Av~~e *Over 7-~ sq . f t . .~~ I 
q Free Delivery Within Terrace & Kit imat I~1 
• ~ "TheStoreForYourFIoor/",l 
I~ ~~ 635-2976 ~1 
141, a l l  
i 
J i f 
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Recipes to warm 
you over winter 
T 
HE FRESH chill in the morning 
air indicates that it is time to bid 
adieu to summer fun and frolic. 
Did we actually have a sum- 
mer to frolic in? Oh well, maybe next year. 
But for now we must turn elsewhere for 
comfort and what better place to search 
than in the kitchen! 
Forget the barbecue, let's have some real 
food. Fortunately there is a plethora of great 
cookbooks available and new ones arrive 
constantly. Even old stand-bys are being 
reissued in new improved format. 
Better Homes and Gardens New Cook 
Book is one of the best of these with all the 
old popular ecipes as well as new low fat 
versions. 
For the nostalgic, Canadian Living's 
Country Cooking is full of simple recipes 
for old fashioned down home 
meals...nothing low-fat here! 
The Australian Women's +'Weekly has a 
wonderful series of cookbooks that cover 
the gamut from barbecue to Thai with stops 
along the way at cookies and breads. These 
are thin books full of incredible mouth 
watering photographs. 
Some of the ingredients are obscure but 
there is a glossary to help the non Aussie. 
Equally esoteric, but with a Canadian 
slant, is The Elk Hunter's Cook Book, a col. 
lection of favourite recipes from members 
of the RocVy Mountain E lk  Foundation. 
This includes uch delicacies as Elk Sauer- 
braten and Roast Bear. There is a useful 
section on camp cooking and some interest- 
ing desserts like Cowboy Cookies and Dirt 
Pie! 
For me, most of the fun of a cook- 
book is seeing how wonderful every- 
thing is supposed to look! 
Along the same lines is the Northern 
Cook Book by Eleanor Ellis. Here are 
recipes for every kind of game, fish and 
bird. Anyone for Baked Seal Flippers? 
Another great series is Anne Willan's 
Look and Cook. This has step by step illus- 
trations for each recipe and the recipes are 
gourmet farcl 
One of the fastest growing categories of 
cookbooks are ones which feature low fat 
recipes. 
A high profile one is In the Kitchen with 
Rosie: Oprah's Favourite Recipes by Rosie 
Daley. 
The recipes in the book are elegant yet 
fairly simple, and besides Oprah loves 
them! 
Then there is For Goodness' Sake, an 
eating well guide to creative low-fat cook- 
ing by Te.rry Joyce Blonder; The 99% Fat- 
Free Cookbook by Barry Bluestein and 
Kevin Morrissey; and, for special dietary 
needs, Secrets of Lactose-Free Cooking by 
Arlene Burlant. These three are no doubt 
full of great recipes and interesting dishes 
but they are so earnest...not a frivolous 
photo to be found. 
For me, most of the fun of a cookbook is 
, seeing how wonderful everything is sup- 
posed to look! In this regard the next book 
does not let me down. Best-Ever Pasta - -  
The Definitive Cook's Collection, edited by 
Linda Fraser lives up to the title. It is full of 
shiny colour photos of amazing pasta dishes 
that cry out to be tasted. Once you have 
borrowed this one, you won't want to return 
it. But please remember, others are waitingl 
Cooking isn't limited to cookbooks, as 
these next few titles show. 
Plain cooking can be murder as 
demonstrated by Diane Mott Davidson in 
her series featuring Goldy Bear the caterer, 
who keeps tripping over corpses in such 
titles as Catering to Nobody, Dying for 
Chocolate, and The Cereal Murders, 
Each book contains a menu for a catered 
even( and the. recipes for all the dishes, Ben 
appetlt! 
Auction to help burn victim 
THE COMMUNITY  is ral- 
lying around a ten-year-old 
bey who is recovering from 
serious bums. 
On August 5 Cody 
Mooney was involved in an 
accident which nearly took 
his life. He and two other 
youths were playing with 
flammable liquids. A 
canister of fuel was acciden- 
tally spilled, creating a 
fireball. 
The two other youths es- 
caped serious injury, but 
Cody was badly burned. 
The quick-thinking action of 
his 12-year-old friend prob- 
ably saved his life. She im- 
mediately took him to the 
shower to douse the flames. 
Cody was rushed to Van- 
couver with his step-mother 
Kelly Mooney, and so far 
has undergone 12 surgeries. 
"Cody spent nearly seven 
weeks in isolation at Chil- 
dren's Hospital," says 
Sharalyn Palagian, a close 
friend of the family. 
Cody Mooney 
He's since been trans- 
ferred to Vancouver General 
Hospital where he faces one 
more major surgery before 
physical therapy begins. 
But even then Cody faces 
another two to 10 years of 
surgeries. 
As well as an emotional 
ordeal, Cody's family has to 
cope with expenses of 
travelling to and temporarily 
living in Vancouver. 
Cody's father AI was in 
Vancouver for four weeks 
with him, but had to return 
to his job as a truck driver 
after that. Now he takes as 
many trips as he can 
squeeze in to Vancouver. 
So Palagian took on the 
role of trying to raise money 
to help out the family. 
"A lot of people know 
Kelly and I are good friends 
and they wanted to know 
how they could help," she 
said, explaining her involve- 
ment. 
Kelly worked for Palagian 
for five years at her store, 
Central Gifts. 
Now Palagian is+ organiz- 
ing an auction which will 
take place in front of her 
store on Sept. 27. 
Cody's family doesn't 
even know about the auc- 
tion, she explained. 
Many of Palagian's up- 
pliers have donated items 
for the auction. She's also 
had a number of donations 
from local businesses and 
more keep coming in. 
"The whole thing is really 
snowballing." 
The auction will take 
place at the Lazelle Ave. 
mall from noon till 2 p.m. 
Palagian says there will be a 
wide variety of goods in- 
cluding picnic tables, gift 
items, clothing and more. 
Leo DeJoug has 
volunteered to act as auc- 
tioneer. 
The whole event will be 
videotaped. As a special 
treat for Cody, motorcyclists 
taking part in the annual 
Toy Run, which happens 
that day, will drive through 
the parking lot and wave to 
Cody via the ,~ideo camera. 
There will also ben large 
card for people to sign, and 
hot, dogs and pop for sale. 
If people would prefer to 
make a donation, rather than 
buy an auction item, there 
will be a donation barrel set 
up during the auction. Or 
people can donate money to 
a special bank account that's 
been set up a Northern 
Savings Credit Union. 
There are also glass jars at 
local businesses where 
people can donate spare 
COINS FOR CODY - -  Sharalyn Palagian is organizing an auction on Sept. 27 
from noon-2 p.m. to help the family of Cody Mooney, a ten-year-old bum victim. 
The family doesn't know about the auction and she hopes to raise money to help' 
them afford to stay with Cody, as he undergoes years of surgery. If you'd like to 
contribute to the auction phone her at 635.3334. 
change, where, Cody would have 
Palagian acknowledges been"in grade 6, have also 
that Terrace is going join.ed+i~ the effort. 
through some hard tim~, Thdre:s a jar for Cody at 
economically, but says even the school, and a teacher 
if someone can throw a from Copper Mountain will 
quarter in the donation bar- 
rel, it will help. 
If you'd like to make a 
donation to the auction you 
can call Palagian at 635- 
3334 at work or 635-3982 at 
' home.  
Staff and students at Cop- 
per Mountain Elementary, 
keep sending Cod~t cards 
and get well wishes. 
Cody will probably be in 
Vancouver until the end of 
October, and then he'll be 
transferred to the hospital in 
be travelling to Vancouver Prince George. 
in October and plans to visit Palagian says his family 
Cody. will probably have to rule- 
That teacher will bring care to Prince George for a 
Cody cards that students few years, in  order to be 
havemade, and many others close to Cody. And there 
have signed, will still be numerous trips 
Principal Dave Crawley to Vancouver, for special- 
says . th e +school plans to ized medical help. 
° .  
Men can play a role year round 
MOST MEN would agree 
that it's wrong to a hit a 
woman. But how do those 
men stop other men from 
being violent? 
Speaking out against jokes 
that demean women, or ob- 
jecting to senseless violence 
against women in movies 
are good ideas, says Karla 
Heanig. She offers those 
suggestions to men who 
wonder how they can make 
a difference. 
Hennig is one of the 
organizers for the Take 
Back the Night march, on 
Sept. 27. 
The annual rally and 
march take place across the 
country and protest violence 
against women. Women 
make a statement by march- 
ing through the streets at 
night, chanting "Women 
unite. Take back the night." 
Men often ask how they 
can take part in the march. 
Usually they are asked to 
cheer from the sidelines or 
help by babysitting children. 
But this year Hennig and 
co.organizer Carol Sabo 
have more suggestions for 
MARCHERS took to the streets to protest violence against women during last year's Take Back the Night rally. 
men and for students. 
They're distributing a 
"Personal Action Plan" for 
both men and women to 
look at The plan gives 
people an idea what they 
can do to stop ,,iglenco 
against women. 
Some local churches have 
agreed to support he plan. 
Other copies are available at 
the women's resource 
centre, at 4542 Park Ave. 
The plan lists actions that 
men, women, families, 
neighbours, consumers, 
workers and students can 
take. 
For example, consumers 
are asked to challenge the 
tolerance of violence and 
sexism in movies and ad- 
vertising. 
"If  you accept he status 
quo you are accepting 
violence," says Heanig. 
"People may have the best 
motives in the world but 
often through inaction ac- 
cept violence, As a com- 
munity we can get together 
and stop it." 
Other volunteers from the 
women's  centre are in 
schools this week, talking to 
students about what they 
can do. vited to come the women's 
Hexmig says there's ahigh house for a confidential talk. 
level of awareness in the By talking in schools 
schools about what harass- about what leads to violence 
meat is. But sometimes girls Hennig and Sabo hope that 
don't know what their rights eventually violence will be- 
are when they're dating, come less acceptable. 
So volunteers hand out a For example, slavery was 
Cosine style relationship perfectly acceptable a few 
quiz. hundred years ago, points 
The quiz asks a girl if her out Sabo. 
boyfriend is jealous of the 
time she spends with 
friends, or if he criticizes 
her. 
Girls who are worded they 
or a friend might be in an 
abusive relationship are in- 
Women and girls who 
want to learn more about 
how they can help end 
violence are invited to the 
Take Back the Night march 
and rally Sept. 27 at 7 p.m. + 
at the Carpenters Hall. 
This year's rally will be 
similar to last year's, indud- 
t ing the march and speakers 
and entertainment. 
: Two of the conf'mned 
speakers are Elizabeth 
Snyder and Kathy Wesley- 
Scott. There will also be an 
open tale for people to read 
poems, stories and more. 
Entertainers include Magpie 
and Just Us, and Grier 
Kaiser and Robin HolleR. 
And this year there's a 
special dosing ceremony 
with Francis Birdaell, 
recently returned from 
Nicaragua. 
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CITY S-CENE 
,IVIUSIC THEATRE 
• TERRACE SYMPHONY OR-  
CHESTRA invites people who love to 
sing to join them in performing selected 
numbers from Handel's Messiah. Call 
Bonnie Juniper at 635-9649 or 638- 
1183 for more information. 
• GEORGE'S  PUB hosts a Toy Auc- 
tion to help support he Salvation Army 
and the Toy Run on Friday, Sept. 26 at 
10 p.m. Right now The Northern Lights 
are playing live country rock, and the 
50s and 60s every Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night. Plus there's karaoke 
every Wednesday, and alternate Sun- 
days. 
• ALONE TOGETHER - -  Terrace 
Little Theatre presents this play about a 
middle-aged couple who have all three 
grown sons and a total stranger eturn to 
their home. The play runs Oct. 9-11, 16- 
18 and 23-25. Directed by David Lis- 
eumb. Rated General. Tickets are avail- 
able at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. 
ETCETERA 
• YUK YUK'S  ON TOUR ~ Catch 
comedians Gregg Scott and Peter 
Kelamis at the Skeena room in the Ter- 
race Inn on Sept. 26-27. Shows start at 
8 p.m., doors at 7 p.m. Tickets are avail- 
able at Oniglobe Courtesy Travel for 
$15. Proceeds go to the Terrace Little 
Theatre's building fund. 
• THE THORNHILL  PUB brings 
back karaoke every Friday. 
• Sept. 5 at 7 p.m. Gallery hours are noon 
to 3 p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights 
from 6:30-8:30 p.m, Sat. from noon to 4 
p.m. and Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
• POTLUCK D INNER AND SLIDE 
SHOW ~ Frances Birdsell and Patty 
Barnes show their slides of life in Cen- 
tral America on Oct. 1 at 6:30 p.m. at 
the women's centre. For more info call 
638-0228. 
• ARE YOU FROM BACK EAST? 
People who hail from the Maritimes or 
Ontario are invited to a back east cas- 
serole dinner and entertainment on Oct. 
4. The evening starts at 6 p.m. at St. 
Matthew's Centre at 4506 Lakelse. 
Tickets available at Happydays Hand- 
bags in the Skeena Mall. Adults $6.50 
and children 12 and under for $4.50. 
• AUGIES  LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Roy Sluyter on Wednesday 
night with a jazz trio. Human Nature 
plays Thursday to Saturday, from 9 p.m. 
till midnight. 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
will be exhibiting works by K.itimat art- 
ist Collette Goutier called Dulling the 
Issue and will be on display from Sept. 
4 to 27. Opening night receotion is on 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
George's Pub 
Attention Toy Run Participants 
Friday, September 26, 10 p.m. 
There will be a ToyAuction to help support he 
Salvation Army and the Toy Run. 
Saturday, September 27 
Toy Run participants are cordially invited to George's 
Pub following the run for a BBQ and refreshements. 
Saturday, October 4 
Lennox Lewis vs. Andrew Golota 
WBC Heavyweight Championship 
"Canada Declares War" "ticket $5.00 
Attention NFL Fans/ 
Watch NI~L Monday Night game of the week on 
George's loft. state of the art screen! 
* Free Pool, Drink Specials, Prizes* 
Wings only 30¢ each 
W'~ this coupon buy 10 wings and get 10 more, Free! 
(During the game only) Expires Oct. 13, 1997 
+•G ~ 3086 Hwy.  16 Terrace,  B.C.  Ph .635-6375 
Wednesday~ Sept 24 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY As- 
soc. holds a coaches meeting at 
7:30 p.m. at the Happy Gang 
Cenb'e. 
Thursday, Sept. 25 
READING ~ Caroline Woodward, 
author of Alaska Highway Two- 
Step and Disturbing the Peace will 
be at the Terrace Public Library for 
a reading at 7 p.m. Admission is 
free. 
Saturday, SepL 27 
TERRACE PUBLIC UBRARY will 
.'.be holding a week-long booksale 
~t J l  ~t~ 5:during regular library 
hours. For more info call the library 
at 638-8177 or check out their Web 
Site at http://tpl.osg.net. 
TOY RUN - -A l l  motorcyclists are 
invited to the 15th annual Toy Run. 
Events start at noon with a no-host 
lunch at Mt. Layton resort. Then 
bikers meet at 2 p.m. at the Terrace 
weigh scales for the parade of toys. 
Participants and the public are in- 
vited to bdng donations of new toys 
in support of the Salvation Army 
Christmas campaign. For more info 
call 635-9217 or 638-0947. 
Sunday, SepL 28 
HOWE CREEK CLEAN-UP - -  City 
of Terrace invites everyone to join 
in cleaning up Howe Creek. Meet at 
11 a.m. at Parkside Elementary. 
FUN HORSESHOE TOU RNA- 
MENT for all ages and abilities 
takes place from 1-3 p.m. Prizes 
and refreshments. Meet at the 
horseshoe pits at comer of Halliwell 
and Sparks. For more info call Ron 
at 635-5997 or Joe at 635-2452, 
LADLES AUX. of the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion meet for a Sunday din- 
ner at 4:30 p.m. at the legion. 
Everyone welcome. For more info 
call 635-3112. 
Monday, SepL 29 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
SISTERS of Terrace host an open 
house from 3-7 p.m. at 4711 
Lazelle Ave. Help them celebrate 
their move to a new location. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Tuesday, Sept  30 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE centre presents two 
legal workshops. The first which 
takes place at 7:30 p.m. today is on 
criminal issues with guest speaker 
Holly Grueger. Everyone welcome 
and admission is free. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
Wednesday~ Oct. 1 
DIABETES ONE-DAY refresher 
clinic is held at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital. Clients should r0port to 
patient reception. 
Friday, Oct. 3 
TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY of. 
fern free training to potential 
volunteers Oct. 3-5. For more In- 
formation call 635-4811. 
Tuesday, Oct. 7 
TERRACE BREAsTFEEDING 
SUPPORT group holds a monthly 
meetihg at 8 p.m. at the hospital 
education room. For more info call 
Denise at 635-4552. 
Wednesday, Oct. 8 
SKEENA PARENTS FOR MUSIC 
SOCIETY holds its annual general 
meeting at 8 p.m. in the Caledonia 
Sr. Sec. School Library. All parents 
of Band and Choir students at 
Skeena Jr. See., Caledonia Sr. 
Sec. and Thomhill Jr. Sec. are 
urged to attend. For info call 638- 
0109. 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER As- 
soc. meets at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Happy Gang Centre for its AGM. 
NATIONAL FAMILY WEEK - -  In 
celebration of National Family 
Week, Oct. 6-11, the Family Place 
will be holding a morning of ac- 
tivities to celebrate families. 
DIABETIC REFRESHER CUNIC 
takes place today and tomorrow at 
Mills Memorial Hospital, Report to 
patient reception. 
Tuesday n Oct. 14 
PACIFIC NW Music Festival com- 
mittee meets at 3639 Krumm Ave. 
at 8 p.m. For more info call 635- 
9089. New members are welcome. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SUNDAYS 
WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY 
GROUP - -  This non-partisan group is 
for women to gather and talk about 
their spirituality. Openness, upport 
and respect valued. No fear of con- 
detonation. Share joy, tears and 
laughter in the struggle towards 
shalom. From 2-3:30 at the Terrace 
Women's Centre. For more info call 
Pat at 638-7906. 
MONDAYS 
SKEENA SQUARES - -  Join them 
for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. 
starting September 8 at the Carpenter's 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Beginners wel- 
come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Les at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary inthe l~rary. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800-550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
• the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. Formore info or:  
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS ~ The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.nt. at the 
Coast Inn of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
f ive and' encouraging environmenL 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Z, azen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room from 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys and girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
conununity calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
primed neatly. 
With them 
With us... 
:)~:~%: :?~i~:  
;i~'i ~i~;ii~. ,~ :':% 
 amll um 
Our Member Service Representatives 
With "them" you're a 
customer. 
With us you're an owner. 
They return profits to 
their stockholders. 
We're a profit sharing 
organization. 
They offer financial 
services. 
We offer financial 
services. 
Compare them to us and 
then decide if it's to your 
advantage to take advantage 
of more of our services. 
We belong to your 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-7282 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution,.. 
we belong to you, 
I I I 
Around Town 
Cleaning Howe Creek 
TAKE THE FAMILY down to Howe Creek this Sun- 
day, September 28, for BC River's Day. 
The city is inviting everyone to show their civic pride 
by helping to clean up the creek. 
C lean up starts at 11 a.m. - -  meet at the Parkside 
Elementary school parking loL After the work is done 
refreshments will be provided. 
A break for moms 
MOMS, IF YOU could use a break from the children, 
then check out Mother's Time Off. 
This non-profit group has started up again for another 
year' All mothers are welcome to come the Knox 
United Church on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday or 
Friday, from 10-11:30 a.m. 
Enjoy guest speakers, cooking, crafts, games and 
adult conversation while your children are being super- 
vised near by. 
Documentary series 
comes here 
WITNESS, a CBC award-winning documentary, will 
air in the northwest starting Thursday, SepL 25 at 8 
p,m. 
The series, hosted by Knowlton Nash, is in its sixth 
season. WITNESS'features national and international 
documentaries. 
Thursday is the date of the season premier, called 
"Romance with a Rapist," a compelling story of a 
convicted sex offender and his tortuous attempts to 
conduct a love affair under the suspicious eyes of 
parole officers. 
Other stories cheduled this season include a journey 
through the private world of twins, a fascinating look at 
who's likely to succeed Pope Paul II, and an alarming 
I view of new technologies and how they're threatening 
our privacy. 
Help - -  actors needed 
IF YOU'VE ALWAYS wanted to be on stage, this is 
your chance. Terrace Little Theatre is looking for 
i people to audition for the role of Jack ~ a lapsed priest 
in his 40s. No experience is necessary. 
Jack is one of the characters in the play Better Living 
which opens Feb. 5. Rehearsals for the place start Dec. 
1 and run till opening night. 
This play is Terrace Little Theatre's entry in the 
Skeena Zone drama festival, in Kitimat in May 1998. 
I Auditions for "Jack" will take place Sept. 30 at 7 
p,m. 
I To read the script and for more info, please call 
• I ~fiiiann'.c'~t"63S-2268 (w6?k)0r635:2942 (home). ~ 
I 
IF YOU WANT to try the recipe below, then pick up 
some tasty zucchini at the market from Gunther Bahr. 
Great fall recipe 
THERE IS a new news let- 
ter out that may be of inter- 
Zucch in i  Zombie 
I 2 T oil, zucchini cut in 
1/4 inch thick slices, 
onion slices, tomato 
slices and cheddar 
cheese 
The Terrace Standard 
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Helping 
Handyman 
Program 
For Seniors and per- 
sons with disabilities. 
Who need help with 
fall yard clean-up. 
Washing outside wind- 
ows. Winterizing your 
house or mobile. Small 
home repairs. 
We have qualified vpl- 
unteers to help you. 
It is no too early 
:~  to put your name 
~~[ on the list to have 
your walkway 
kept clear of 
snow this 
' winter. 
Phone Sonja 
at: 
~ 638-1330 
L 
I I I I I  I I I I  
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C,. Mal0rCr~itCe~ 
YOUR VSG 4A2 Accept0d 
ODDS '~o,~,~rie,,.~,~,,, Park Your donatlonis A~INST tax deductible CANmAS 638-1167 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. '" , 
co 
1 
I I , , ~  The Bear Country Inn / 
~/,,, ~ , ,  , , \ \ "  Flestaurant is now open at 
IL ' for your convenience .j 
/ 4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
~,  Ph: 635-6302 Fax: 635.6381 
'~  Formerly Terrace Slumber Lodge ~i 
est to vendors of the Farm. 
er'sMarket. ~ ~ O ~ i ;  ~Z/~ O C / O ~ Y  I~i 
It contains news and ideas 
for market gardeners and is 
loaded with lots of details 
on growing and marketing 
produce, as well as tips on ~ ! 
choosing profitable plants , ~ 
and buying tools. It also of. 
fers top selling flowers and 
seed sources. ~ 
The news letter is called tt~ 
Market Market. For in- I_dlllll"l=l~'Bh_l~|'l=lll 
formation, contact Fairplain LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
Publications, P.O. Box 3747 - ~ ~  
Lawrence, Kansas, USA, Put oil into a frying pan ... 
66046 or phone 913-841- on medium heat. Cover bottom of the pan with "~ ' ~ 
2559. "k "k "k "k "k zucchini slices. Images by Karlene is pleased to welcome Angela & Micheal  
There is fresh com at the Cover with onions and Powel l  to their team of professional stylists. 
market right now as well as then tomatoes. Cook cov- 
an abuudanceofzucchini, ered for 10 minutes, t~' Angela and Micheal bring with them many years of 
If you're one of those cover with cheddar i hairdressing experience, and are both qualified hairdressers 
people out there trying to cheese. Cook covered ~ and certified colour technicians. 0 
find a way to use zucchini again just until the ~ Bookyourpersonal consultation today. ,/, 
fight now, give this recipe, cheese melts. 
from Jackie Webb, a try: Serve immediately with t~ 
French bread. , OPEN WEEKDAYS UNTIL 7 PM 1 
The market remains open (~ 4652 Lazelle Ave. 635-4997 
Saturdays from 9 a.m. until 
noon and Wednesdays from - - ~ ~  ~ -~ "-~-~ -~ ~ - '~  ~ -~ "%0 "%0 "~ 
4 p.m. to 8 p.m. until the 
end of October. 
Millionaires 
Friday, September 26 
Saturday, September 27 
Want to feel like a million bucks? 
Come to Hanky's this weekend 
and you might just get the 
chance to win the big onefl! We 
will be giving away lottery tickets 
as spot prizes all weekend. 
The First Nations Education Centre 
School District 82 (Coast Mountains) 
The First Nations Education Centre gratefully thanks the many Individu- 
als, organizations and businesses for their contributions of time, energy, 
equipment and food Items for the Official Opening of the First Nations 
Education Centre, The First Nations Learning Resource Centre and 
Book Launching on Wednesday, September 17, 1997. It was a great 
successl Thanks, to: 
George Edwards 
Geraldine Gunanoot 
Brenda Bolton 
Cameron Campbell 
,Lorne Halzlmsque 
GIt Lax Dax Dancers 
Lois Long 
City of Terrace Parks & Recreation 
Torn Danlels 
Cop oerslde Stores 
Denny's Restaurant 
Seven Eleven 
Lorna Johnson 
Lydia Angus 
Sherry Vaughn Lewis 
Francis Stanley 
Dean Brown 
Fred Daniels 
Darla Veysey 
Bill Gook 
Larry Sommerfield 
A & W Restaurant 
Dairy Queen Restaurant 
McDonald's Restaurant 
Bessie Grey 
The publlcatlons are available at the First Nations Resource Centre, 
3411 Munroe Streel, Terrace, B,C. VaG 3Cl Tel: (250) 635-3136, Fax: 
(250) 635-6693. 
r 
..:::,:.:.::: :.~: :x :.::~: :.¢::~. ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~!  ~ !~ i.~:! i ~?~ i~:~i:! Im I 
'1 I ......... 
presents 
...... ~:i~:~:~. .~  j 
. %~g, ' .~  
~!~.~:~:. ~: .~ 
~:,~,:~::::~::.,~~~1'~:~i .~i ~i .~! .~!.~i il, i~!~. i~  "~:: i 
o fr Saralevo 
Concert Recon:liag Broadcast 
Friday, October 3, 6 pm- 9 pm 
TERRACE 92.1 FM * KITAMAAT 96.1 FM 
PRINCE RUPERT 98.1 FM 
FOR MORE INFO CALL CFNR- TERRACE 638-8137 
SPONSORED BY S IGHT & SOUND-  
TERRACE * K IT IM~T * PR INCE RUPERT 
I I I I  I 
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Teacher retires after 35 years 
NOW THAT school is back 
in for another year I 'd like 
to share the story of At 
Cameron, a well-known lo- 
cal teacher. 
AI is retiring after 35 
y~rs of teaching at Skeena 
Secondary, Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary and Lakelse Jr. 
m~ 
AI was born in Chilliwack 
and did all his schooling up 
to grade 12 there. 
When he graduated from 
high school he first thought 
he wanted to go into the 
medical field, but decided 
on teaching instead. Lucky 
for us that he did. 
AI Cameron came to Ter- 
race in 1962, fresh out of 
UBC. He started his career 
at Skeena, teaching trades 
courses and physical educa. 
tion. At that time Skcena 
was an 8-12 school. The 
principal at that time was 
Ray Zacharls. 
AI stayed on at Skcena un- 
til they opened the new 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary in 
Sept., 1970. 
He again taught rades and 
PE courses, as well as math 
and business education. 
Over his 35 year career AI 
says he's taught about 35 
different courses, and has 
YVONNE MOEN 
been a counselor. 
A! uot only spent time in 
the classrooms. He also 
volunteered many hours 
after school, working with 
students involved in sports. 
He coached girls basket- 
ball, the Caledonia senior 
boy's basketball team, bad- 
minton, soccer and of 
course track and field. 
Many times AI travelled He also took the girls' 
out of town with the teams, basketball team to the 
once taking three athletes - -  provincials four times. 
AI Cameron 
Anka Troelstra, Ron Judd 
and Gerry Demmitt o Al- 
berta to compete in the 
western Canadian track and 
field championships. The 
three brok.e two Alberta 
records and took home eight 
medals. That was in 1969. 
sumgallum band. 
Al made a few records 
himself, placiug l lth in 
And Al took 61 students Canada for his age in triple 
aged 13-19 on a non-stop jump and #2 in B.C. for 
relay road run from Terrace javelin. 
to Vancouver. That was the At his retirement this sum- 
third longest non-stop run in mer, AI had been at Lakeise 
Canada. Jr. High since 1991. 
Students carried a native Thank you Al for your 
talking stick from the Kit- contributions to Terrace. 
- I I - -  - .  
Around Town 
Kids fingerprinted 
OVER 200 children were fingerprinted Saturday, 
SepL 13 during a joint Block Parent/RCMP effort. 
The fingerprinting clinic took place in the Skeena 
~all. Terrace RCMP will keep the fingerprints and in- 
formation about he children on file, should any of the 
children ever go missing. 
The RCMP thank all those hwolved, including block 
parents and other volunteers. 
UNBC doing unique 
Alzheimer's research 
AS WORLD ALZHEIMER Day was celebrated last 
Wednesday, a University of Northern BC research 
types of memory are declining and how quickly, and 
what kinds of memory are staying the same, or even 
improving. 
"Other memory tests were originally designed to 
help diagnose Alzheimer's Disease, while this uew test 
is the first specifically created for people with 
Alzheimer's, to track memory changes," says Dr. 
Hubley. 
Dr. Hubley's project is expected to involve 20 people 
with mild to moderate sage Alzheimer's over a four 
month period. People willing to participate or wanting 
more information can call 960-5694. 
About 253,000 people suffer from Alzheimer's Dis- 
ease in Canada, inclndi,g about 32,000 in B.C. 
Demo tapes wanted 
ORGANIZERS OF Music West '98 are putthtg calls 
out for unsigned artists and bands. 
To be eligible as a showcase ntry, artists and bands 
must be independent and currently performing their 
material ive. Music West '98 welcomes all modern 
gemes of music- -  including those yet to be defined. 
team was starting an innovative research project. . The festival and conference will take place May 28- 
A The pzoject involvesa new memory test designed to. 30 in downtown Vancouver. 
assess memory strengths, weaknesses and changes in Deadline for submissions of tapes is Dec. 15, 1997. ' 
Alzheimer's Disease after diagnosis. 
UNBC psychology professor Anita Hubley designed 
the brief memory test which helps detemiine what 
• -~'~'~~'% IF YOU ARE 
~ ~ . ~  AFFECTED BY THE 
SKEENA CELLULOSE 
SHUTDOWN 
and need answers or help, contact he Terrace 
Community Information Committee. 
We're a group of volunteers who will find the 
answers you need or get you the information 
for assistance. 
Call 638-1330 
or drop in to the 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
at 4621B Lakelse Avenue 
and leave your message. Someone will get 
back to you within 24 hours, if not sooner. 
Northern Motor Inn 
TEW RUN Activities 
[ i FRI 
[!i ili  ptember126 & 
Come out & support the Kids! 
'URDA¥ 
Run; 
)p Over 
BBQ:  ~ 
at 
Georges Pub 
Northern Motor Inn 
It_ Iii 
ATTENTION 
All  Toy Run Par t i c ipants  
Please donate  a gift you would buy 
• your kids for Chr i s tmas  
Call 604-681-4460 for more information. 
Dr, Paul i. Clark, 
Optometrist 
will be in Terrace 
Wed. October i • 
through Sat, October 4 
for appointment 
please call 638-2020 
4550 Lakelse Ave. 
: N0rlhwest Communily College ~ 
; Terrace CamEus 
• ; . .  inc0n iu~n~. . i  ' ; 
Kifimat Community Skills Center ~ : 
would like to ,.,fer the 
APPRENTICESHIP 
TRANSITION PROGRAM 
IN  TERRACE 
Would you like to upgrade your moth, physks, and/or communication skills? 
If so, this program is for youl 
* Alton employees- Ihis program is recommended to
those seeking apprenticeships 
* Eurocan empleyees -Ihk isincluded under the 
J.U.M.P. inilialive 
* All learners - (employed or nol)- this*ill prepare you for 
College credil progrems 
Pregrm in&des: 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS - Algebra (60 hours) 
Covers lhe skills needed in Ihe workplace. Hands-on Iroining with group learning 
and labs Io osmt lhe learning process. •
APPUED COMMUNKATION - (4S ham) 
A refresher in oral and wriflen communkotion skills for the workplece. Eech 
student*ill develop opemnol podifdio. 
APPUED PHYSICS - (60 ham) 
Gain a good foundation i undergonding lhe phpics concepls thai apply Io tech- 
nology and Iredes. Aboul one third of your does lime ,ill be spenl on lobs and 
other prodicd expedmenls. 
Regisler your interest. If lhere is enough interest, courses 
will be scheduled to accommodate applkonts work schedules. 
Nodhwesl Communily College (1~ 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrote, B.C. 
V8G 4X2 
To register your interest: Coil Brenda el 
638-5452 or Coleen at 638-5408 
1 
/ At Northern Horse Supply 
Cathy & Peggy are retiring from the Tack Business. 
Total Inventory Clearance! 
All Stock Minimum ............ 20%0f f  
Western Hats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45% Of f  
Western Shirts .................... 45%0f f  
Koolah AustrallanOutback ..... 30% o f f  
Riding Jackets .................... 40% Of f  
Eng l i sh  He lmets  .................. 25 % Of f  
~;':t" " ~=:~ NOrthern Horse Supply Ltd. 
;,:I:j'~L ...... ,~,~, 3083 River Drive, Terrace 
For Chr istmas • Save Now For Next Years Riding Seasonl  
I 
g&#•v=® 
Scot iabank 
~pro~dco yrese~/ 
"Ret i rement Decis ions 
DavidB.Madsen, CfM, CFP, FCS I  That Feel Right" 
Presentation and Workshop Presented By 
David Madsen, CIM, CFP, FCSI 
• Retirement Planning Options 
• How to beat todays low interest rates with secure higher yielding investments 
• Passing your assets to the next generation 
With Guest Speakers: 
Curtis Billey CA- Chartered Accountant with McAIpine & Company. 
• Retirement & Estate Planning For Businesses And Individuals 
Michael Fahy, B.Comm.- Investment Counsellor with Scotia McLeod 
• Aspecial presentation on investment asset allocation. 
Lynn Boettcher, LI.B- Lawyerwith John Bandstra Law Offices 
• Wills & estates 
Seating is limited, Please RSVP. 
To reserve phone the Bank of Nova Scotia Terrace 635.2261 Kitimat 632-6181 
Presentation & Workshep To Take Place at 
Coast Inn Of The West- Thursday, October 2, 1997 6 - 8 p.m. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
Mommy,.Darlingwhile/clearthediningroomtabe,IHate My Teacher ,, 
Oon't:  o,:u  ra,...OoranOrea:to 
Grandma. ' ¢ J ~ ~  
Jennifer, she had just been busy chattering =,,,¢=r~,-,,. ~~,~1~ 
like a magpie with her grandmother, suddenly fe l l  AC'~I"U.~=L~CO'I~RT I {1~~ 
silent, Her had drooped onto her chest and it CASES [ [ ( ~  
began shaking violently from left to right, 
Her mother looked on with great concern. 
"Jennifer, what is disturbing you so much?" 
Suddenly, Jennifer burst into tears and ran up 
the stairs in to her room, Her mother threw down 
her dishtowel and ran up after her, She rushed to 
Jennifer who was lying face down on her bed, her 
body racked with her heavy sobs. 
"Jennifer, Jennifer, what horrible thing is hap- 
pening to you," 
Jennifer threw herself into her mother's arms. 
She started speaking, her voice barely audible 
through the heaving sobs, 
"Oh, Mommy, I can't read, I'm so ashamed," 
"Darling, what is the matter, you're as bright 
as a whippet. You're such a happy child, 
Something terrible must have happened to you at 
school:' 
Jennifer held her mother terribly close. 
"Mommy, I sit in the classroom, and I'm so 
frightened I close my ears and try to think of you 
and Daddy, My teacher calls me all kinds of names 
if I give her the wrong answer, I've stopped asking 
questions. I've stopped listening. Oh, Mommy, do I 
have to go back to school? Jennifer's mother held 
her close, 
"Tomorrow you are starting a new school." 
She gave Jennifer a big hug and kiss and ran 
downstairs to the phone to call her friend 
Winnifred, a teacher at Jennifer's school, 
Winnifred gave her an earful, "We don't know 
that to do with this teacher. She's giving us all a 
bad name, She yells at the entire class, and she's 
never available after class to help those who need 
help, But we're helpless." 
As soon as Jennifer was settled in her new 
school, her parents sued the school and the 
teacher for not performing her duties under the 
Education Act, 
Jennifer's parents presented their case, 
"Your Honour, Jennifer's teacher, Ms. Hathaway 
was supposed to teach our daughter, Yet, she 
doesn't make time after school to explain any- 
thing. She can't even keep the class in line. Ms. 
Hathaway's got Jennifer so scared of being insult- 
ed that she can't learn anything, Make them pay 
us for Jennifer's suffering. 
Ms. Hathaway argued her side. "Your 
Honour, there is just no proof of these ridiculous 
accusations, I did my job and taught the children 
in my class, Jennifer's parents are claiming mon- 
ey for something that doesn't have a value, If par- 
ent's don't like the way their child is being taught, 
they should change schools, not receive money 
for it," 
Should Ms. Hathaway be 
responsible for not teaching 
Jennifer? 
You! Be The Judge, Then 
look below for the decision: 
SPONSORED BY 
~%'~ LAWYERS ~,,~ 
"Help ing People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody  
• Personal  In jury 
• Adopt ions  
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigrat ion  
• Wrongful  D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Smal l  C la ims  
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
aThere Isn't enough proof that Ms. Hathaway didn't do her job properly" the Judge said, "Even if there was, i 
can't give you any money for suffering that doesn't have a monetary value." 
YOUl BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts or the ease and the 
law of the province of Ontario, If you have a similar problem, please consult LINDSEY & GRUEGER, Claire Bernateln Is s 
Montreal lawyer and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haika Enterprises, BII.ISV 
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OUTDOOR TRAVEL TIPS 
[] BE PREPARED FOR YOUR CHOSEN RECREATION --Being fit~i.;enoug~: ~to~ 
go the distance takes physical preparation. Stick to :~ur ~:tQrnaround time. 
Take the proper equipment, have a trip plan and use;~i~efe~ence and guide 
books. 
j~i~:~.:~i~,~:!~ ~: : . :% , 
." ~i]ili~ .~Z ~;~ .~* ' 
[] ALWAYS CARRY THE ESSEN!IALS~;~ If n~ce6~s~ary, be ready to stay out 
overnight. Carry a flashlight--many;pe6ple become lost because of darkness. 
[] COMPLETE A ~RIP PLAN and LEAVE IT WITH A FRIEND - -The  trip 
lan exp!ains your!"!~:~esti~ation, the route you are taking, who is in the group p 
and y~ re~:~rn time. If you do not return as planned, the friend you left the 
trip plan with can give the form to the police to initiate a search. 
[] NEVER HIKE ALONE --  Hike with a group and keep together. Travel at 
the speed of the slowest person. If a person becomes separated by going 
ahead or falling behind, they are more likely to become lost. 
[] DO NOT PANIC - -  Maintain a positive mental attitude if ou be~o~e!!i'io~t. 
::~i!~:.~: ~;~i~.' ~: '~::~ 
Being lost is not dangerous if you are prepared. %3~ L! ~' 
[] STAY WHERE YOU ARE - -  People who carry on after they become lost 
usually get further from the trail and further ~rqm.p~ople who are looking for 
them. Also, going downhill often leads to na~#al ~'~inage. Gullies which typi- 
cally have very thick bush, exp~i~slv6ii~liffs and waterfalls make travel and 
searching more difficult. 
[] USE SIGNALLING DEVICES - -  Blowing a whistle, lighting a .fire and stay- 
ing visible will help sea~c~er~ii~find you. Help searchers find you even if you are 
embarrassedi:ior~afraid. Remember that animals will not be attracted to your 
signals. Searchers may also use planes or helicopters--make yourself visible 
to them. ::~' '~ !:i:/ii . :::!~;~;~ .:i~:~ ~ 
? . ,  . . . . . ;+ 
[] BUILD OR SEEK SHELTER ~!~iiifiro~t yourself from the rain, wind and 
excessive sun. Be as comfortable as possible, but when it is daylight, make 
sure you are visible to searchers in helicopters or planes. 
CITHE MOST COMMON MISTAKE - -  An individual's belief that "it could 
never happen to me" is summed up as EGO. By being prepared, you can 
enjoy your trip outdoors regardless of what nature throws at you! 
OUTDOOR TRAVEL ESSENTIALS 
• Map of the area and compass. KNOW HOW TO USE 
THEM!!! 
• Large orange-coloured plastic bag usefulas emergency 
shelter, signalling device or rainwear. 
• Flashlight and spare batteries. 
• EXTRA food and water. 
• EXTRA clothing rain and wind clothes, toque and 
gloves, sweater and warm pants (NOT jeans!) 
• Sun protection--sunglasses, sunscreen, hat, long- 
sleeved shirt and pants. 
• Pocket knife. 
• Waterproof matches and/or a full lighter. 
• Candles and/or firestarter (efficient fire-building in 
adverse weather must be learned before you venture out!) 
• Ensure weather forecast and hazards (eg. snow condi- 
tions) are checked prior to departure. 
• First aid kit--(training is required to develop skills need- 
ed for proper first aid.) 
• Extras--whistle, small lightweight ground insulation such 
as "insulite", projectile-type flares, tarp . . . . . . .  ~,. ,,,, 
REMEMBER: bad weather, early darkness or, an unex,, 
pected injury can turn any outing into an extended:/ 
crisis! 
More  For  Less  
Believe it or not; it's true. Introducing the '97 Big Bear 4x4. New compact engine; 
less weight; new reverse system; increased suspension travel; easier steering ; 
more comfortable ride; bigger racks; increased carrying capacity. 
NI new affordable pricel See us today. 
It's true/More for less. Check out the "97 Big Bear 
®YAMAHA 
Ken 's  Mar ine  
4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 635-2909 
MISTY  R IVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
Misty River Tackle 
& Hunting has the 
largest selection 
on firearms with 
the best deals 
~an~here inthe 
,. Northwest. 
H~, m We~ 1 
I~,, I~ I ,a, gar I I I~ l 
=,,~,,,,~T ] , I :~ I 
Open 6:30 am to 11 pm 7 days a week 
5008 Agar Avenue, Terrace 
638-1369 or 1-800-314-1369 
Sportsman 500 Get 
your selfa trophy ATV. 
,J 
' ~ i l  i i ii i ~' 
• 499 cc liquid-cooled, 4 valve, 4 stroke engine 
• Fully independent rear suspension, 9.5" rear tr~v~.l 
• Automatic Polaris Variable Transmission 
• Shaft drive 
• Nearly 11" of ground clearance 
• Push button engage 4 wheel drive 
With A Free $2,000 16 Winch Installed! 
POLRRIS  
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
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. . HUNTING LICENCE FEES . 
Gun c lean lna  t lDS :  .Thefollowlrlgfeesapnlyprovlnca-wide SpeciesLicence D eer.L,cence 
• ~ - -  ! Additional lieence rccl~rements are indi" Fees s-ntmemen,z 
f ~ ~  ~ : cated under certain regional schedules. • . _ . . . ..: ,^  
~1~ ~1~ A person to carry a firearm "S ecies licences are required for the ^~ pe~.o.nmust not possess mor e ma~. :~  
P. . , of,,,,~, . . . . .  nt deer hcences. The eombma- 
~ ~ , / ~ W ~ " ~  ~ ) a ~  A restdent of Bntmh Colttmbza .. rmmrcd in a d&tion to the baste h untmtt . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(5 year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $20.00 hunta of the follovan animals and are . ' . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ng . .. • g • • tion of deer heenccs may include a maxP 
~_  - - , "~f i~_ /g l '~ /  . JAY  ~ 'to hunt all game and carry " liee'nces. . ~ mu.m, oz an, me acer aria/or o wmte-taneu 
- - ~ ~ .firearms . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  21.00, " -B IG GAME- ' veer ncences. 
who is a Canadian citizen 65 years of ~,,,  r~ c X' ................... X~"" ....... i"'":'2"" 
f / /~at~ age or over to hunt all game and carry ' . B:C ,=_.-:.~. queen ~,nanone 
a2~ento ;umaaa tn0tnnnsn~;00unu:*mI, • nes,,uent nesl.aem . .  . - -  .o : , nr.e,a~s,;,'"f';'i'~'::;',~',"uu.?., BlaekBear 2000* 13000* i s lanos  veer  L i cence  
Use a good cleaning rod, a single piece, quality rod (not an alu- 
minum take down model). Cheap rods will twist and bend, often 
resulting in scratches in the rifling of the bore and consequent ruin- 
ing of a barrel. 
Then use a bore guide or cleaning rod guide that can be insert- 
ed in place of a bolt in a bolt action rifle. The guide ensures that the 
rod will maintain a straight hrust through the bore. 
With correct patches (proper calibre) on the bore jag, soak the 
patches with a good solvent such as Shooter's Choice and push 
the rod from the breech to the muzzle. After a few thrusts, allow a 
few minutes for the solvents to soften and b, reak up powder 
deposits. 
Now use a brass brush to push out any powder buildup. Then 
change back to patches and polish the bore clean. Finally, put a 
good preservative oil on a patch and push it through, leaving a light 
film to prevent rusting. 
Now give your barrel a visual inspection by looking at a strong 
light at the muzzle end. Make sure everything is whistle clean and 
that no particles of any kind remain. It's always a good idea to visu- 
ally inspect your barrel before ever attempting to use your 
firearm. Sometimes a barrel has burst as a result of a piece of 
cloth patching or even a spider web remaining in the bore. 
Store your gun in a safely locked cabinet that has air passage 
and that is situated in a dry place. 
Guns should be cleaned after no more than 10 rounds have 
been fired and new rifles should be cleaned more often. 
or a Canadian dtizen 
'to hunt all game and carry 
firearms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  46.00* 
A non-resident 
.to hunt all game and carry 
firearms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  145.00, 
, oerson to hunt in the FraserYalhy 
anecial Area 
• ~ee Map B9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.00 
, nerson to hunt in the Gulf Islands " 
aoecial Area 
• e.u islands in MU 1-1 except 
Vancouver Island . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,00 
A junior hunting llcence - to a 
person 10 years of age or older and 
under 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.00* 
Canada Migratory Came Bird Hunting 
Permit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.00 
Q.C.I. Deer .. : . . . . . .  ~.. , .  . . . .  15.00 
Duplicate Hunting and Species Lieenees 
• '1o a person who can satisfactorily 
prove his hunting and/or species 
licences have been lest or destroyed 
(an affidavit is required) For: 
Senior Citizens, Gulf Islands 
and Junior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .1.00 
All Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,00 
• includes surcharge for the 
HABITAT CONSERVATION TRUST FUND 
pd(~= do not indude G.S.T 
• All hunting and species licences expire 
March 31, 1998. 
. , . , , . . , , . . , . . . ,  . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . , . . . . , . , , .  • 
Caribou* 20.00 150,00 
Cougar* 30.00 150.00 
Deer (mule and. 
white tailed) 15.00 75.00 
Elk " 25.00 150.00 
~Grizzly Bear* 30.00" 530.00*  
Moose- :. 25,00 150.00 
Mountain Goat* 30.00 200.00 
Mountain Sheep* 50.00 400.00 
• These special deer licences allow hunters 
to exceed the l deer bag limit for the 
Skeena Region and the 3 deer provincial 
bag limit up to a maximum of 10 deer ' 
when hun'ring on thi~ Queen Charlotte. ' 
Islands (MUs 6-12, 6-13). Up to5 regular' 
mule deer licences can be 'used '~n the 
Queen Charldttes but they will colmt 
towa}d the regional arid provindal bag lim- 
'its. (For example, if a mule deer liccnee is 
used in MU 6-12 or 6-13 a hunter will be ' Wolf No Licenee 25.00 
• Required prevented from ptlrsuing deer elsewhere in 
the Skeena Region and it will count 
Any person who kills any of the above big towards the 3-deer provlndal bag limit). 
game species must immediately cancel the .:,.; ........ ,.,..,, .........  . . . . . . . .  
appropriate species lieence. 
*Licences for these species are not valid 
.~ l  the second ayafter the date of 
I.~sue. 
*includes surcharge for the 
HABITAT CONSERVATION TIIUST FUND 
-SMALL GAME- 
B.C. Non-B.C. 
Resident Resident 
Combined BobcaULynx/Wolvcrin e* 
8.00 25.00 
Upland Game 
Birds No Licence 25.00 
Rcquircd 
* Licence cancellation isnot required for 
combined Bobcat~Lynx~Wolverine 
licence. 
B,C. Resident 
Hunter Number 
i i 
• It is important for the Wildlife Brandz 
to havcyour current mailing address 
recorded with your Resident Hufiter 
Number. To assist wildlife management 
programs, we contact you thi'uughout the 
year to determine your hunting activity 
and success. Please inform us of any 
change in your address/telephone num- 
beror name. Write (quoting your 
Resident Hunter Number) to- 
Hunter Number, Wildlife Branch, BC 
Environment, 3 - 780 Blanshard Street, 
Victoria, B.C..V8V 1X4. 
% , °  , 
Terrace CO-OP Sporting 
Goods Department 
. . . .  I ~Browning Folding 
I & Pocket Knives 
Good Selection 
_L,,, 
J NeedA Sleeping Bag 
For Your Hunting Trip? 
Aft in stock models 
I Reg. Retail Price 
Summer Clearance 
Of all Fishing Rods 
- Ins tock  mode ls  On ly  
% 
Terrace CO-OP Sporting Goods 
Dept. has expanded. We have 
moved next to Keenlyside 
Insurance. Come and check 
our complete line of Hunting 
Accessories and name brand 
ammunition. We also sell 
hunting licences and tags. 
4617 Greig Ave. Terrace Ph: 635-6347 
The new '98 Sk2-Doo snowmobiles are here! 
We're welcoming winter with great Super Sellabration deals! 
Choose low A.P.R.'financing for a low monthly payment. Or 
choose no money down, no payments and no interest ~ until 
January '98 on any new Ski-Doe sled. And get you choice of 
a free Winter Rules s~ video or poster just for coming in. 
Hurryl Super Sellabration begins 
September 1, 1997 and ends ~ .~V, , ,d~ 
GINfffl[g fOR IH[ WAY ~OU El October 31,1997. ,,,,,,,,u,,, ,,,,,, ,,o ,, 
©199/Bo~l ior  Inc. All rights r~ed ® Trademarks of Bombe.,dler Inc andlor alliliales. Photo for advedi~ purposes only 
I Retail Inst~me~t Sales et~er than rewhin9 czedif card programs me offered ond available through ~ ~.  
2 ~n9 offered on the SkI-D~ Gold Card available Ihrough H.R.S.I. and M.R.S.L 16.8% A.ER. k~ U.S. with $.50 rain. finance 
d~oe, 1725% APR. in Canada. No interest if paid in full by 1/4/98 No ~nual fee, 
Fina~dng offm cannot be combined and are sul)~ct o credit approval, appr,~able t rms and ooediUons for qualified a~ications 
~sC~e 9/1/97-10/31/9/V~ions and I~e~ available while supplies last See yeer pu~pa~ Ski-Duo dealer for complele details. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave, Ph: 635-6384 
i 
"i , 
::::~-:::: !i~i~:ii~: 
ENTRY FEE s25°° 
Scoring, Done 
By Official Scorer 
PRIZES 
Tikka Gun 
Bushnell Spotting Scopq 
s500 Gift Certificate 
for Northcoast Anglers 
(winner has choice ,of prizes.) 
For more information 
LTD. I 
3217 Kalum \ ;,~ ..__ ~ / Randy & Le-'o~na 
_~. .  ,m,_.,., ~ ~ /  Murray 
Terrace, u.u. 635-6496 
call Leona, Randy or Allan at 635-6496 
"We Specialize in Hunting & Fishing" 
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\ J 
Deer: The bag limit for mule (black-tailed) deer• is I, except in MUs 6-12 
and 6-13 where the season bag limit is 10. The bag limit for whitetailed 
:deer is 1. 
HUNTERS 
Expert Processing Of Game 
, Skinning. Hanging. Cutting 
. Smoking Game & Fish 
, European Style Game Sausages 
638,-1312 
1-800-663-3903 
Free Delivery To Prince Rupert 
Serving N.W. BC For 21 Years 
TWIN ( ITY MEATS Inspection & Reportin(z 
,m, .... 4545 Lakelse Ave. .... L i . . . . .  t Compulsory Reporting provincially, all moose taken imRegion 6 must,be, 
i Compulsory Reported within 30 days of the date of kill. 
; Vehicle Restrictions 
The use of snowmobiles to hunt wildlife is prohibited in MUs 6-4, 6-5, 6- 
!6, 6-8, 6-9, 6-15 and 6-30. The use of snowmobiles for the purpose of 
: transporting wildlife or to transport a hunter to or from the location of wildb- 
- fe is prohibited in MUs 6-4, 65, 6-6, 6-8, 6-9, 6-15 and 6-30, from April 1 to 
: Dec 15. The use of All-terrain Vehicles (including motorcyles and snowmo- 
: biles) for the purpose of hunting, to transport hunters, wildlife, firearms or 
:: equipment which are intended for, or in support of hunting, is prohibited 
: beyond 400 metres on either side of the Todagin Mtn. mining access road, 
!between Coyote Creek and the end of the Todagin Mtn. mining access 
: road m MU 6-20. 
The use of all motor vehicles is prohibited beyond 400 metres on either 
•: side of the following roads between Aug 1 and Nov 15: .Hot Lakes Road 
: (MU 6-24) between the junction of Hot Lakes Road and Highway 37 and 
:, the north end of Gallic Lake..Cassiar Townsite/Quartzerock Creek access 
'.roads (MU 6-24) commencing at the junction of Highway 37 and the 
i Cassiar Townsite access road, then west to Cassiar Townsite, then north 
;along Quartzerock Creek access road to the headwaters of Quartzerock 
: Cr..Goldpan Road (MU 6-23) from the Dease Lake Townsite to its junction 
i with the Little Eagle R. -Jade/Boulder Road (MUs 6-19 and 7-52) from the 
:junction of Jade/Boulder Road and Highway 37 east to Boulder City Lake, 
: Letain Lake, 
Wolverine Lake and Elephant Lake, then south along Kutcho Creek to 
! Provencher Lake and back along the road to its junction with Jade/Boulder 
:Road again. 
• Middle Range Road (MU 6-19) from its jumction with Jade/Boulder 
,i Road to its end. 
Notice to Hunters 
No Shooting Areas: Hunters should note the Highway No Shooting 
; Areas. 
; .Hunters should be aware that the discharge of a firearm using a single 
;projectile is prohibited within 400 metres of either side of the road allow- 
:ance of the Topley Landing Road (Hwy 118) between Topley and Granisle 
i(MU 6-8). 
' ,Hunting, trapping and the discharge of firearms is prohibited within 
iGwaii Haanas National Park Reserve (MU 6-12). 
: ,The hunting of all wildlife is prohibited within 2 km of either side of the 
i Muddy Lake/Golden Bear Access Road (MUs 6-22, 6-26)..White (Ker- 
;mode) and blue (Glacier) colour phases of the black bear are closed to 
' n ;hunti g throughout he Skeena Region. Note that these animals are rarely 
;pure in colour, and are usually somewhat dirty. Hunters should pass up 
!any very light-coloured black bear. 
; -Lucy Island (in the.vicinity of Langara Island, Queen Charlotte Islands) 
:is a Wildlife Sanctuary and hunting, trapping and the discharge of firearms 
!.are prohibited (MU 6-13). 
. -Please avoid shooting collared wildlife. 
' ,Hunters who harvest a mountain sheep on Todagin Mountain are 
ilrequested to submit a small sample of the liver to a BC Environment office 
:in the Skeena region. Place sample in a plastic bag, keep cool or frozen, 
;and submit to a BCE office. 
Hunters Get Ready 
Get Your New .PcKa ra k  
KVF 400 , 
A TV 4)(4 I,~ 
With Automatic ~, ~'~,' ~
.;./ ~t¢ 
Transmission f~~ ~"~ 
$7895 + Tax ~,~, ,  
With a 2000 Ib : " 
Superwinch 
:~ ... 
ii ~.:.  
..... t~ . . .  ~,~'~, '  .(~,.,%~. 
A'rv Of The Year 
1997 ATV Magazine 
And You' l l  get  S400 Back!  
Hurry Offer Ends Sept. 30, 1997 
Quantities Limited 
Kawasak i  
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DAVE TAYLOR ORTS 638-7283 
CUTTING SMOOTHLY through the air, t~at's Steve 
Brushey paragliding over Copper Mountain. 
Sailing 
the 
skies 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
"RUN LIKE HELL! Run, run!" 
I run. 
Suddenly feet are no longer on solid 
ground. World drops away in a sicken- 
ing display of  vertigo. Wind whistles. 
Terror. 
' 'Dave?"  
A voice. 
"Dave?"  
It's God. God is speaking to me. He 
probably wants to know why I just 
jumped off  a cliff. 
"You  can stop running now."  
I look down at my feet. They' re  still 
pumping furiously in mid air. 
Wait. That voice isn't God. It's Brian 
Fell, the paragliding lawyer. He made 
me sign a waiver. God doesn't  make 
you sign a waiver. Although come to 
think of  it, these days He probably does. 
Then it hits me I 'm flying. 
Spread out above is the huge white wing 
of our paraglider. Tucked in neatly behind 
me, Fell gently guides the wing, preventing 
us from plummeting to a messy death m I 
hope. 
And b.elow, below the world has opened 
up into a glorious display of light and 
eolour. Lakelse Lake sparkles and shines. 
. The Skeena slithers through the valley, 
' twisting and sparkling like a diamond neck- 
hice. Jagged peaks thrust proudly into the 
lateafternoon sky. 
But for all its radiant beauty, the view 
isn't the amazing part about flying. 
What is truly incredible about flying is, 
well, flying. 
It almost feels like it shouldn't be happen- 
ing. But not like something's wrong, like 
Tough trucks 
battle it out for 
Speedway tit 
Drivers tack/e mud bog and 
punishing obstacle course 
MUD. 
And lots of it. 
Organizers at the Terrace Speedway 
needn't have worried about having 
enough of the stuff for their annual 
Tough Truck and Mud Bog. 
But the rain, cold and muck didn't stop 
hundreds of monster truck fans from 
making it out to the speedway to pay 
hommage to the great metal beasts. 
Last year the goo Was so thick that not 
one truck made it all the way through the 
bog. Of course, then again it was 30 de- 
glees and sunny at last year's event. 
Maybe all the rain over the weekend 
loosened up the giorp because several of 
ie 
though he sure took his time). Bren 
Thomas, #237, was second and #181 
Bob McClucky third. 
In the 41-44" D class, #237 Gas 
Foamier was first at 201 ft, followed by 
#108 Steve Flanigan and #03 Alvin 
Eichhorst. 
Will Rondeau twice tackled the bog 
and won in the E class, making it 
through the full 224 ft. Monique Lam- 
bert also made it through. 
The dune buggies weren't quite so 
lucky. They bogged down early, but 
Steve Therrien made it 55 ft. Steve 
Devost was second and Richard Devost 
third. 
The rain, cold and muck didn't stop hundreds of monster truck 
fans from making it out to the speedway to pay hommage to their 
favourite great metal beasts. 
the super-modified E class trucks made it 
through, as did many of the ATVs and 
those unstoppable snowmobiles. 
In the mud bog's AA stock class, #15 
Darcy McKcown blasted 107 feet 
through the ooze. Kyle King, #04, was 
second at 102 feet and #102 Eric Gustav- 
sen was third. 
The A class, using 0-33" tires went to 
#180 Lane "Give'r" at 112 It. Second 
was #180 Richard Devost and third went 
to K'rs Johnny. 
Moving up to the B class, using 34. 
36" tires, it was//001 Rodney Sldlie tak- 
ing first at 194 fl, with #08 Brian Gag- 
non second and #80 Andy~Bmuseau 
third. 
Bigger still was the C class, with 37- 
40" tires. There, #108 Steve Fianlgan 
broke the 200 ft barrier by a foot (al- 
The ATVs showed some muscle, slow- 
ly plowing through the mud. Steve 
Devest made it all the way through for 
first place. He was followed by Al 
Cameron who made it twice. 
The snowmobiles made it look easy. 
Mike Haugland crossed the stew in, get 
this, 4.03 seconds. Ken Hutchinson was 
right behind him and Leon Lefebvre was 
third. 
The Tuff Truck competition was some- 
thing else. People entered everything but 
the kitchen sink in this year's event, in- 
eluding Hyundais and Hendas. 
The course was once again a kidney- 
cruncher, with lots of bone-jarring jumps 
and whoop-de-does. Rumour has it 
competitors had practiced manoeveurtng 
through the challenging obstacles by 
driving the streets of Terrace in the 
: ,  . , , , . . .  . . . . . .  
WHAT A VIEW. Steve Brushey enjoys a ride down from Copper Mountain on a paraglid- 
ing flight last week. His takeoff was a little odd, but the flight down was smooth sailing. 
soniela~-of~iaturelias-i~eenbroken. Ratia- playing in a three-dimensional world 
er, it feels strangely right, natural. Not sur- 
real, but supra-real. 
This is why people do this. This is why 
they drive all the  way to the top of a 
mountain, hike to a cliff, wait, sometimes 
hours, for the wind to be right and then leap 
off. 
Flying's the thing. 
And from 3,000 feet it all makes sense. 
This is freedom, this is... 
"Dave?"  
That voice again. 
"Are you getting any good pictures?" 
"Hunh?" 
"Pictures, you know your camera? It's 
normally reserved for birds and bats and in- 
sects who must look down and laugh at our 
flat, puny earth. 
That earth is rapidly approaching. Fell lets 
me take the controls for a while. Pull on the 
right cord, he says, and we turn right. Pull 
on the left, we turn left. It's easy. 
And it is. 
He takes the cords again as we circle to 
land. Tiny, individual figures are now clear- 
ly visible m little white dots moving across 
a great green earth. 
Fell shouts down to friends on the ground. 
They cheer back with guttural sounds of en- 
couragement. 
what you said you wanted to do." We close in on our target swiftly and 
"Jeez. I forgot." touch down with surprising accuracy. 
= . . . . . .  ......... ,, . . . . .  ?' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... Fell laughs,: It s ,easy to do. up here, he  , Runt Fell shouts as our feet hit the 
says. You tcn d to forget everything, ground. "Runl ', . . . . . . . . .  
We ride, some weak thermals for nearly a, 
half-hour before we start to lose altitude 
and head for a big patch of bright green that 
Fell tells me is the golf course. 
.... Away from Copper Mountain the feeling 
• 'o f  flying becomes even more acute. We're 
I run. 
ANYONE SERIOUSLY interested in getting 
involved in this high fly!ng sport can give Brian 
Fell or Steve Brusbey a call. Brushey can be 
reached at 638-1840 and Fell can be found at 
635-4944. 
spring. 
In the A class, short box, it was Lane 
"Give'r" taking both first and second, 
with Keith Taylor third. Darey 
McKcown took the medium box and 
Jules LaFranee the long, with Dan 
Thickett second. 
Lane "Give'r" also took the two 
Wheel drive event. Second was #17 
Randy and third was #01 Doug Brewer. 
Richard Devost had the fastest time 
through the course in his dune buggy at 
28.11 seconds. He was followed by 
Steve Therrien and Steve Devost. 
Second fastest time for the course, and 
first in the ATV class was #7 
"Bouncin'" Blake Bedford at 28.26 sec- 
onds. Brutus MeCarron was second and 
Mike Porehe third. 
Finally, in the motorcycle class, it was 
#97 Jeff Barnett with the win, Jarred 
Mitchell was second and Gerald Fell 
third. 
A HYUNDAI? A Hyundai? Man, people are crazier and the Civic along with lots of trucks, A'rVs and dune 
than I thoug=~. Someone did, in fact, enter a little buggies. Meanwhile, above, trucks of all sorts tackled 
Hyundai pony in the Tuff Truck compeUtion, see below, the 240 foot mud bog. A few even made it through. 
People also entered such burly vehicles as the Chevette 
,, 
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Great finish for youth soccer 
Shoot- 
outs add 
thrills 
IT WAS a super exciting 
finish this year in Terrace 
Youth Soccer. 
The fiaals had some real 
heart-stopping ames and 
many of them even went to 
shoot-outs. 
"We had both some up- 
sets and some predictable 
finishes," says Bev Bujtas 
of the league. "It was a very 
good playoffs." 
In the Under-12 boys divi- 
sion, Sockeye FC ended up 
taking the championships. 
They beat Cedarland Tire in 
the f'mal game, 3-0. 
The Under-12 girls divi- 
sion saw one of the biggest 
upsets of the playoffs. 
Lazelle Mini-Storage had 
lost only one game all sea- 
son. But they were 
eliminated in the second 
round of the playdowns with 
a 1-0 loss to Rotary. 
Rotary went on to defeat 
Dairy Queen 2-1 before 
losing to Elan Travel 4-1 in 
the f'mal match. 
Those two finalists had 
placed just third and fourth 
in regular season play. It 
took some gritty determina- 
tion to get them to the 
championship match. 
The Under-14 boys divi- 
sion saw BandsUra and and final matches went to tight game.'~aeywon 2-1. 
Price takes 
ladies tourney 
Hut ,arid Richards-battle it out in the final game. Pizza Hut won ~-~ m a snoot-out. 
Northern Drugs meet in the shoot-outs, and Crampton, The Under-16 boys saw 
final game. It was a very Brown and Arndt was in- the Constrictors tackle Tak- 
tight match with good volved in all of them. har. This was a dose, but 
chances on both sides. The girls started with a 4- high-scoring game that 
Full-time ended in a tie so 3 shoot-out win over ended up in a 6-5 Con- 
the game went to a nail- Rossco, then went on to lose s~etors win. The league 
biting shoot-out. When it 3-2 in a shoot-out against play winners, meanwhile, 
was all over, Northern Ikon. However, the double were MeEwan, who finished 
Drugs came out on top with knock-out formula gave first in regular play. 
a 4-3 victory, them a back door and they Finally, the Under-19 girls 
The Under-14 girls final took it. This time with a 1-0 division had an  exciting 
also had fans and players on shoot-out win over Rossco. find with Riehards versus 
the edge. Both semi-final That set Crampton B&A Pizza Hut. Pizza Hut won 4- 
np in a rematch against 3 to take the tourney. 
Ikon. This time they got League play winner was All 
their revenge in another West Glass. 
A GREAT weekend of golf was had by 33 competitors 
at the recent Skeena Valley Ladies' Club 
Championships. 
The weather was a mixed bag, but these women kept 
their focus to keep the bogey-man atbay. 
The overall low gross at the tournament went to 
Lynne Price, with a score of 184. Overall ow net went 
to Lyn Apolezer (by retrogression). 
Low gross in the A Flight went to Debbie Carruthers, 
tbllowed by Brenda DeJong and Pam Biffle. 
The B Flight saw Azme Pruner take top spot, with 
Dawne Parker and Sarinder Dhami taking second and 
third respectively. 
0ver in the C Flight, Nancy Spensley took first, fol- 
lowed by Pggi McCleary and Linda Kawlnsi~i. 
And in the Newcomers Flight, Yvonne Wilson was 
first, Jeanne Jones second and Bonnie Weinand third. 
Meanwhile, low net score in the A Flight was taken 
by,Melanie Jones, followed by Linda Hamilton and 
Audrie Cox. 
The B Flight had Carol Kennedy take top spot, with 
Sport Scope 
Skaters' field training 
THE SKATING Club is hosting a Field Training Oct. 4-5 
at the Terrace Arena. On and off-ice training will feature 
free-skate, stroking and presentation. Eleven dubs from 
Prince Rupert o Vanderhoof have been invited. For more 
information, call Donna at 635-3648. 
Hirsh Creek race 
THE SOUTH Hirsh Creek mountain bike race is set to go 
September 28 near.I~timat. Racers can compete in a 12, 
24 or 36 km loop. The'at:tion starts at 9 a.m.. 
For more information call 632-4075. 
Ski Patrollers train 
C2~NADL~N SKI Patrol training sessions will start on 
• September 29 at 7 p.m. at the Coast L~n of the West. 
: All interested people are welcome. Check at the front 
Rec:ycle Yourse l f .  Decide to Be an Organ Donor 
and Tell Your Family. 
Tm g.~ts f~x'~,~rk ~, Tron~o~orff LIVER 
~,C*~ Society FOUNDATION 
BC Branch 
(604) 736.9775 or 1.800.567-8! 12 (604) 877.2100 or 1,800.663.6189 (604) 681-4588 or 1.B00.856-7266 
Year  End  
AWARDS 
-m I:1" 
 BANQUET 
"& DANCE 
at Thornhill Community Centre 
Cocktails ............ 6:30 pm 
Dinner ............... 7:00 pm 
Awards..:  .......... 8:00 pm 
Dancing ............ 9:00 pm 
Tickets available at 
Cedar land Tire, Minute Mu-~er  
or contact Margo  635-6549 
S25/person 
Tickets on sale until Sere. 2~'. Advance ticket sales onl~l 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DA I  A ~ g :  ,,r'r,',',-,,,',r'r, ., ,,,,-, 
'•.'•" =1 Terrace Minor Baseball Association 
7Thomhill 8 Terrace 
Junior Minor 
Secondary Hockey 
School Association 
Kermode 3 "re+e 
Friendship Community 
Bodety Volunteer 
Bureau 
I Omerrace 
Friendship Blueback 
Society Swim Club 
141 0n,a 116, [17 
Cued ' | Terrace 1'  Canadian Terrace 
Sr. Sec. I Minor Hockey i ,  Paiaplegic Blueback 
. Swim Club Associa~ Association 
21 
PA.C.E.S. 
Daycare 
Society 
14 Te~aceme 15 B+Bro~e~&. ~ TemaceYo~1 ~ ,.,so,=,,.~+ 
I Teme~ iN~,sTn~lC0umt ICmeteClubdTamm 
+TmaceLm P~ C<m~ 
L,ecjo~ Bmch #13 
Skeem Jt
dBkst425 ,~a'a+~m 
Minor ] 23ermode ] 24Tenam 
eml I Friendship |Pe,mB~ms.__~ 
I Association LSoceity j I s~=~=mc~ 
Terrace Uttle 
Theatre Nisga'a Tdbal 
Coundl 
"&Omms Smie~ 
R~C=ad=L~ 
B~mhll3 
Te~ 2~ 
I~smmaub 
as, Sh do,o n,.d E .  =ird I 
C Filght had low net go to Alna Carlson, followed by desk for meetlng-room location. 29  30  
Ediih Gieselman and Rhonda Feddersen (by count- For more information call Barry Petem at 635-5010. Skeena l Terrace Kerm0de 
Jr. Sec0ndaryl Minor 
back). School I Hockey Friendship 
And the Newcomers Flight had low net go to Elaine ,! ' Society 
Anderson, with Dawn Garner second. ~ Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
• This past weekend saw the Juniors tee off for their 
annual Club Championships. Look for results in an up- 1 Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games  6:15 
J ~ ~ - ~ .  Thurs. ,Fr i . ,Sat .  La teN ightGames  Doors9 :30p .m.  Games10:00p.m. 
i coming Standard. ~ Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Le,t Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
. . . .  - ' '- :~:  ~ A Little Different For Your T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
Dr. Tom Strong ~° ~Children's Birthday Party i0n, Terrace 635-2411 4410 Le 1 
Registered Psycbol~st ~ i~ I "  ............................................................ ~::i+i~ii::: .. . 
J~tll,  I+::,+~ :~+++Z+++~:n:ssl Rdatiomhip & Fomily~erepy +~+ ++++:+=.+~:+++t.~:= +++*::++++++:++:+:+:++++++++++++:+:++++++++++++++::*++::*::::+++ 
+ ' ° ° ' + ° " ° + ° '  . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  ++: :  ....................................... : . . . . . .  + ............ jssodatiot, + Terrace Curling • Training and Seminm • +,,.u,, 0+o,+ ' ; ~., ; . y . j  
Ask .~u l  lhe couples consulldims ~ ~._~/  mumm OAN S HOMERUN ~ 
llm ¢og~ for p'ychologk,91 I,,,,. ~ k+,,mmk., t, ~ ~ I t " ' "  ~ 4e~ H~. xe, r~,==e _. Je  
senkes ore o,en Eoverp W 
exte~ledhedlhl0enefits " 1-800-456-7733 ~ 7 - '7  635"1180 ~ .~ra, 
~ F A L L  SALE SPECIALS . UN.L ,mr=~.=. ,am Get swept up in the fun...join a curling league for goo( 
S~.e anyone,ram SlO0 times this season. Leagues Start October 14, 1997 
$700. on selected new and 
used whlmwater and touring 
Receive a free bonus package kayaks! 
worth from $160.- $225. Whitewater novice kayak Leaque Time 
with the purchase of new package includes paddle, 
flbreglass, roy'alex and kevlar spraydeck, and Aoatation set 
canoesl for the same price of the Monday Mixed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 :30  p .m.  
Ocean Touring Kayaks kayak alone! Tuesday Drop In ..................... 10:00 a.m. 
include a $290. bonus pkg! Lots of accessory specials! 
HUDSON BAY MlrN.  RD.,  $MII14ER11 847-1618 Tuesday Mens ............ ........... 7 & 9 p.m, 
Wednesday Juniors ................ 4:00 p.m. 
" Big Brothers Wednesday Ladies ............ + .... 7 & 9 p.m, 
Thursday Mens..i .................... 7 & 9 p.m. 
& Big Sisters Friday Mixed ........................... 6:30-8:30- 10:30 p.nn 
Sunday Commercial ............... 10:00 a,m. 
Sunday Family ........................ 1:00 p.m. 
Monday, September 29, 1997 **New Curlers are most welcome to join. We offer a 
4711 LozeUe Ave. special rate, free instruction, necessary equipment 
3:00  p .m. -  7 :00  p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ... . . . .  ~ ........ , and placement on a team to get started. 
Celel0rale Big Brothers & Big Sisters Month and our lucraUve market, call today for 
more  informat ion:  
move to our new premises. 
We gratefully acknowledge the following businesses To enter or  need more information 
and individuals who generously contributed to our move. 
• mer i t  Co-ordinatoP 
AcadiaNorthwes, Your Decor Terracelnteriors , Developmen, Corpora~o n carl the Curling Club at 
Bdmac industdes Peter Bruce Sr. Jared Taylor /enue 
Addan Endght Mann00+r  0+,0++, , oo, 635"5583 
Richard Klein Bdan Romanchuck Ann Gervais Fax: (250) 583-8398 
L~_ Rob Summerscales Edwin i 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Dlsp|ay, Word Classified and Classi f ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine; is  
Thursday at 4 P.m. for all d isnlav and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B,C. VeG 5R2 
All classified and classifiod display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, ViSA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your ViSA or Mastercard 
number ready, 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W, Advediser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Addi!ional at $6,94 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
TION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent MIsc 
701For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Uvestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Noticea 
340. Lanai Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the fight o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisem that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to disedmlnate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state e no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and tc repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructiona are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odglnal documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publlcaUon. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name 
Phone .Start Date 
CLASSIF ICAT ION,  
VISA Q MASTERCARD 
pa ~=ASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ORE WORD 
1 
6 
11 
16  
0.75  
Address  
# of Insertions " Terrace Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
Credit  Card No. Expiry Date_ 
2 
7 
12  
17  
6 .90  
8 
13  
18  
7 .05  
P,OO 
Cl ip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
~= , =.==,, ,  
STANDARD 
>ER SPACE 
,4 5 
g 10  
14  15  
19  20  - $6 ,60  
7 .20  7 .35 ,  
8~15 8.30  
For  longer  a¢1, p lease  use  a separate  s t leet  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
7.70  
10. REAL ESTATE 
#76-3889 Muller Ave 
' 
2377 Hemlock Street 
START HEREI! 
14 wide mobile home with porch 
and covered eck. Hew carpeting, 3 
bdrms., garden shed. Fridge and 
stove included. 
$42,900 MLS 
ALIVE WITH COLOURI! 
Newly renovated 3 bdrm home with 
sunken livingroom, new carpeting 
and line, family size kitchen and 
dining room, vinyl siding, 4 
appliances 
$104,000 M 
2186 Hemlock Street 
Sh ,aL e 
of Terrace 
JUST LISTEDI! 
1,600 sq. ft. rancher with new oak 
kitchen, 2 patio doors, 3 
bed=ooms, 24'x24' insulated and 
wired shop 
$144,900 MLS 
2272 Hemlock Street 
JUST LISTED- Beautiful hardwood flooring throughout, 
four bedrooms, full basement, large sundeck, and work- 
shop. $114,900 MLS 
4728 Walsh Avenue 
Lots of upgrades, large lot, and a garage. Motivated 
vendor. $109,900 MLS 
3683 Walnut Drive 
iii:,: : : 35.  b : ~ (~ ' 
Vaulted ceilings, sunken family and formal living areas, 
oak kitchen, natural gas fireplace, and includes five 
appliances. $174,500 MLS 
307 Lodge Pole Street 
Excellent set up, three bedroom fully refurbished mobile, 
new septic, new drilled well, includes all appliances, 
quiet neighbourhood. $99,500 MLS 
315 Lodge Pole Street 
A harvest full of features in this traditional og home 
located on private treed acreage and detached shop 
$237,500 MLS 
]R~/MJLT£ OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
638-8198 Res idence  
' i  Ca l l  SUZANNE for  
re I lab le  serv ice  today l  
OPEN HOUSES 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1997 
: 4642 Walsh Avenue 
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p,m. 
$136,500  MLS 
Come and discover a great family home. 
4934 Cooper Drive 
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
. " ......... , ............................. ~:i: :~!~.~:;:~ : :~:i~i~!i;~i!!!~!::~i~i;;iii~'~.:. ~:.:,  ~: 
$169,900  MLS 
Absolutely innaculate inside and out 
RE/MAX OF  TERRACE 
638-1400 
638-8198 Res idence  
~ "  Cal l  SUZANNE for  
re l iab le  serv ice  today l  
BENCH 
Bench Building Lots 
A few quiet cul-de-sac lots still available starting at 
$42,500+GST. Average lot size is 73 x 132. 
Don't wait call today. MLS 
SOUTHSIDE 
Move In Today! 
,ew 2 storey home with 
I ~ I~ J~ custom woodwork, upgraded 
I ~ ~ . ~ ' ~ l B ~  fixtures and unique decor, 
I |  ~ ~ ] | ! ' l  0ut-standing qual ity 
| ~ .  l~ l~|  throughout his 2 bath, 3 
I bedroom home. 
...................... :'~'" ~ ~ $149,900 + GST MLS 
i l ~ Affordable Family Living on 2 Acres 
I ~ i l l l  This 3 bedroom modular 
I . . . . . . . . .  home has been completely 
I I I  I I  I .... l i l~ i i~ .~, i l l  upgraded. Offers 2 large 
I ~ ~  decks and landscaped yard 
l i h l ~  with garden shed. Situated in 
I a quiet cul-de-sac with beau- 
, tiful view, 
$129,900 MLS 
Home Business Opportunity 
1264 sq. ft. home with 3 bed- 
rooms and 1 hath on s 110 
x137 lot zoned M1.6 appliances 
and a wired shop are included. 
Minutes from town. 
$89,900 MLS 
COMMERCIAL 
Freight Terminal For Lease 
Good Hwy 16 East exposure. 
2900 sq. ft. dock level with 
1280 sq. ft. office adjoining 
on 1.25 acre gravelled site. 
Open to Offem 
Ca// 
1100 SQ. ft., 3 bedroom, 3/4 
basement, N/G heat, new kitch- 
en and bathroom, 80'x270' lot 
fully landscaped and fenced, 
16'x28' shop, fenced garden 
and garden shed, $134,900. 
View by appointment 635-2957 
or leave meseat:le. 
1800 SQUARE foot ranch style; 
7 city lots; 3 -4 large bedrooms; 
5 piece bathroom. Large patio 
utility shop, shed, New Hazel- 
ton. $95,000. Call 845-7284 or 
1-250-842-5457. 
1989 14 x 70 modular home, 2 
bedroom, .3 appliances, snow 
load package, electric heat, 
$45,000. (Stewart). Call 636- 
• 9159. 
220 ACRES 50 km south d 
Houston near Owen Lake. Hay- 
land, pasture and timber. Beau- 
tiful view of Nadina Mountain. 
Serious enquiries only." Ca~l 
eveninqs: 1.250-845-3305. 
26 ACRES with 4 bedroom, 2 
bathroom home, fireplace, 
fenced pasture, reliable spring, 
hay field, fruit trees, wired 30 x 
40 shop with 14' doors, barn. 
$335,000. 6 - 9:30 or weekends 
638-1080. 
3 BEDROOM house, 2 up and 
one down. Avalong sub in 
Houston. Double lot, finished 
basement, gas fireplace. 1 1/2 
bathrooms & laundry room, 
fridge, stove, dryer, dishwasher, 
two patios, carport with double 
driveway & fenced yard. Re- 
duced to sell, Offers welcome. 
Call 1-250-845-2155. 
3 LEVEL SPLIT HOME, 4 ap- 
pliances, fireplace, central va- 
cuum system, deck, concrete 
patio, finished basement, en- 
closed basement entry, covered 
front entry, double paved drive 
way, double garage/openers, 4
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard with garden, flower beds 
all round, Asking 184,500. 
Phone 638-8089. 
3532 GILLESPIE in Mountain- 
view subdivision in Houston. 3 
bedroom home, garage, deck, 
fenced yard, new carpets 
throughout, two baths, master 
ensuite with hardwood floors 
and jetted jacuzzi tub. New 
switches and fixtures through- 
out. Comes with fridg9, stove, 
washer and dryer. Call Ryan to 
view 1-250-845-7755. 
3526 CORY dr. 1 1/2 yr old, 
three bedroom home, 1260 sq. 
ft, with full undeveloped base- 
ment. Two full baths with rough- 
in for third down. Bright 11x19 
kitchen has pantry, work island 
and built-in dishwasher. Eating 
area opens onto rear patio. 
Double garage with opener. 
Asking $188,900, 635-8185 to 
view. 
('-Sherry Anderson ~ 
Nol~ry Public 
Reel E,Iote, 
Conveyonclng 
Wills, 
Mobi le  Home 
Transhrs, 
Dedarations, 
/v~r tgage 
Documen~fion,  
No~oHzofion~ M~n~r 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Ten-ace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~.. Fox: (250) 635-5926 j 
I 
CLOSE TO schools & town, |
immaculate 2 year old| 
sxecutive style completely| 
finished split style home in I 
bench area. 2500 SQ. FT. 
Includes: 
4 bedrooms 
3 full bathrooms 
Large c0unW kitchen 
separate dining i'm, overlooking 
sunken living rm. 
Large family mx 
Large omcelden 
Garage & laundw rm. 
Completely andscaped comer 
lot 
Very bdght including 4skylights 
Phone: 635-4769 In the 
evenings. 
S,h glehurst Forest 
Acreage For Sale 
Exceptional Wooded Homesites 2to 20 parcels just 8 minutes 
easl of Terrace. All with Streams. Beautiful Views. 
$68,800- S13o, ooo 
Forinfo and onside inspection 
635-0699 
Will co.-operafe wilh realtors. Owner willing to finance. 
OPEN HOUSE 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 - 1-4 P.M. 
[.~;~:.:~-. : , ~  ~ ~  Clean and spacious, 
~ ~  4 bedrooms, 
:~ ~ ~ 2 bathrooms, full 
basement, large lot, 
cathedral ceilings, 
• ceetral vac, tkeplace 
~ . : ~ ,  .... & security ~te[fi. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
3931 Sande Ave. 6,$5-1120 
Exclusively Usted with Century 21 Wightman & Smith Realty 
Unique Waterfront Home 
This custom built waterfront home has never been offer for 
sale til now. Here is your chance to own the year round home 
with 108' of sandy beach. 
Call Jim Duffy for more information. 
3227 KALUM STREET 
~ .  J im Duffy 
Home635-6688 or 
office 635-6361 
NDEPENOENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
OPEN HOUSE 
SUNDAY, September 28, 1997 
1:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m. 
4909 Cooper Drive i .,, 
~ . ~!i ~i)= Call Laurie 0r Sha"n©e at I ~ l J  
.. ~ P.J-~/HI~( o f  Ter race  I ~  
~'~ 638-1400 
F . . . . .  • . . . . .  . 
~, .  " ..... I li II I ,,i~..:.~i -  ~ ...... . ,  
Lodge Pole Street 
This two acre p~'cel is the perfect set up for the horse lover. There 
is a large fenced riding arena with a good base of wood chips as 
well as a corral, a two stall barn and a 60' round pen for breaking 
horses. The entire perimeter of the property has railway tie fence 
posts ready for railing. Move on a mobile home or build your dream 
house for a quick and easy mini farm. 
$55,000MLS 
Call DIANA & ERIKA at 
of Terrace.  
, 638-1400 
j "Dedicated to Your 
OI~LA WOOO SOCC~S~ ERII~, 
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10. REAL ESTATE 
3800 SQ ft 2 storey highly func- 
tional 4 yr old home on a no 
through street. Near a park 
dose to schools, 2 mln from 
town, fenced and fully land- 
scaped, has a full basement, 5 
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, master 
bedroom features 6 piece ensu- 
ice with walk-in closet, Extras im 
dude: 12'6"x 32' duradeck, con 
vac intercom sys, security sys, 
electronic air filter sys, cent a.c., 
triple paved driveway, huge 
laundr, sew. craft room, built-in 
office, 18' x 9' fully ser. heated 
shop attached playhouse, zon- 
ing R2.. More extras must be 
seen, asking $250,000. C, a0 
635-5868 for more info. 
5 ACRES Waterlily Bay, 
Lakelse Lake. Secluded lot at 
end of culdesac, nicely treed, 
natural gas available. 15 
minutes to Terrace, 30 minutes 
to I<,dimat. $69,000. Phone 798- 
2551 after 6 pm. 
80 ACRES RURAL setting, 5 
1/2 ~ down Kitselas Road. 
15 minutes from town, excellent 
hobby farm potential, good 
timber value, year round water 
supply. To view call 635-6910, 
leave a message. Vendor will 
finance, terms negotiable. 
A GREAT family home. 1200 
sq ft top floor and 1200 sq tt in-- 
law-suite on a 78 x 128 lot. N/G 
heat and hot water, 5 bdrms, 
beautiful landscaping. Fruit 
trees and shrubs. Walking dis- 
tance to schools and town. 
Must be seen to be appreciat- 
ed. Reduced to $167,000. For 
serious enquiries phone 635- 
9058. 
BEAUTIFULLY RESTORED 
HERITAGE home in Old 
Hazelton. Brand new custom 
kitchen, 5/6 bedroom, 2 1/2 
baths, large, well established, 
landscaped grounds. Very pri- 
vate yet minutes fTom down- 
town. Must see $189,000. Call 
642-5498 to view. 
EXCELLENT STARTER home 
or investment property. Older 3 
bedroom home on fenced lot 
approx. 1265 sq. ft. 4842 La- 
zelle Avenue. Asking $88,900. 
and open to offers, Phone 635- 
5555. 
FIVE ACRES with 14 ft wide 
mobile home on Lund Road in 
Houston. Call 1-250-695-6969 
for an aD~intment to view. 
FOR SALE - Lakelse Lake wa- 
terfront, one acre, 145' water- 
front, 27' holiday trailer, dock, 
biffy, $90,000 obo, Phone 798- 
2229. 
FOR SALE custom home, one 
year old, landscaped, 2 acres, 3 
bdrm, 3 baths, double garage, 
semi-finished basement, private 
hot house, no GST, no real es- 
tate fee, $187,000, 635-3756 
FOR SALE: Lot in new subdivi- 
sion on comer of cul-de-sac, 
Cory Drive, $44,900. Phone 
638-8052 evenings. 
HAVE WE got a deal for youll 
Ocean view homes from 
$30,000 to $130,0001 Situated 
at the ~eed of the Tahsis Inlet, 
a "Gem" on the West Coast of 
Vancouver Islandl Fisherman's 
paradise, summer retreatl 
"Come and enjoy the great out- 
doors". Call Lorraine Welch, 
Gold River Realty Ltd, Phone 
(250.283-7515) or (250-283- 
7706). 
HOME & Pet Care. Going out of 
town? Call "Keep Them Alive'. 
Two visit/day $10. References 
available. Call and leave mes- 
saqe at 638-8069. 
HOUSTON HOUSE, 2 bedroom 
up and two bedrooms down, 
patio, carport, paved drive, on a 
green belt, close to schools. 
Phone 1-250-561-1456. 
LARGE 5 edrm 4 level split, 
renovated family home in 
Thornhill, i~ot water, inc. green- 
house, double garage, 
pliances and fenced, backyard. 
View by appt. only, 638-8767. 
Appraised 180's offers[! 
LARGE RANCH style home cn 
2 fenced acres, 15 minutes 
from Terrace, NG, fireplace, 
large wired shop, out buildings, 
landscaped yard, 1-250-635- 
4661 to view. 
LARGE RANCH STYLE home, 
on 2 fenced acres, 15 minutes 
from town, NG fireplace, large 
wired shop, out buildings, land- 
scaped yard. 1-250-635-4661 to 
view. 
LOCATION, LOCATION, LO- 
CATION - Attractive and well 
maintained 4 bedroom home in 
the Horseshoe. Approx. 1260 
sq. ft. 3 baths, 2 fireplaces and 
new w/w carpet on beth floors 
and many other attractive 
features. Located at 4829 
Walsh. Asking $168,000 and 
open to offers. Phone 635- 
5555. 
MUST SELL: House on Moun- 
tainview in Thornhill. Older 2 
bedroom natural gas furnace, 
large lot, needs work. $60,000 
obo. Call 632-7717. 
NEW TERRACFJSMITHERS 3 
bedroom, 2 bath, rancher on 
city lot, $125,000. Rent to own, 
may apply. Phone 1-604-534- 
2571, 
SPACIOUS 1344 sq. ft. home 
in Burns Lake. 2 bedrooms up, 
two down. Hardwood floor, gas 
heat, good view to the wast and 
east. Call 692-7882 after 5 p.m. 
TIMBERFRAMED HOME on 
2.3 acres in town. Only 4 years 
old, oak flooring, large maple 
kitchen, radiant floor, heating, 4 
bedrooms and a den, 2 1/2 
pm's or 635-6995 am's. baths, full basement. Great 
FOR SALE or rent 1995 medu-., country, home. ~.$279,000. For 
lar home, 2 bedrobm, 2 baths & " mO~:e into call 638-0937. 
addition, completely land, 
scaped, Serious inquiries only. 
Phone 638-1253 and leave 
message. 
FOR SALE OR Rent a Mobile 
Home, renovated, on 2 acres, 
fully treed, very private, located 
in Jackpine Rats. Phone 635- 
3756 in evenings and 635-6995 
during days. 
12X 68 Glendale Mantras• mo- 
bile, 3 bedroom, c/w f/s, w/d, 
good condition. Immediate pos- 
session. $24,000. (Kitwanga) 
849-5082 between 7- 10 pm. 
12 X 72 mobile home, good 2 
bedroom starter home in adult 
orientated trailer park in Thorn- 
hill. $14,500 abe. Phone 638- 
7765. 
12X60 MOBILE home. Fully 
renovated & decorated. Fridge 
& stove, $12,000 o.b.o. Must be 
moved from Wasa, B.C. Lake- 
view Mobile Homes, Moose 
1982 14X70 3 bdrm. New car- 
pet, new line. $25,500. 1985 
14x70 2 bdrm, gyproc walls, 
$31,900. 14x64, $19,000. 1991 
16x70 mobile home. 3 10drm, 2 
baths, central air. Mint condi- 
tion, $43.000. Free Deliverylll 
Blocked and leveled. Lakeview 
Mobile Homes. Moose Jaw, 
Sask. Call today 1-306-694- 
545511 
1991 DARTMOUTH Moduline 
mobile home. Lots of extras. 
$48,500. Must be moved. Jcey 
shack included. Serious enqui- 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
I]ome and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated and as is 14' wide homes, 
Low prices. Will deliver and 
block. Jandel Homes, Edmon. 
ton, Alberta. 1-403-478-1404. 
MOBILE HOME approx 10 x56 
c/w 10 x 4 expando living room, 
10 x 4 storage, 2 bedrooms, 3 
app, ng heat, good condition, 
some upgrading, close to all 
Jaw, Sask. Call today 1-306- ties only. Phone 1-250-845- amenities. $13,500 could be 
694-5455H 2770. open to offers. Call 638-0632.h 
14' WIDE mobile homes start- 
ing at $17,900 in Burns Lake. 
No tax on our B.C. registered 
homes. Delivery can be ar- 
ranqed. 1-250-692-3375. 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available. 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Joanne. 
1995 SRI mobile home, 2 bed- 
room, 2 bath, gas heat, excel- 
lent condition. Phone 635-7271, 
EXCELLENT EXCELLENT 
CONDITION, 1986 Ridgewood, 
14 x 60 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 
appliances, peaked asphalt 
roof, triple pane windows, 2x6 
walls, very very clean, delivered 
to terrace for only $31,694.00. 
Phone 1-800-470-5444. 
FOR SALE by owner. 3 bed- 
room mobile in excellent condi- 
tion location in quiet Thornhill 
Park. Asking $32,500. Phone 
635-6275. 
PAD AVAILABLE for new 
home Boulderwood MHP. To 
order your new home call Gor- 
don 638-1182. 
TRAILER PADS for rent. New- 
er models only. $300 per 
month. Carl 635-1326. 
1 BDRM ground level unit, 
stove, fridge, w/d, f/p & cable, 
utilities incl., no pets, N/S, $675. 
Phone 635-3756, 3 bdrm du- 
plex, f/s, w/d, S700/mos plus 
utit. Phone 635-3756. 
2 AND 3 bedroom trailer for 
rent. References required. 
Please leave message at 635- 
4315. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse, f/s, 
no pets, references required. 
Available Oct. 1/97. Call 635- 
3798, 
2 BEDROOM 12 x 72 mobile 
home, f/s, w/d, n/g heat, $675 
per month, in Thornhill at adult 
orientated trailer park. Phone 
638-7765. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
$600 per month, available Sept 
1/97. F/S, no pets, ref's re- 
quired. Phone 635-6824. 
2 BEDROOM attractive, warm 
well lit basement suite no pets, 
no smoking. Laundry hook ups, 
f/s. Call 635-5081. 
2 BEDROOM home close to 
downtown area, close to school, 
$550 per month. Daytime 
phone 635-6977 evenings 635- 
5863. 
1 & 2 BEDROOM AVAILABLE 
Oct. 1 and Nov. 1. No pets 
please. Call 635-6428. 
2 bedroom unit in 4 plex. 5 ap- 
pliances, n/g fireplace and mini 
storage. No pets. References 
required. Please call 638-2071 
or 635-4954 evenings. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
Now under New Ownership and New 
Management. 1,2, and 3 Bedroom 
Apartments are immediately available. 
Contact Richard Stanton 
250-63 0039 
s~ 
( 
~ ! Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
improves air quality, and furnace efficiency and reduces 
allergies, 
J-~ ~ l~~. ' . . - _ .~____ l~-~"v- I~ l l~ '~ ~LI; Wealsod0SeptlcCleanlng&Wet&DryVacuumlng 
ServinglneuredandBonded'Wew°rkweekends'the Nothwestsice 1980. 
I I Ph:635-11 32 
I 
|'LAN loIN BC I0 } ~ I . . . .  
• ' ( A L YAT IOM ;~ 
W 
" ...... ~ I , F ~ Lte*"~ : SIDENTIAL I~ k 
~ 1 • Sheet Metal Work J 
~ ,~= ""~' i  - ' -  • Licensed Gas 
.............. Fitters 
i: =,,,=. i.... L • Air Conditioning _ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ _ _  . .  o . . o  
12 X 60 trailer. Fridge, stove, 
natural gas heat, patio, skirted, 
nice view lot #128 Ambassador 
Trab~le~4;aE~Houston. $19,500 
2-8 acre ' . THE TERRACE ' ,~-, 'H [!~1 ,~.~i, ,~'r~ ,:~ ,.,~ ,~.] ,!:~ r,~-, ,~ ~ ,~'r~ ,~ ~, [ ~ ' n  , SpectacularViews. . ~ - -  I:1 L~l I:J I.1 I~1 I>:] I'~.I ~.:l H 1;I t!1 I~.ri I'~J F~ l;i  IN [tl II "~  I ~ B~cks on to cr0wn land l . House Plans Avadable Through HOUSE DOCTOR 
I s.e,oLo- i ,~,LESANDINSl'/~I.LATIONS r " l~ , . ,  
I 1  635"3004 .l    kiiL . 
'~ Totol Home Renovations Ph. e, Fax 635  9a280 i ,~ 
,~ .~.41th4111 " Interior ' ~terior ~ . .~ .~ ~ GARY CHRISTIANSEM ~ I r 
3207 Munroe, Ter race  / Jl I I  Jl Quality Work At 
1 `= ~ , = ~  ~,=l l~ '~ . . . . .  ForFreeEsfimalesCallNorm , ,.:1 E] 1~1 1:1 lq  1!~] ,~q 1.~1 ,i., ,:..i, F ,  ,.it 1~1 1.  wi 1~.1 1~| ...d! 
,, ~ m " " "  Affordable Prices ~ Site 41, R,R,~, Camp 18, Terrace, B.C, VSG 3Z9 ~ "~ 
NEW MANUFACTURED HOMES Kermode Home Sales J OO~'UL /  O Tm~u,I}. 638-8198 ~ ~  
I 2&3be~roomhomescompJeteJy / Y ~ ~ ~  . .  7oraE ouraCecoratingneeEs  
I set-up in local Parks, Woodland Heights, I ~1~ I U l¥ | r  il~l~my|~.# ¥~L 
I Weslworld, Kermode Park. ] ~ ~ ~ i  FULL INSTMJ~TION OF • Carpet ~ tighling Fixturesl% 
J ~ ~  B~CKDPJWWAYS, • Linoleum V f ~ o  Hardwood r ] II i (  I ~ ~ ! ~  WALKWA¥S &PATIOS I ~.:~ %~'T ;o ,  ,~sospreCle~,~,~sm, odul~r • Ceramic ]iles ~, -~r~.  Window I" 
'~  ' ~ ~ : i .  ii~ ,1~ & ,N~ICE C~V,IRO '~ ,d~%' l r  T ' r~ ' r '~  "r? f '~ / "~ -d'~ k~ , • Area Rugs -W4~  C°verings ~1
Fully I su ed ~::~:~:!:~;~:.~i;~i;~i~ 
" ~ ~  r--qr--~ 
F O R  ¢ .  - . .. ,, . . . . .  
4 Bedroom House 3 upi"do:n:::: :2:~ii  bathrooms L::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~|~nd;n~ f~a;*  u/nv  ' : : ~ hi   :~~!~" ' ' " : ' '  ' ~":"::' ' (  '"" 4423 Railw0y Avenue 
Horseshoe area. Well landscaped, with Fruit trees, etc. ~ , -uu , , , f f  - , , ,  - - !  , -  , ,Dr  " " "~"  " "'- Terrace, B.C.VB61L9 
" g# Ph: (604) 635-2801 home decorate. Newly bathroom, renovated $169,O00 kitchen,with master 6 appliances, bedroom & i ~  . Fax (604)635-36121~ 
~ ' "  Window Coverings .,Hardwood • Wallpaper • Ceramic~ile ~ Jr~l,~Uick, Clean, Profe 
M 470.5 McConnell Ave. Phone 635-2162 _,, f~'1~' ReprodutlionFurnilure ,Piclures * Mirrors , Lamps ~.-~k/_  ~ - I J |  
~# II • t l~s  es~nd ,.Inleri0r Dec0rating Services ~ ~ _ . ~  For all your dr/walling eeds call: 
- . . . . . . . -  638"7934 
!iiiiii ~ ' ; i  ~ ~ 3 5 " ~ 4 6 6  c'L''"''s''N'Tu'~'~NAc~''"m Askf°rLes - C  ~ ~ ~]  r 
i l  I I I I l l  , . , . .  mae.e I-IJ-Q ~ =FRIGIDAIRE 
0 j  m,. n I l I IU l  ~o,:(2so)~3~zot4 l~* ,~, -gn , -e  ~ [ ]  I Panason ic  I' 
~ 5" ConUnuous Gutters 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5 1-4 P.M. ~ £0m=e.ldo Rasld.tldo l,*smml ~:~ 
4819 LOEN AVE., TERRACE, B.C. se FngR~T~e=~e &t~zl~st~,a ' Built to last, this home combines the quality of the ~ I~ I~ ' JBNN. .A IR  It, 
past wilh modern features, and decor. 1434 sq. ft. 4 ~¢ • Stows" & I~'o;n Cleening •Fireplace r'urnocel (u. ; t~.~-~IBONDED GAS FilTERS , (~2{ 1~] ;~ ~] l l~  ~= .t -'n~o ,,~,io=e E~,,," ,, Pure o it,,.• In~llalk~s * Servlce • G~ verslons ' Wotler Hool~ Iqbedrooms, 2 baths, finished basement, on extra ' ~ ~" Totem Countrywide Furniture v 
 org. o, " -" " " J '-" .. .,-,1. 
Priced to sell at $169,900. 
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TERRACE 
CHRYSLER 
'96 Dodge Avenger 
2 Door Coupe, 6 Speed, 
Cassette/Stereo, 25,000 kms 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 sale $17,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows 
& Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'93 Dodge Caravan ES 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power windows & Locks Plus 
More - $1 4,995 
'92 Dodge Caravan AWD 
6 Cyl, Auto, MC 
- $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 
club cab, 4x4, V8, auto 
Laramie SLT, loaded - $26,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 sale $21,995 
'93 Jeep Cherokee 
Country 
4dr, 4 Wheel Drive, 6 Cyl., 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise 
was $14,995 sale $1 3,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $1 4,995 
'95 Jeeg G~i~ii~ 
~.-'::~:~ :i~. • ".]~I..~!~ 
Lea~~oaded 
~31,995 
'95 Jeep Cherokee 
Country 
4 dr., 4 wd, 6 cyl, auto, a/c, 
power windows & locks, 
cruise, tilt, cassette 
- $23,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, NC 
- $34,995 
FORD 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, A/C, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise- $1 3,995 
!~ '95 Ford;Mustang 
28,000'km 
was $17,566 sale $1 6,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
6 CYI., Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $14,995 sale $13,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $1 5,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $1 4,995 
'96 Camera Z-28 
T-Roof, 6 speed, V-8, Loaded 
- $22,995 
'95 Chev Sil~(~do 
4x4 Exte~~rbo  
deisel ower 
win~"&'Tocks, tilt, CD 
. $32,995 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC,'ltlt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
v-8, 
was $ ~ l e  $14,995 
'89 they Celebrity 
6 Cyl.; Auto., A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo- $4 ,995 
40: COMMERCIAL 
SPACEFOR RENT 
" . ":  - • c 
•,IMPORTS 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, was $42,995 
now- $39,995 
'95 Nissan Ext, Cab 4x4 
6 CYI., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
CassJStereo, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stere0/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
was $24,995 now $22,995 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner 
4 dr., V-6, Auto, 50,000 km 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, SR5, 4x4- $22 ,588 '  
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Air Conditioning 
~t I "HI-¢YSI.E! i 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 nu~. s~ss 
3 BEDROOM (new) 4822 La- 
zelle, no pets or smoking, f/s, 
w/d, d/w, gas fireplace, blinds, 
available immediately, $870 per 
month. Call 638-0046. 
3 BEDROOM condo, close to 
town. Available now. $750 per 
month c/w, f/s for more informa- 
tion call 635-5348, 4700 block 
of Davis. 
3 BEDROOM duplex, fridge, 
stove, w/d hook-up, ng heat, 
storage area, non-smoker, .no 
pets. References required. 
$750 per month plus security 
de0osit. Phone 638-0436. 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX, with 
f/s, n/g fireplace, carport, $750 
per month. No pets, available 
Oct let. Phone 638-1801. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
need 1900 sq fi shop, concrete 
floors, 2 large overhead doors, 
infra-red heat. Shop and house 
$1600 per month. Phone 635- 
5513. 
3 BEDROOM house, main 
floor, 4 appliances, walking dis- 
tance to town, across from 
school, fenced yard, 3 referenc- 
es required, no pets, no smok- 
ing, $850 per month. Call 638- 
1564. 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, w~ 
carpet, 1 1/2 baths, fridge, 
stove, washer & dryer, available 
October 1st. $700 per month or 
2 bedroom basement suite, 
$550 per month. Phone 638- 
1505. 
3 BEDROOM upstairs suite, n/g 
heat, close to town. no pets, no 
parties. Available Sept. 15/97. 
Phone 635-2360. 
3 BEDROOM well kept home 
enclosed garage, large private 
yard, sorry no pets, no smoking 
evadable immediately. Call 635- 
5081. 
3 BEDROOM WITH basement 
townhouse on Molitor. Available 
Sept. 15, f/s, no pets, security 
deposit, $850 per month. Phone 
632-2261. 
3 BEDROOM, F/S, ng hot water 
and heat, quiet downtown loca- 
tion, on a dead end street, no 
dogs or cats, super clean, $900 
per month. Available imme- 
diately. Call 635-3108. 
4 BDRM home centrally locat- 
ed, n/g services, $900/mos. or 
negotiable, also 1 & 2 bdrm su- 
ite. For the above please call 
635-6611. 
4 BEDROOM and basement 
home, located in Horseshoe 
area, completely fenced yard, 
deposit and ref's required. 
$1000 per month. Phone 1-250- 
634-5440 leave message. 
"THE VERDICT IS IN I"  
KULDO 
COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT 
632-4899 
The ~ best place 
It to live 
4 BEDROOM house, two bath, 
laundry room, garage and stor- 
age shed. $1,000 per month 
plus utilities. Damage deposit 
required, no pets. Available Oct. 
15, call 635-2669. 
4 BEDROOM house. Phone 
635-5091 please leave a mas- 
saqe. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1 
bdrm bachelor suite, walking 
distance to town, utilities includ- 
ed, $500/month. Deposit/refer- 
ences required, 638-8010 after 
6 p.m. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 
bdrm duplex, n/g heat & hot wa- 
ter, Seuthside, $800/months. 
Phone 635-6244. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
brand neW 3 bdrm duplex, n/g 
heat & hot water, southside 
$900/months. Phone 635-6244. 
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom duplex 
suite. Nice yard, close to ameni- 
ties. Washer & dryer, $850, 
utilities included. Non-smokers 
preferred. Call 638-1797. 
CLEAN, QUIET 2 bedroom du- 
plex in Thomhill for 1 or 2 non- 
smokers. $550. Call 635-4200. 
FOR RENT 3 bedrm house in 
Horseshoe natural/gas heat. No 
pets, new carpets and flooring, 
rets required. Call 635-6352. 
FOR RENT in Thomhill a two 
bedroom suite in a sixplex. No 
pets, rent $450 per month. 
Phone 635-6668. 
FOR RENT: 2 BEDROOM 
house fridge/stove/dryednetural 
gas. Available immediately, 
suitable for working couple 
$700 per month plus utilities. 
Call 1-250-634-5406 and leave 
messaqe. 
FOR RENT: street level, first 
floor, 1700 sq feet commercial 
space and 500 sq ft office 
space second floor at 4614 
Greig ave. across from Co-op, 
A/C, phone 638-0371. 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM mobile, 
f/s, w/d, freezer, $650 per 
month and deposit. Available 
Oct. 15 or sooner. Call 638- 
7690 days. 
(~PARK NLANOR'~ 
2 Bdrm a .~rlmen.f Rent $560 I 
Includes heat & hot water, I 
no pets, adult oriented. | 
REFERENCES REQUIRED / 
635-3475 J 
HOME WANTS female 
roommate who will do light 
house keeping duties in ex- 
change for rent of $400. In- 
cludes utilities. Available Sept. 
1/97 evenin.qs 635-1794. 
LARGE 2600 eq. ft. home near 
Lakalse Lake. 5 bdrm, 3 bath, 
family room & more, 
$1100/month & utilities. Avail- 
able immediately, 1 or 2 yr 
lease 0referred 635-1115. 
LARGE ONE bedroom 
basement suite. 5 appliances, 
utilities included, suitable for 
couple or single person. Close 
to town. References and dam- 
age deposit required. No pets, 
phone 635-7363 evenings and 
weekends.Available Sept. 1. 
MOBILE HOME FOR rent. 2 
bedroom, 12 x 60 with 8 x 10 
addition, suitable for non 
smoking, professional couple. 
$6t5 per month plus utilities. 
Phone 638-1660 after 5 pro. 
NEW 2 bdrm apt., New Remo, 
F/S, w/d hookup, n/s, n/pets. 
$750/mos includes utilities. 
Phone 635-5061. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
eq ft;, c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
NEW ONE bedroom suites with 
f/s, ideal location in Terrace 
across from Coop, available 
Oct. 1/97, references required, 
$525 per month. Call 1-250- 
632-7502. 
NEWLY REBUILT 3 BED- 
ROOM trailer for rent, referenc- 
es required, please leave mes- 
sacle at 635-4315. 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
apartments available Oct. 1st. 
Call 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
ONE BDRM apartment located 
downtown. Rent $525'/months 
utilities not included, damage 
deposit & references required, 
laundry facilities available. For 
more info contact Wayne or 
Nora @ 638-1965. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $500 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhifl, single 
occupancy only. Sorry no pets. 
References required, $360 and 
$180 security deposit. Call 635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM trailer in 
Thornhill, $450 per month plus 
damage deposit available im- 
mediately. Call 635-9530. 
PLEASANT 2 BEDROOM DU- 
PLEX suite. Washer and dryer, 
$675 utilities included. Non- 
smokers preferred. Call 638- 
1797. 
QUIET. AND clean 2 bedroom 
apartment close to school and 
town. Available immediately. 
Ref's required. See entrance. 
No pets. Phone 635-5653. 
ROOM AND BOARD available 
in private residence for single 
working male. For more infor- 
mation call 635-2842. 
ROOM FOR rent $350/month, 
n/s, no pets. Please reply to file 
#74 at The Terrace Standard, 
ROOM FOR rent, shared ac- 
comodation, includes kitchen, 
laundry, fridge freezer, basic 
phone, full cable. Available im- 
mediately, for more Information 
call 635-6321 ask for Jim or 
Paul. 
SMALL 2 bedroom house. 
Electric heat. references and 
damage deposit required. $450 
per month. Call 635-2898. 
SMALL TWO bedroom duplex. 
$370.00 per month. Available 
Oct. 1. Call 638-8639. 
VICTORIA COURT- Bright 2 
bedroom condo. 1 bathroom, 5 
A'I'rENTION: LANDSCAPERS 
and new home ownersl I can 
deliver high quality sod from an 
Alberta sod farm to Prince 
George, Vanderhoof, Houston, 
Smithere, Hazeiton, Terrace or 
Prince Rupert. Any quantity, 
cheap. 847-4083. 
CLARION AUTOMOTIVE 
sound system; 18 pack CD 
player, 300 watt amp. deck 'with 
remote control. Rockford foe- 
gate, speaker box, all equip- 
ment never been used, sacrifice 
sale $1000 firm. Serious inqui- 
appliances, : big storage room, ties only; Call 635-1714. 
alarm and security doors. No DUCKS UNLIMITED prints for 
pets. Available Oct. 1. Refer- 
ences required. $820 per 
month. Phone 635-3371 after 
12 noon. 
VICTORIA COURT, 2 bdrm 
apartment, 5 appliances, 2 
blocks to town, $800 per month. 
Phone 635-1764 or 635-0227 
(cell) Available furnished or un- 
furnished. 
WANTED TO share 3 bedroom 
home located on the southside 
of Terrace. $500 per month in- 
cludes utilities. Must be n/s. n/d 
and have good references. 
available Oct. 1/97. Call 635- 
6419. 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown. Call 635-1166. 
I RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
Almarlin Building 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.fl. Retail or 0ffice, G~0un~ Floor 
1,000 r,q.fi, to ],500~q.fi. Office 2nd R0or 
Ph: 635-7191 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for large 2 bedroom basement 
suite in Horseshoe area. Close 
to downtown, no pets, referenc- 
es required, available Oct. 1/97. 
Phone 635-0898. 
1969 MOBILE home, 12 x 44 
valued at $5000. Will consider 
trade for what have you. Truck 
etc. obo. Call 635-7993. 
4 GOODYEAR ultra grip mud & 
snow tires, P155/80R13 - on 
rims. Bought in Dec. 1996. Only 
one season use. $85 each. Call 
638-1458. 
ATCO 10 x 44 wash car trailer 
on trip e beam frame, for bush 
camp. sleeps 4, 2'sh0wers, 2 
toilets, washing" machine; 'pro- 
pane dryer Water' hea't~l', ' and 
furnace, 1000 gel water storage 
capacity. $5600. Uster diesel 
generator 1215 kw very low hrs. 
$3400. IHCdiesel generator, 10 
kw $2300. Uster diesel genera- 
tor, 3.5 kw $800. All items locat- 
ed near Telegraph Creek. Call 
in the evenings JJ3-7580 on 
Telegraph Hill Ch~ or fax 1-403- 
543-8678 Wesley Gwilliam. 
3210 Clinton, Street, Terrace, w i i 
R"~'A '~-  WANTED to BUY OR SELL 
share a 5 bdrm house. Single lupperware 
person (female preferred). Call 
evenings after 6 p m 635-8262. KAREN N~'I'I'EIs 
635-7810 Pacific 
UNTON MANOR ~ 
ore taking applications 
for a bacJlelor suite. 
Rent $420. No pets. 
EFERENCES REQUIRED 
635-3475 
II III 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit~; 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Calli 635-4478 
I . : . . , . . . .  " -;- 
r2@  
. . . . . .  i r ~ 
. ~  Skeena  
Or iv ing  
Schoo l  
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I
Looking for ~hat 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Bidhdays or 
' i' Graduation;  
Assessments L/'~ ~ ~) 
• Evaluotions 
Terrace, Kifimot, ,/'/~'/ 
Prince Rupert -- ~/ 
Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 I 
, . PH/FAX 635-7S32 I. 
For tease I 
998 sq, ft, new office/store front i 
5008 Pohle Avenue I 
I 
951 sq, ft. warehouse/office I 
c/w OH door . . . .  I 
5002 Pohle Avenue I 
1,700 6q, ft, retail/office space I 
Renovated to your I 
specifications Ground level, I 
H/C access , I 
Emerson &Greg | 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
i~i!;~i~::!i~i~ii ......................... 
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sale. All are limited editions. 
Various prints. Please phone for 
more info. Great low prices. 
635-7113. 
EVENII~G PRIMROSE OIL. 
Suffer from symptoms of PMS. 
Menopause, Skin Irritations 
Rheumatoid Arthritis. Diabetic 
Neuropathy, Execeases of Alco- 
hol. Research shows Evening 
Primrose Oil has beneficial ef- 
fects on all of these problems. 
For information and ordering 
call or write Sunshine Distribu- 
tors Box 1571, Burns Lake, 
B.C. V0J 1E0. Phone (250) 
692-2362, 360 capsules, 
500rag, 10% GLA With Vitamin 
E $39.85 Price includes GST, 
shipping & handling. GST 
#96931151 Made in Canada. 
FIR EWOOD FOR SALE cut to 
length, call 635-7764. Please 
leave messacle. 
FIREWOOD: BIRCH, alder, 
well seasoned, discount on mul- 
tiple orders. Phone 635-6910. 
FOR SALE: Pre fabbed wood 
constructed backyard sheds 
and utility buildings. Dirk Bakker 
638-1768 after 5 Din. 
FUTON (DOUBLE) $250 and 
dresser $50. Moving must sell. 
Phone 635-0566. 
CORTEX JACKET-  Ladies 
small or girls large. Exc. condi- 
tion - like new. Made by Far- 
west. Aqua color, $150 obo. 
Call evenings 638-0403 and 
ask for Cris. 
IT PAYS TO LOSE WEIGHT I 
You look good, feel great and 
are healthier. With the Herbalife 
calorie-controlled plan. C~II 
Mary in Burns Lake 1-250-698- 
7319, 6 - 9 pro. Free Delivery 
Anywhere. 
KIMBALL ACOUSTIC piano, 
Roland and Yamaha electric 
keyboards, Electone organ, fax 
machine, Canon PC, 6RE photo 
copier, telephone, large assort- 
ment of music books, 638-1183. 
KITCHEN TABLE (small, 
round) c/w 4 orange padded 
chairs. Retro look. $25 obo. 
Also large mirror - approx 3'x4', 
$10 obo. Call 638-0403 even- 
in.qs~::;~d ask. for Cris or Salwa. 
Lb~klNG FoR A'HERBALIFE" 
DISTRIBUTOR? For all your 
weight loss and nutritional 
needs call Lorraine Andrews, 1- 
250-845-2370. FREE DELIV- 
ERY ANYWHERE. 
NORMA MAY'S coitectibles, 
antiques, New & Used, Topley, 
696-3675. Starting October 4, 
1997 winter hours 9-5 pm 
(come to house in back other 
times). GET READY FOR 
CHRISTMAS. 50%, off collect- 
ible full pop, beer, liquor bottles, 
flower pots, odd's & end's paint. 
20% of Christmas things and 
old empty bottles. Lots of good 
clifts and stockinq stuffers. 
NOW IN Stock! Franwood - As- 
pen Paneling. T & G, end- 
matched. 1/2" x 3 1/2" or 5" cov- 
erage, Clear or Knotty Grades. 
While stock lastsl Francois 
Lake Woodworking. Phone: 
695-6405 Fax', 695-6550. 
ROUGH CUT cedar and pine 
for sale. Call PMG Sawmilling 
at 638-1439. 
SLEEP YOURSELF THIN! 
Proven results. Call Unda at 
1-888-438-1222. 
WASHBURN GUITAR electri- 
cal/acoustic, festival series, 
classical, regular price $1200, 
sale price with soft shelled case 
$650. Phone 624-4041 after 6 
p.m. 
1993 FORD Bronco Eddie Bau- 
er 4x4 fully loaded. Must sell, 
$18,000 or any reasonable off- 
er. Ph. 250-696-3654. 
WALK BEHIND snow blower 
10 h.p. Phone 535-5885 meal 
times. 
I,,.,., 
BIRCH Logs or sawn 
Cants/Lumber, Fresh cut products 
onlyl Please call for detcils: 
FRANCOIS LAKE 
WOODWORKING 
Ph: 695.6405.  Fax: 695-6550 
I:~'O I I nu l lu r ' r tD i r tu i  O~'V 
swing away steering wheel. A 
very presentable looking clas- 
sic. Needs some attention. Pric- 
es low for quick sale. $2700 
obo. Phone 635-6128. 
1977 PLYMOUTH good condi- 
tion $1500 obo. 635-3584 even- 
inf:lS. 
1980 STOCK Camera Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
1986 DODGE sedan, 108 K 
one owner, garage kept, $2500, 
635-2234, 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obo. ,Phone. 635- 
8200, 
1988 VOLKSWAGON Fox, 
H.B., a/m f/m cassette, 4 speed, 
excellent condition, asking 
$3600 obo. 1987 Ford Taurus 
a]c, 4 door sedan, 7 passeng- 
ers, 4 cylinder, asking $3,000 
obo. Call 638-0252. 
1989 HONDA ACCORD 4 door, 
5 speed. Excellent condition 
NC, C/C, $7900. 1985 Suzuki 
DR100 motorcycle, excellent 
condition. Well maintained, 
$900 OBO, 638-0247. 
KITFOX, CFBGC 175 hre 
TTSN 40 hrs on new 582LC en- 
gine, 3 blade warp drive, prop 
deluxe, instrument panel, new 
paint, upholstery and Lexan 
ELT, strobe, long range tanks. 
Professionally maintained. Must 
be seen to be appreciated. Seri- 
ous enquiries only. 250-692- 
7313, 250-692-3504, 250-695- 
RRO7. 
1994 9 ft extended cab camper, 
1994 CHEM Cavalier, 2.5L, V4, many extras. Immaculate condi- 
2 door, auto, a/c, cruise control, tion, Only used for 3 months, 
cassette, tilt, excellent fuel $13,500, 635-9626. 
. . . . . . . . .  condition. Very 1995 30' 5th wheel (innsbruck) 
low mileage. Moving must sell clide-out, fridge/stove, mi- 
$10,500 obo. Phone 635-0566. crowave. Stereo, Asking 
1995 CAMERO Blue/Green $19,500 obo. 635-4332. 
w/grey interibr. Has T-roof, 
black trim & nose bra, t/s, aleo- 
tronic light sensor, built In sac. 
sys., 10,000 miles or 26,000 
kin., good on gas, bought late 
Jan. 96. winter stored, $17,500 
or will swap for best newer 6 cy- 
linder, 4x4 extra cab with air, 
Phone 635-6429. 
NEW, 1997 Camaro for sale. 
1750 km, 5 speed air condition- 
ing, tilt steering. Aluminum rims. 
$20,000. or will consider trade 
for pick-up of similar value. 
Serious inquiries only, 635- 
2889 after 5 pm. 
1994 PONTIAC Sunbird auto, 
sun roof, maps, excellent condi- 
tion. $9500 obo. Phone 634- 
5454. 
RESTORED 1952 Chevy tudor 
sedan later 235 engine, other- 
wise stock. Many extras. De- 
pendable daily driver, $5300 in- 
cluding parts 847-9194 even- 
inqs. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1985 F150 4x4 ext. cab, auto, 
351 Windsor, new rubber and 4 
winter tires on rims, excellent 
running condition, $4500 842- 
5400. 
1987 NISSAN King Cab, 2 wh- 
drive, 5-speed, very good 
shape, extra set of wheels. 
$6200. Call 1-250-845-7015. 
1988 SUBURBAN in good con- 
dition. Loaded. Asking $7,900 
obo. Call 694-3533. Ask for Vic- 
tor or Ann. 
1990 F150 extra cab. 99,500 
kms, 2 wd, ps/pb. Cruise a/c, 
bucket seats, canopy, $10,000 
obo. Phone 635-3258. 
1991 AND 1993 Ford Van, 
E350 XLT, 15 passenger, fully 
loaded, excellent condition, 
great for a big family or group. 
$7800 and $11,600 obol 847- 
4715. 
1991 EXPLORER, 4wd, V6, 
128,000 kms, p/s, p/b, a/c, CO 
player, excellent condition, 
$13,000 obo. Cass 847-4777 
847-1978 (eves). 
1992 DODGE 4X4, c/w running 
boards, box liner, canopy, 4 ex- 
tra. Tries, standard trans, 
$12,900, call 635-7400. 
1992 NISSAN Pathfinder SE, 5 
speed. All options, including 
sun roof, ABS, low mileage, EC, 
pampered, $21,900, 638-0489. 
1992 TOYOTA 4 runner, 
68,000 km, 5 speed, new tires, 
exc. condition, $22,000. Call 
638-8851 evenin.qs. 
1993 GAS crew cab $14,000. 
1996 loaded Supercab short- 
box, 13,000 kms, $27,500. 842- 
5389. 
4X4 TRUCK: Just in time for 
hunting season, firewood 
gathering, and the oncoming 
snow. 1993 F150 4x4, 110,000 
kms, air cond, fro/am stereo, 
cruise, seat covers, wired for 
towing, box liner, running 
boards, new all season tires. 
Very clean two tone black on 
redll $10,750 - day 845-2648 
eve. 845-7092. 
FIBRENEW IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore and Re.dye... leather, 
vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roots, broken rub- 
bar and hard plastic bumpers, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com- 
mercial & Residential: homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- 
tres, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tope, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni- 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctors 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. FI- 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products). Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air- 
craft. Flbrenew Technicians lo- 
cated in Pdnce Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
timate, In Terrace 638-6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
REDUCED TO sell: the pdce b 
rightt 1989 Ford Aerostar van. 
Running condition. $3500 (or 
best offer.) Call 845-7537 Hous- 
ton. 
'89 FORD F250, 351 5 speed, 
boxliner, dual tanks, $5000 firm. 
Call 635-5531. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
At Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Internet www.voya- 
fler-RV.com. 
FOR SALE 5th wheel hitch. 
Please call evenings or wee- 
kends 1-250-614-0819. 
HUNTERS SPECIAL: 8'6" Van- 
guard camper, 3 burner stove, 
furnace fridge, Pew vent, 15 gel 
water tank. Hyd jacks, $1500 
ebe. Call 638-7690 8 - 4 pm. 
Leave messaqe. 
PERFECT FOR hunting season 
or that cozy basecamp. 1973 
Vanguard 8fi camper. 3 way 
fridge, stove and propane fur- 
nacs. Brand new foam and up- 
holstery on seat cushions and 
bed. new carpet and insulated 
foam floor. $1250 - day 845- 
2648, eve. 845-7092. 
18' CHESTNUT freighter 
canoe, flat stern, good condi- 
tion, $1500 firm. Call 635-6203 
davs, 635-3303 after 6 pm. 
19 FOOT fiberglass river boat 
and trailer with 115 Mariner jet, 
excellent condition, asking 
$7000. 21 foot fiberglass river 
boat with tunnel and trailer, no 
motor, excellent condition, ask- 
inq $4000. Phone 635-2568. 
1978 19 1/2' Silverline, inboard, 
350 Volvo, 280 leg, on a 1995 
tandem trailer. $10,500. 842- 
5389. 
1989 ZODIAC with 40 hp Evin- 
rude. Comes with trailer and 
remote steering. $4800 obo, 
846-9692 or 846-9294~ 
1996 WD-18, 18 ft. Misty River 
aluminum boat with console 
steering. 1980 75 HP Evinrude 
with jet leg, with low hrs, 1996 
EZ loader trailer. Boat is com- 
pletely equipped $9000. Phone 
Ben Haler, Edmonton, 1-403- 
962-0428. 
24' WELDED aluminum jet 
boat, sounder, 460 Ford in- 
board motor, 3 stage Hamilton 
jet, sliding canopy, tandem trail- 
er with brakes and electric 
winch. $23,000 firm. 1-250-635- 
6203 days, 635-3303 after 6 
pm, 
27.5 BAYLINER Sunbridge a 
recent V8, 533 hours, Volvo 
drive, new upholstery, carpets 
and canvas. Aft cabin, full gal- 
ley, head with shower. Prince 
Rupert Yacht Club $22,000. 
Rick 624-8040. 
APOLLO BOAT exce lent fami- 
ly boat. 455 Oldsmobile engine 
12 WJ jacuzzi jet drive, fiber- 
glass hull, tandem trailer $6500. 
1-250-832-3876. 
FOR SALE or trade for lot or 
small acreage: 39'6" former 
troller, powered by 453 deisel- 
capital gear, both rebuilt, good 
electronics, many extras. Heavy 
built ample deck and hull space. 
Make a good camp tender or 
motor sailer. $15,000. 1-250- 
627-7983. 
SEA KAYAKING Course. 2 hr 
pool session plus out door pad- 
dle, $100. Call 627-9719 Prince 
Rupert. 
STEELHEADERS SPECIAL: 
12 ft. 6 inch Zodiac W. Trailer. 
25 HP Merc with jet. Good one 
or two man boat. $2900. Call 1- 
845-2333 (days) or 1-250-845- 
3077 eves. 
JD 350 cat c/w buckeUblade, 
$9500. OC 3 c/w buck- 
etJblade/parts, $4500. 12' FG 
Travel trailer, $2250.Marine n- 
gines with volvo legs, $4000 
each. Aluminum boats/trailers. 
1-250-697-2474. 
LOGGER DOWNSlZING. Ex- 
cellent clean equipment. 1992 
Case 821 wheel loader c/w log- 
ging package, grapple & buck- 
et, 23.5 x 25 rubber; 1987 Ko- 
matsu WA350-1 wheel loader 
c/w grapple, 23.5 x 25 rubber; 
1978 Clark 667 line skidder c/w 
blade, canopy, winch, 23,1 x 38 
rubber. All in good condition. 
For more information fax 1-250. 
832-3572. Include name and 
phone number, 
SNOW PLOWING EQUIP- 
MENT for sale. Under body 
plough, front mount plough, 8.5 
YD sander. $15,000. Phone 1- 
250-394-4121 or 308-0244. 
45 HP Universal tractor c/w 
loader, PTO 3 [at hitch, hyd., ex- 
cellent running, $4800. MF #10 
square baler, good condition, 
$1500. Fahrendlos tether and 
rake, 2 years old, $2000. Fahr 
rake, 10' $500. Hesston 2000- 
100 forage chopper, excellent 
condition, $1500. 1-250-842- 
5400. 
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FARM DISPERSAL sale, Mas- 
say 245 c/w EZ-Loader 60w & 
balefork $8500, NH849 auto- 
wrap roundbaler $8300, NH488 
Swather $8500, Baiewagon, 
heavyduty $1200, elevators, 24' 
with gasmotor $550, EZ-Post- 
driver, mad, 2200, pulflype, 
$3600, Auger, 10"-3pt $400, HI- 
hog Squeeze, heavyduty 
$1800, gas tanks 500 gal, $100 
each, Reg. & comm. polled 
Hereford cows, bulls, & calves 
1000 Ibs round bales, no rain 
$25, For more info call 1-250- 
846-5343. 
BULLMASTIF MALE pup, fawn 
in color, 14 weeks old, CKC 
reg, vet checked, 2nd shots, de- 
wormed, very friendly, 250-964- 
8470. $800. 
CKC REGISTERED Golden re- 
triever puppies. 2 females avail- 
able. Shots, tattooed and vet 
checked. Champion lines, 847- 
4635 after 6 iom. 
CKC REGISTERED Labrador 
Retriever puppies. Yellow & 
blacks. Will be ready to go after 
Thanksgh'ing. Call 638-8482. 
PUREBRED, BLACK and white 
Border Collie pups, ready mid 
Oct. $200 for more information 
call 638-O937. 
REG PUREBRED Rottweiler 
puppies. Both parents well na- 
tured. Good with children. To 
approved homes only. 1-250- 
847-1596. 
REGISTERED BLACK LAB 
puppies, 1 male 2 females, 
shots, tattooed, $400. Field Td- 
al Stock 842-6447. 
WANTED: A female 6 - 8 week 
old white kitten. Phone 635- 
9396 after 1 pm. 
BURNS LAKE - Tweedsmuir 
Cavalier Saddle Club's annual 
Poker Ride Sept. 28. 12 - noon 
at Omenica Ski Trails. $1500 
cash prizes $1000 best hand• 
Info - Katy 1-250.694-6554. 
Gwen- 1.250-692-3403. 
EXCELLENT QUALITY "ti- 
mothy alfalfa mix grass. Alfalfa 
mix horse hay, square bales. 
Hay stored in barn. Storage 
available 1-250-846r5504 Telk- 
wa. 
GOOD HORSE hay for sale, no 
rain. 800 Ib round bales $50. 
Oats green feed, 1000 Ib bales 
$60. 846-5494. ?ILEI~SY •.EPILEPSY * EPI[EP '~ 
HAY FOR sale 5' x 5' round 
bales, alfalfa grass mix. Approx. 
1100 Ibs bales. $35.00 each be- 
fore snow comes. Phone 1-250- 
690-7269. 
HAY FOR sale. Large square 
1500 Ib bales. Alfalfa and alfalfa 
grass mix. Phone 1-250-567- 
4896. 
HOME-GROWN Fleckvien 
SimmX Heifers to proven Red 
Angus Bull. One Fleckvien 
Simm bull for sale. Phone 1- 
250-847-8301 or leave a mes- 
sage at 845-7488. 
HORSE & tack sale Sunday, 
Oct. 19/97, 11:30 a.m. consign 
your horses & tack early. Phone 
BC Auction (250) 992-9325. 
SANDY DOME QH Poker Ride 
$25.00 per hand played, dinner 
included. First Prize: Rag QH 
starts at 11:00 Sept 20th. 
Phone 1-250-567-9345 or 1- 
250-567-3000. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
lnNIN DONKEYS, Bonnie and 
Clyde, born May 12/97, must go 
as a pair, $950. Vanderhoof 1- 
250-567-2378. 
WALTER READ Trucking. Lo- 
cal and long distant livestock 
hauling. Fully licensed and in- 
sured. Call 1-250-699-6990 or 
1-250-699-8849. 
HAY FOR sale, Alfalfa round 
bales, $35.00 each. Ph (250) 
567-4127. 
FOUND: A grey short haired fe- 
male cat with six toes and 4 kit- 
tens on 4700 block Welsh. 
Monday Sept. 8/97. Call 638- 
8906 eveninqs. 
LOST: ROITWEILER DOBER- 
MAN CROSS, has a blue collar, 
scar on left thigh. Missing on 
Kitselas Road. If found call 638- 
8204. $200 reward offered. SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
ATTENTIONI ARE you lonely? 
Want to fall in love? Speak with 
someone tonightl 1-900-451- 
5370. $1.50/half minute, 18+ 
oplv. Call Nowl .... . . . . . . . .  
IAREYOu SAFE? i 
J TERRACE 1RANSmON HOUSE I 
J offers 24 hour safe sheller to J 
J women with or without children. J 
You can caK Even just to talk. 
Battering is not~ o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places., 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447, 
24 HOURS A DAY 
4 
DID YOU know that...,.? By ten 
weeks after conception, the pre- 
born child's fingerprints ate al- 
ready permanently engraved on 
his or her skin. Forever after 
these may be used to identify 
this unique individual. Terrace 
Pro-Life, Box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552. 
FINANCIALLY SECURE, sin- 
gle white female, 5 feet tail, 
brown hair, brown eyes, enjoys 
the outdoors, life and traveling, 
dancing, camping, is looking for 
single white male between 43 - 
55 for companionship. Please 
send photo and phone number 
to File 64, cJo Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St. Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 5R2. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day' 
Saints, The Mormons, cell 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messafle. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
SWM, SINGLE parent, late for- 
ties is seeking a single lady for 
companionship. I am a warm 
honest, affectionate, helpful, ro- 
mantic, responsible and hard- 
working nice guy. I hope to 
meet an intelligent and interest- 
ing reliable woman who is sin- 
care and has integrity. I smoke, 
love coffee, enjoy stimulating 
conversation, dining out, trips, 
the outdoors, relaxing at home, 
There was a busy girt, 
Who has a head of curl, 
She's "31" on the 
27th of September. 
So from the family all... 
the small, the short, the tall, 
HflPW BIRTHDAY!! 
You see 
We Rememberl 
Love your family &Monty 
~,IRTHD~V' 
I You are the world's best 
Backseat Driver! 
22 ':c 2::::: ;Z o 
AVAILABLE TO housesit Oc- 
tober thru April. Ask for Connie. 
Phone 635-3340• 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink -  roglaze ill Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub, 
sink, etc. - reglaze ill No need 
to remove, saves moneyl 
Colour changes and chip 
repairs available (250) 587- 
4171 or (250) 562-8766. 
FOR THE best price in quality 
cabinets for your home call 842- 
5808. 
HOVERCRAFT AND trailer. 
Carries 5 people or 1200 Ibs. 
For more information cell Garth 
at (250) 567-2310 days (250) 
567-2571 evenings, $20,000.00 
obo. 
SHIRLEY'S PLACE Ucenced 
afterschool daycare, Close to 
Cassie Hall &K i t i  K Shan 
School. Hourly rates. Open 
Man. - Fri. 2:45-7:00. Call for 
more information 635-7568. 
L . ~ " 
NORTHERN ' 
LAB ~ |LTD.  
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
art, theatre and have other in- 
terests. Please reply to: File 
#84 c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton St., Terrace B.C. V8G 
5R2. 
in the Scenic Nass 
OBITUARY i Valley 
Mary Anne (Marion) ~ iii{iiiiiiiii~ii}i!!~;~iiiii~iii~:iiiii{ii 
Provost passed away I i i { i i ! i~ i~ i~ i i i i  
September 4, 1997 J 
surrounded by her J EDNATAJT.owmer 
family after a short J 244 Wright Boulevard 
illness. I New Aiyansh 
Phone (250) 633-2920 
She is survived by her J 
children Marguerite I 
Benoit, Dianne Rowe, J ~ ;  tmee  II 
William Paquette, I 
Adrienne Draves, and i Seizure 
Jan Kronyk plus 14 J 
grandchildren, 14/ ~f i r s t  
great grandchildren i . "~ 
and 1 great, greatJ aid/ 
ql l  grandchild. / 
She will be missed by / hemS. co,um~ ~.888-z2r3~6~ 
EPILEPSY sac ETY For,Ion, information 
her family and many/ 
friends. J 
Internment ook place J 
in Prince Rupert. J express their I .~.z23.3366 
/~FASHIONS::i N C : .  
i !: N: 
,111. 
a] ,precialion to the 
~eople for their 
kindness and 
sympathy following 
our recent loss of 
Danny. We will 
miss him very 
much. 
k The Fagan Family ,d 
THE MEMBERS of the Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse wish to 
thank the staff and manage- 
ment of the Bargain shop for 
their hard work and generous 
donation resulting from the hot 
dog sale on September 13. 
Your support of Mental Health 
programs in our community is 
qreatly aol~reciatedl 
TH, NK 
YOU 
The P.P.W.C. Local 4 would like to thank 
the following for their support: 
The Honorable Helmut Giesbrecht, 
MLA Skeena 
Norm Lavalllee and John Janson 
Terrace & Kitimat District Labour 
Council 
I.W.A. Local 1-71 
C.E.P. Local 40 
C.E.P. Local 298 Kifimat 
Les Watmough 
LOVING 
ROD GLAIM 
Dec. 16, 1952-1994 
Each time we see your 
photo 
You seem to smile and 
say 
Don't cry, I'm only 
sleeping. 
Till we meet again I'm 
only sleeping. 
Forever remembered 
Morn, Dad, sisters and 
brothers. 
1-8OO-565-56OO 
Additional Income? 
Do you need to Improve your Income, but 
need to set your own hours and goals? 
BALANCE FASHIONS makes this polslble. 
By selling Canada's leading line of qualify 
"West Coast Casual Wear" you will enjoy 
the benefits of self employment. Not only 
will you add to your Income, you will 
acquire tax breaks, gain confidence and 
enhance your Ilfe-sfyle. 
A proven success Canada wide, 
BALANCE FASHIONS is now accepting 
associates in your area. Call TODAY for o 
free Information package and discover 
what BALANCE FASHIONS has to offer 
you. 
We're Looking For Winners. 
We're looking for people with a winning attitude. It" you 
have it, we have an excellent retail opportunity available in 
a North Central B.C. town. 
You'll be part of the #1 retail gasoline network in 
British Columbia. Your outstanding leadership qualities, 
exceptional people skills, and proven business experience 
will ensure success'on our team. 
Your investment will vary from $30,000 - $60,000 
depending on the size of the facility. 
Don't let this opportunity race by you. A Chevron 
Representative will be in your area soon. Please call 
Jennifer Haggar for more information at (604) 668-5576. 
See you in the winner's circle! t.,. 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design and layout brochures, flyers, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, Iogos for print or computer use 
~.., • design company Iogos, business cards, letterhead 
(~.~ • small volume printing at affordable rates 
/ "~ '~ • business cards printed whiln you wait 
/ ( ~ / ~ ¢ . ~ ¢  • ) ~ L ) ( '~r ' l  computer slide presentations. 
V/C, TaR P. tM WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
i 
i 
I Passenger & Express Service I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart o Terrace I
return, and all points in between. Pick up and delivery of I 
goods in'Terrace, C.O,D. and courier service. I 
P.O. Box 217 Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 635-2622 Fax: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
i 
PIONEER UPHOLsTERY 
sinco 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
3901 Dabble St. 
Claudette Sandecki  635-9434 
m . , 
I 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF  
PERFORMING ARTS r i 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
Instruction in Piano, Violin, Flute, Guitar, Voice, 
Instrumental and Group Piano 
Pre-School Group - Tuesdays 
MUSIC IS A GIFT FOR A LIFETIME 
INDUSTRIAL ' COMMERCIAL •R~IOBfl]AL 
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLAtiONS 
OVERHEAD & GARAGE DOORS 
1-888-638-1036 
• ~ Allergy Te~tlng 
. Wtamln & Boanical for appointmenta, Pall'. 847.01414 
Supplementation St~ 11-1188 MMn St. Sml the~ B~ 
B14 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 24, 1997 
PACIFIC COAST POWER ~ I 
Powerline Construction " 
Design and Maintenance 
Terrace and Smithers area 
Phone or Fax (250)635-4928 ,~t  
Ter race  Tra i l  Tenders  
Terraces first and only complete 
Trail Builders Equipment. 
4 ATV's 2 Mini Belly Dump Trailers 
1 Mini End Dump 1 Mini Grader 
& Compactor 1 Mini Loader 
PLUS a full line of full sized equipment. 
Call TERRACE TRAIL TENDERS FOR All YOUR 
TRAIL NEEDS (Hiking, Riding, Wheelchair Accessible) 
SHORTY 635-6777 GERD 638-0153 
%. ED 635-7238 ,~  
Twin River 
Power Ltd. 
Class "A" Powerline Contractors 
3992-C Lakelse Lake Drive 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3V1 
Contractor #17741 
Toll Free: 1-888-891-1113 
Fax: (250)  635-32" /9  
#1 HOMEBASED business. 
Service Hershey's Chocolate 
Nugget locations. Min. invest- 
ment of $8900 opens your 
chain of instant profit centers. 
For Couder package with com- 
plete details call 1-800-336- 
4296. 
ATTENTION SERIOUS En- 
trepreneursl "13red of working for 
someone else? Want to achieve 
financial success? This product 
markets itselfl For more infor- 
mation. Call 1-250-558-1869 
(Vernon). 
CHALK.S-  Kitimat Iocafion for 
sale. Contact Rob for more in- 
formation 638-1162. 
CINNAMON ROLLS for Village 
Green Mall, Vernon. Opening 
fall 1997. Cinnamon City is a 14 
store chain - top 50 in Canada 
Scott 1-604-671-1876. 
NEED HELP[ Overwhelmedl 
Will help you get started! Earn 
$5-  10K per month PFF. Fan- 
tastic supportl No selling. NOT 
MLM. 2 rain message. 1-800- 
322-6169. Ext, 7475. 
OPEN YOUR own business. 
Everything needed to set up a 
retail gift store. Northern lights 
Studio's owners are going out 
of business and retiring. Call 
638-1403 or 638-0413 evenings 
in Terrace. 
TAXI COMPANY FOR sale in 
scenic Fed St. James, B.C. 
Complete business with three 
cam, five radio's exclusive 
motor carrier rights, much more, 
very profitable. For more info 
call 1-250-996-8844. 
BABYSlTrER NEEDED Mon.- 
Fd. 3 p.m. 5 p.m. in 
Uplands/Hall/well area for 5 
year old. Please call 635-9561. 
CATERING COMPANY is look- 
ing to fill the following positions 
in a remote camp. Camp at- 
tendants, dishwashers, kitchen 
help. Point of travel to and from 
sita is Smithers. Rate of pay $8 
a hour and up. 8 hours a day, 7 
days a week, 4 weeks in 2 
weeks out. This is a dry camp. 
Phone 604-524-5324 ext. 2400. 
Fax 604-522-3619. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
show Princess House Crystal, 
cookware, giftware and ceramic 
dinnerware at home parties. 
Earn $80 - $200 for 4 hours 
work. No nventory to buy, no 
experience necessary. Must 
have car and phone. Call 1- 
604-513-1976, 
DENTAL HYGIENIST need for 
busy general family practice po- 
s~on availabla immediately for 
4 days per week. Mail resume 
to 101-4619 Park Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. VRG 1V5 or fax 635-4633. 
Attn: Maria. 
EXPERIENCED BUNCHER op- 
erator required in Burns Lake. 
Send resumes to fax 1-250- 
692-7920 or ;)hone 1-250-692- 
1834. 
EXPERIENCED PICKER truck 
operator. Salary negotiable. 
Working in Prince George and 
Kamloops area. Call 1-204-725- 
6585. 
LOOKING FOR 99 enthusiastic 
people seriously wanting to lose 
weight and earn an income at 
the same time. Call 1-250-847- 
4393. 
NEEDED: EXPERIENCED fall- 
ing contractor must have own 
WCB #. Fax resume to 635- 
2768. 
-+ ,  '++ +,'++ " BRITISH •• 
COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS AND HOUSING 
Boiler ~ Bevator Safety Branch 
Boiler Inspectors 
TERRACE (IMMEDIATE) PLUS VARIOUS LOCATIONS* 
ou'will be responsible for: • complex inspections/documentation f the manufacture, 
abrication and construction of. boilers and pressure vessels • field inspections of in-service 
equipment • approval of welding procedure specifications • acting as an authorized inspector of 
ASME and/or CSA QC programs • reviewing/auditing/evaluating QC programs • advising on 
guidelines and the interpretation of Codes, Two positiohs are available, both requiring frequent 
travel and a valid BC Class 5 driver's licence, 
• An inventory of applications will be maintained for six months to fill future vacancies throughout 
the province for which there are no qualified public service applicants, 
REQUIREMENTS: • BC First Class Power Engineer status or Second Class Power Engineer status with 
qualifying time to write the First Class examination within 2 years • knowledge of ASME/ANSI/CSA 
Codes • 5 years' related experience • referral by the National Board Commission. 
~ALARY: $44.065 - '¢50.457. Prior to applying, please call (250) 387-9176 for a complete 
list of duties and qualifications. Please forward a r¢~sum~ quoting competition number 
MA97:1748 to: Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Human Resources, 6 - 800 Johnson 
Street, PO Box 9490, Stn Pray 6ovt, Victoria, BC VBW 9N7; fax (250) 387-9190. 
Closing date: October 8, 1997. 
The Province of British Columbia 
The Province of British Columbia is committed to employment equity and encourages 
applications from qualified women and men, including aboriginal peoples, persons 
with disabilities and visible minorities. 
M9766 
Recycle- R~use 
I Reduce Costs I 
at I Recycle Prlnter/Cash Register Ribbons, I 
I Either Ink/el or Bubble Jet. I 
I I+!i!~ ~;  ~! i  ~ • ~-  ~i!ilm I638-  7283 :11 
, Black Bear   Pottery 
et me Skeeoa 
%~ -Valley Farmers Market 
" ART POWELL 
1 (250) 632-2136 
Call Tracey Tomas x 
John & Heather Austin 
Distributor 
4815 ~(olI Avenue 
Terrace B.C V8G 2B5 (250) 635-2365 
Absolute ............ Pet Core  PlentifuJPreserves 
Prize Winning 
cal/~¢o/~Pet . Antipasto. Chutney- Jams 
I~vlng town Care and utilize 
and stuck for 10yearn Fresh Baked Goods 
a pefMler'/ experience in . , , . . , "  
animal care. , , , . , . .= .  
Jayne Bury 
Ph. 635-9193 Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr, Terrace 
Reuonable Rates Fax 635.0130 Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fax: (250) 635-0186 
MANAGER REQUIRED for the 
Houston Motor Inn. Apartment 
living quarters provided, please 
call Gary at 1-250-845-7112 or 
fax your resume to: 1-250-845- 
3580. 
MOTEL MANAGER wanted, 
this is a live in position. Re- 
quirements basic bookkeep- 
ing/payroll, must ba able to do 
light maintenance for more in- 
formation. Call 635-7583 or 
drop resume at 5422 Hwy 16 
west. 
PROGRAM ASSISTANT, ener- 
getic, responsible, mature 
person, with good organization- 
al skills, to work full time, Mon- 
day to Friday job. Requires a 
nursing background and com- 
puter skills for fudher informa- 
tion call Betty at Home Support 
Services 635-5135. 
QUAUFIED AUTOMOTIVE 
parts person. Must have jobber 
or related after market experi- 
ence. Must ba willing to re- 
locate. Sent resume including 
references to file #430, c/o In- 
terior News, Box 2560, Smith- 
era, B.C. V0J 2N0. 
RESIDENTIAL HEATING Serv- 
iceman/Installer equired imme- 
diately for Kitimat area. Applic- 
ant must hold current Class B 
gasfitters ticket. Knowledge of 
installation of gas appliances. 
Written resumes only accepted. 
Apply in confidence to File #73 
c/o Terrace Standard 3210 Clin- 
ton St. Terrace B.C. V8G 4A2. 
WANTED RELIABLE babysit- 
ter for 3 children to come to my 
home. RaPs required. Phone 
638-6348. 
.~r , l~~ Burns I~1~ Native 
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
BLNDC invites applications for the position of Small 
Business Development Officer. The SBDO will solicit and 
assess small business loan applications from within 
BLNDC's service area, monitor loan accounts, provide on- 
going consulting services to clients, and assist clients 
pare applications toother funding sources. 
DeeLrable Qualifications 
• successful experience in credit decision making, small 
business consulting or small business operations, 
• degrcc/dlploma in buslness administration, accounting. 
finance, etc. or equlvalcnt experience. 
o work experience in aboriginal communities, 
• good verbal and writing skills, 
• proficiency in Lotus 1-2-3 and WordPerfcct, 
• traveling capability and durable vehlcle, 
• Please send resume and salary expectations, 
in confidence to: 
GENERAL MANAGER 
Burns Lake Native Development Corporation 
P.O. Box 1030 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J IE0 
Fax: (250) 692-7483 
Deadline for applications: October 3, 1997, Only 
applicants selected for interview ill be contacted. 
HIRE A LOGGER CONSULTING 
& TRAINING AGENCY 
Northern Hearing & Safety 
RIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTI1UTION 
CHECK OUT our complete Dne at Oua~. firsf ~ & Emer~ 
Kits. We have d ~ supples to rest~ you¢ ist Aid K# to W(3 
standards. 
Fdli~6 B4Mdn9 Tmlnl~ StendqN= (WTB) =. $200 
Sept 27 & 28 8:00am. 4:(a~pm 
[Minimum 8) 
LBEL i RI~'T AID (WtS) $75 
Saturday, Oct 11 8:00am. 4:00pro 
Sunday, Oct 12 4:OOpm 
LEVF£ 3 RRST AID (W~) $595 
Oct. 20.31 8:00am. 4:00pm 
WHHI$ (An~me via computer.) 
Oct. 16 Iclassroom) 8:00am. 12:00p.m. 
l"~L~oK, rlmoN of ~eam~OOS ~0~ $80 
Od. 18 8:00am. 4p.m. 
TRAFFIC CON1ROt $1s0 
Fri., Sept. 26 & Eat., Sept. 27 8:00am. 4:00pm 
Fh~ .~pl~m, km $200 
Set., Sept. 27 & Sun., Sept. 28 8:00ore. 4:00pro 
A LITTLE LOW OR CASH? Interconnect & North West Training 
may assist with the cost doll the above courses. 
We Do Custom Molded Hearing Protection 
l-lave your crews annnual Hearing Test Dane? We have 4 
technicians available. I~,a t~ ~, ~,~. l  
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, 
LANDS AND PARKS 
Skeena Reg ion_  
Part-time Clerks 
DEASE LAKE 
y ou will provide clerical and secretarial/stenographic services to a small District Conservation Office. This will 
include dealing with the public, preparing various permits and 
collecting/balancing monies for fees and iicences etc. 
REQUIREMENTS: • Grade 12 and 3 years' clerical experience 
or an equivalent combination of education/experience 
• experience using PC programs, preferably including MS Word 
for Windows, spreadsheets and e-mail • 40 wpm typing speed 
• an excellent command of business English. knowledge of 
administrative filing systems, e.g. ARCSIORCS • conversance 
with routine office practices • well-developed communication 
and interpersonal skills • the ability to exercise initiative and 
organize high volumes of work under limited direction and 
pressure of deadlines. 
SALARY: $16.75-$17.95 PER HOUR. Prior to submitting 
a r~sum~, please contact Kathleen 8allagher at (250) 
387-9805 for a complete list of duties and 
qualifications. Please submit a r~sum .~, quoting 
competition number ELS7:1054A, to, Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Parks, Human Resources, 
2975 Jutland Road, 2nd Floor, Victoria, BC VBT 9M1; 
fax (250) 356-7288. Closing date: October 22, 1997. 
The Province of British Columbia 
The Province of British Columbia Is committed to 
employment equity and encourages applications from 
qualified women end men, Including aboriginal peoples, 
persons with disabilities and visible minorities, 
WANTED: CARING depend- 
able persons who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
Home .Support Worker certifi- 
cate or 1st year nurse's training. 
Apply at Terrace Home Sup- 
port, #1 -3215 Eby Strest, 635- 
5135. 
LINDA'S HOME Care SeMce. 
We will watch your pets, wa{'er 
your plants, make your house 
look lived in when your not able 
to do so yourself. Reasonable 
rates, references available, 
bondable. Call now to book for 
your holidays 632-6421 ask for 
Unda . . . . .  
NORTHERN HAND-E-Man 
Services. We do renovations, 
repairs, plumbing, siding, dry- 
wall, paintin.q. Call 635-3486. 
I Richard Thornton ! 
Construction 
Fully experienced carpenter avaJl~e 
for constmclJon, renovaUons orrep~rs. 
Call 638.8526 
CHILDCARE NEEDED for 13 
month old boy Oct. 1 Home- 
shoe or Southside. Prefer regis- 
tared with Family Place. Look- 
ing for energetic loving person, 
other kids OK. Call 635-1494 
(Triton) 9-5 or 635-2549 even- 
inqs. 
PIANO LESSONSI Learn to 
play piano for funs All ages 
Including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
i 
Parts Person 
THORNHILL MOTORS has an immediate 
opening for a pads counter person. 
Applicant with previous experience perferred, 
Must be neat in appearance and able to deal 
with the public. ThornhUl Motors offers an exel- 
lent benefit package. Salary will depend on 
previous experience. Applications will be 
excepted until September 30, 1997. 
FINANCIAL OFFICER 
Burns Lake Native Development Corporation (BLNDC) is inviting 
applications for the position of Rnanclal Officer. Reporting to the 
General Manager, the Financial Officer will provide assistance in 
all aspects of accounting of the Corporation and its subsidiaries as 
well as other support functions within the Financial Department. 
Duties will consist of account reconciliations, budgets and cash-flow 
analysis, contract analysis and other related accounting functions. 
Preference will be given to candidates with experience in process- 
ing books to trail balance, assisting with preparation of financial 
statements, journal entdes and account reconciliations. Experience 
with Accpac Plus, Spreadsheets, Windows, Wordprocessing as 
well as excellent interpersonal nd communications skills would be 
an asset. 
Registration towards a professional designation (CGNCMA) within 
6 months of engagement isa condition of employment. 
Please send resume and salary expectations, inconfidence to: 
The General Manager 
Burns Lake Native Development Corporation ~r~'~ l~ 
P.O. Box 1030 
Bums Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0 
Fax: (250) 692:7483 . . . . . . .  
Deadline for applications: October 10, 1997. Only candidates 
selected for interview ill be contacted. 
Excellent Career Opportunity 
End of the Roll, a locally owned floorcovering franchise, is 
expanding. Due to the recent growth of our Terrace and area 
market, we require another sales consultant,. 
The successful applicant should have the following qualities. 
Mature, reliable, valid drivers licence, ability to learn quickly, 
willingness to work Saturdays, good organizational skills, and 
have extensive sales experience beyond the retail evel, as the 
position involves ales of a technical nature. 
The position will offer you a challenging and exciting work 
environment with plenty of growth potential. Our pay structure 
allows you to determine your own level of income and can be 
tailored to suit your needs and abilities. End of the Roll also off- 
ers an attractive benefits package. Full on job training will be 
provided for the successful applicant. 
Please direct your resume to the following address, Please 
do not apply in person. 
File #75 
c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St. 
+ac+ 
V8G 5R2 
COUNSELLOR 
FOR 
THE SEXUAL ABUSE INTERVENTIONS PROGRAM 
WITH PARTICULAR RESPONSlBIUTY 
FOR THE PROVINCIAL RESIDENTIAL 
HISTORICAL ABUSE PROGRAM 
This position requires a degree in social work or related 
discipline, combined with specialized training and extensive 
experience in working with victims of sexual abuse. 
ResDonsibllltles: 
(Under the general supervision of the executive director) 
• intake and assessment, as per RHAP directives 
• maintaining client caseload 
• counselling individuals and families 
• conducting roup sessions 
• managing client referral process and follow-up 
• maintaining appropriate caseload documentation 
• lialslng with other professionals/pare professionals 
and agencies 
• establishing directory of qualifies practitioners 
• preparation of monthly statistical reports 
• conducting/facilitating workshops 
Additional Desirable Oualiflcatlons: 
• experience in community-based treatment ad 
counselling programs 
• experience In facilitating workshops : 
• completion of recognized courses of study ! n 
sexual abuse counselling 
The successful candidate must have a high degree of flexibil- 
Ity and sensitivity; knowledge f and experience in working with 
first nations people of different nations; an ability to work with 
minimum supervision; a valid drivers licence and a 
willingness to travel. 
Appointment subject to satisfactory criminal record check. 
(A detailed Job description is available upon request) 
Salary dependent on experience & qualifications. 
Please send resume & references to: 
Northwest Band Social Workers Association 
P.O. Box 187, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A6 
Deadline: Noon, October 1, ;I.997 
~=xxr~xxxxx:xxx:~; 
Looking For 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. Drop 
by The Family Place at 
4553 Park Ave. or call 1 
i 638-1113 
[XXXXXXXXXXZXXXX:  
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAUNG CENTRE 
'From Rec0ve~/to O~y'  
t~C~.~R~. 
3611 P~lmmd h 11~1",ill. 635.TrR 
T H ~ L  
C ~ C H  . 
a~ 
Coilell( &~-.~reer| 
~'ee~ ut~ aroups 
111 
Knox United 
Church 
, 4907 Lazelle Ava. ' 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday' 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
Hare ~;R~ A C E 
 e)i c d i .gSar p icd v e v 
Variety Within Classes of Jazz Ballet, ~. 
Ethnic Character & Tap ~( 
Tuesdays: 1:15 - 2:00 4 1/2 - 51/2 yre; 
3:39 - 4:20 8 yrs; 4:30 - 5:30 9 - 11 yrs 
Thursdays: 3:30 - 4:20 6 - 7 y rs  
For information phone 635- 7483 
Inv i tat ion to 
INJURY PREVENTION FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR 
CHILDHOUTH PROJECTS 
The North West Community Health Services Society is accepting 
proposals for injury preveRtion i itiatives for Children and Youth, 
Injury prevention i itiatives may focus on raising awareness of 
injudes and preventative education. Approved projects will receive" 
up to $3,000 per project. For information aRd the application form, 
please contact Christine Williams or Ester Brisch, Child/Youth 
Injury Prevention Program at (250) 638-2220. 
Please submit your applicatiDn to: 
Christine Williams 
North West Community Health Services Society 
3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2 
Phone: (250) 638-2220 
Fax: (250) 638-2251 
Proposals must be received by 4:30 p.m. on November 14, 1997 
I JOANNA Cote as of Sept. 
1/97 will no longer be responsi- 
ble for any debts incurred by 
anyone other than myself. 
I KELLY L Metcalfe as of July 
3/97 will no longer be responsi-. 
lye for any debts Incurred by 
Thomas W. Metcaffe. 
l ~  Was your campfire 
completely out? 
Report wildfires 
.8oo-663-5555 
Ministry of Forests 
BOATING RESTRICTION 
REGULATION 
The public is advised that ~e 
following amendment to the 
Federal Boating Restriction 
Regulations is under review 
and may soon be forwarded 
to the O,awa Office of 
Boating Safety, Canadian 
Coast Guard. 
NATADESLEEN LAKE AND 
ISKUT RIVER BETWEEN 
NATADESLEEN AND 
KINASKAN tAKES 
To be included under 
Schedule 2 of the Boating 
Restriction Regulations, prohi- 
biting the operation of power 
driven vessels. 
Anyone wishing to comment 
or receive further information 
may do so by writing to: 
MinistP/of Environment, 
Lands and Parks 
Attention: Rafting/Boating 
Regulations Officer 
2nd Floor - 800 Johnson 
Street 
Victoria, B.C. 
V8V 1X4 
RITISH 
~WMBIA 
Ministry of Environment 
Lands and Parks 
rb UNRESERVED PUBLIC AUCTION PRINCE GEORGE,  BRITISH COLUMBIA ,  CANADA TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1997,  8:00 A .M.  
SALE SITE: HVVY 97 SOUTH 
PRINCE GEORGE,  BC V2N 4M6 
SITE PHONE: (250) 963-8491 
SITE FAX: (250) 963-8135 
MV LICENCE NO. 6458B 
A partial list to date includes: 
CRAWLER TRACTORS: 1988 Cat DgN, 2- Cat D6H, Cat D8D, 2- Cat D7F, Cat 
D6D, IHC TD20E. WHEEL LOADERS: Cat 980C, Ford A64, 1992 John Deere 
744E, 1988 John Deers 644E, 1988 Komatsu WA450-1, 1993 Komatsu WA450. 
MOTOR GRADERS: Champion 760, Champion 740A, Champion 740. 
EXCAVATORS: Drott 40 CE, 1991 Samsung SE210 LC, Yutani MD300. 
ARTICULATED DUMP TRUCK: 1989 Moxy 5222B. LOADER BACKHOE: 1990 
John Deere 410C 4x4. CRAWLER CRANE: Sicard Mobile Dominion. FELLER 
BUNCHERS: Case 1187, John Deere 790, 1988 John Deere 693D. DELIMBERS: 
1989 Cat EL300 Stroke, 1989 Cat EL200B Stroke, Custombuilt Hyd Processor, 
1988 John Deere 892D. LOG LOADER: 1994 Komatsu PC300HD-5 Heel Boom. 
SKIDDERS: 1990 Cat D6H Track, 1992 Clark F67 Grapple, 2- Clarke 668D 
Grapple, Clarke 668B Line, 1989 Timberjack 480B Grapple. CHIPPER: 1993 
Peterson-Pacific DDC-5000 T/A. CRUSHERS: El-Jay 36 In. Standard Cone, 
Pioneer 15 x 24 In. Portable Jaw. CHIP SCREEN PLANTS: BM&M 7 x 16 Ft 2 
Deck Portable, BM&M 6 x 12 Ft 2 Deck Portable. FEEDER: 14 Yd Hopper. 
CONVEYORS: 28 In. X 38 Ft Channel, 30 In. x 30 Ft Channel, 29 In. x 30 Ft; 
Channel, 30 In. x 28 Ft Channel, 30 Ft Chain, 25 Ft Chain Waste, Recovery System 
Tech DS6010 Screen. SCALES: Fairbanks Morse 1200 Lb Manual, Fairbanks 
Morse 300 Lb Platform Scale, Senstek FS15L144P 1.5 Ton. CONTROL VAN: Great 
Dane 45 Ft T/A. SELF LOADING LOG TRAILER: 1994 Mack RD688 T/A. LOG 
TRUCKS & TRAILERS: 1993 Freightliner T/A, 1993 Peerless RT-3000 Tridem, 
1995 Kenworth C500 T/A, Par Pac Quad/A, 1995 Kenworth C500 T/A, Par Pac 
Quad/A, 1994 Kenworth C500 T/A, 1989 Peerless TIA Log Jeep, 1989 Peerless T/A. 
TRUCK TRACTORS: 1990 Freightliner T/A COE, 1988 IHC 9300 Eagle T/A, IHC 
Eagle T/A,~HC 1955 S/A, 1989 Kenworth T600 T/A, 1994 Kenworth C500 T/A, 1991 
Mack S/A, 2- 1995 Western Star 4964F T/A, 1990 & 1988 Western Star T/A, 
Western Star T/A. DUMP TRUCKS: Ford F800 S/A Crewcab, Kenworth T/A, 1988 
Western Star 4964F T/A, Western Star 4964-2 T/A Sand, Western Star 4964 T/A 
Plow/Sand. PLOW TRUCKS: Ford LTg000 T/A Plow/Sand, Ford LN9000 T/A, Ford 
LN8000 S/A Plow/Dump, Ford F8OOD S/A Plow/Dump, IHC T/A Plow/Sand, IHC S/A 
Plow/Sand, IHC Cargo Star 185OB S/A Plow/Sand, 7- 1994 Kenworth T800 T/A 
Plow/Dump, 1991 Kenworth T450 T/A Plow/Dump, 1992 Western Star T800 T/A 
Plow/Sand. TRUCKS INCLUDE: Crane Trucks, Fuel Truck, Service Trucks, C&C, 
Tow Truck, Reefer Van Trucks, Van Trucks, Flatbeds, Pickups, Buse, etc. 
LOWBOYS: Brentwood 40 Ton T/A D/D, Knight 16 Wheel D/D. B-TRAIN HIBOYS: 
1993 Anser Tridem, Brentwood Super B Train, 3- 1992 Comet Tddem, 1995 & 1993 
Doepker Tridem, 2- 1995 Lode King Tddem. HIBOYS: Fruehauf 45 FT Tridem, 45 
Ft T/A, 40 Ft T/A, Trailmobile 28 Ft S/A. CHIP TRAILERS: Columbia B-Train Van, 
Custombuilt 45 Ft T/A Possom Belly. DEMOLITION TRAILERS: Knight T/A, 2- 1996 
Langfab 38 Ft Tridem. TRAILERS INCLUDE: Log Trailer, Jeep & Dolly, Van 
Trailers, Equipment & Utility Trailers, Tank Trailers, Mobile Homes, Sleepers, Office 
Trailer, etc.MARINE EQUIPMENT: "Blackwater Prince" 70 Ft Transporter Landing 
Craft, "Kusham" 32 Ft Single Vehicle Ferry, Vansort 21 Ft Boom Boat, 2- 18 Ft Boom 
Boats, 16 Ft Dozer Boat, 3- 14 Ft Sidewinder Boats, 1996 Invader 160 Boat, Sea 
Nymph 20 Ft Pontoon Boat, 15 Ft Aluminum Boat, 14 Ft Fiberglass Boat, All Craft 
27 Ft Jet Boat, New - 1997 Danchuk S/A Boat Trailer. MISCELLANEOUS: Forklifts, 
Farm Tractor, 2- Unused - Offset Discs, A'iV's, Snowmobiles, Motorhomes, 
,Camper, Travel Trailers, Koehring Hydraulic Portable Compactor, Compressors, 
Generator Sets, Welders, Pumps, New- 1997 Rotating Laser Detector, 2-1,000 Gal 
Enviro Tanks, 1,000 ~ 500 Gal Tanks, Machine Shop Equip, Contractors Tools, 
Coputer Equip, Office Equip & Furniture, Radios, Truck & Trailer Parts & Access, 
Equip Parts & Attach, etc. 
rm 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders for the following 
Planttng contract will be received by 
the Distdct Manager,, Ministry of 
Forests, Bag 6000, Smtthers, British 
Columbia, V0J 2N0, no later than 
11:00 am on November 3,1997. 
Contract: PL.99DCA.30 •Planting in 
the Desse Lake area, located 
approx. 50 kildrnetres west of Dease 
Lake along the Telegraph Creek 
road, on approx. 57.6 ha. contsct 
person is Anna Regnler. 
Tenders must be submitted on the 
form and in the envelope supplied, 
which, with particulars must be 
obtained from: 
• BulkleylCesslar Forest District 
office, 3333 Tatlow Road In 
Smithem; 
-Deace Lake Reid office at Stikine & 
Commercial Drive, Dease Lake or 
• by contacting Marilyn Visser at the 
Bulkley/Cessiar District officd by 
phone at (250) 847-6380 or Fax: 
(250) 847-635-3, 
Pdor viewing of the contract area is 
mandatory. A conducted t~p to the 
area will eave the Deese Lake field 
office at 9:00 e,m. on October 8, 
1997. Attendance atthis conducted 
Idp is not mandatory. 
The lowest or any tenders will not 
necessarily be accepted. The work 
will be administered bythe Ministry 
of Forests, British Columbia. 
Conlact R0n Tanner, at the Deese 
Lake Reid office if unable to contact 
person mentioned above. 
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~ RRI~RH KALUM FOREST DISTRICT SBFEP . v 
(Tn i [ i~R '~ KWlNAGEESE SALVAGE PROJECT ~ 
. . . . . . . .  DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
A development plan for cuthlocks in the vicinity of the Kwinagesas River in the Ness 
"nmber Supply Area has been approved by the Distdct Manager of the Kalum Forest 
District under Section 42(1) of the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act, 
without he plan having been made available for public review and comment. 
This plan includes areas infested with groon-aldped forest looper. The reason for 
this emergency approval is to facilitate the harvest of looper.attacked timber before 
it is significantly reduced in value. Additional operational planning, based on this for. 
eat development plan must occur Immediately to allow early han~astthg. Operations 
under this plan will not begin unlit October S, 1997 at the earliest, There are at least 
twenty (20) days between the date of this notice's first publication and the date 
operations are to begin. 
A copy of the approved forest development plan is available for review st the Kalum 
Forest Distdct Office, All wdtten comments received in the thirty (30) days following 
this publication will be considered and may result in revis;.-o to the approved forest 
development plan. 
Please address any wdtien comments to: B.D. Downis, District Manager. Kedum 
Forest District, #200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1LI. 
m 
.ooc.,.v.o...uc=...¢ 
WMBIA FOR TIMBER SALE UCENCE A49444 r~.J,= 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, Terrace, British 
Columbia, up to 8:30 a.m., on the 9th day of October, 1997, to be opened at 9:30 
a.m., on the 9th day of October 1997, for a "gmber Sale Licorice to authorize the 
harvesting of 4,626 cubic metres, more or less, of timber located in the vicinity of 
of the Nass Valley in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
Only tenders from registrants in the Small Business Forest Enterpdse Program, 
Category One (1) will be accepted. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 4,626 cubic metros, more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 47%, Balsam: 5%, Spruce: 37%, Pine: 
11%, more or less 
TERM: Two (2) years 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $40.13 
BILLING METHOD: Scale based 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Feller Buncher, Forwarder, Ground Based System 
LOGGING SEASON: Winter 
ACCESS: Grease Trail Fomct Service Road 
The successful applicant will be required to enter into a Road Use Agreement 
Witl~ Ministry of Forests, Grease Trail Forest Service Road 942.8672.01. 
Additional thformetlon and tender packages may be obtained from the Distdct 
Manager, Kalum Forest District at #'200. 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1. 
@do  . _.¢ FOR TIMBER SALE MCENCE A50919 r== LUMBIA (BID PROPOSAL) 
TAKE NOTICE that pursuant o section 21 of the ForestAct, sealed tenders will be 
received by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, #200 - 5200 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, BC, VSG 1L1, not later than 11:00 am on the 8th day of October 
1997 to be opened at 11:30 am on the 81h day of October 1997, for the sale of 
"timber Sale Licanco A50919 authorizing the harvest of timber located In the Nasa 
"timber Supply Area. 
Location: Kwinagesse River 
Standing Volume: 150,000 cubic metres, morn or less 
Term: I year 
Species: Predominantly hemlock 
Quality: Pulplog content is roughly estimated to be 50% of net 
merchantable volume. "timber may be affected by green- 
stdped forest looper. 
The primary objective of this timber sale Iicenoc is to create local employment 
oppodunities to address soclo-aconomtc issues in the Stswart/Mezladln area. 
Other objectives for this timber sale licance Include salvage of timber affected by 
green-sb'iped forest looper. 
A particolam package with full details of the proposed timber sale Ilcence and 
application forms may be obtained from: 
District Manager, Kalum Forest District #200 - 5200 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BO 
V8G 1L1 or the Regional Manager, Bag 5000, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, BC 
VOJ 2NO. 
All applications must include a proposal prepared and submitted in accordance 
with the requirements descdbed In the particulars package. 
This tenure oppodunity Is not restricted to Small Business Forest Enterpdse regis- 
fronts and them is no requirements o continue, establish or expand a timber pro- 
cessing facility. 
One or more applications may be approved for all or pad of the advedisad volume 
of timber, Approval may be declined for a~l applications. 
rENDER 
Ter race  
Project #850550 
Contract #F19363827 
Tender  #97-TWG032 
Tenders are invited for renovations to the Ministry of 
Transportation & Highways Offices located at 4825 and 4837 
Keith Ave., Terrace. B.C. 
Sealed tenders will be received by British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation at 2918 S. Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X5, 
until October 23, 1997, at 2:00 p.m. local time, and opened 
in public shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on September 24, 
1997 from British Columbia Buildings Corporation at the 
above address. These documents are available to General 
Contractors upon receipt of a refundable deposit of a certified 
cheque or cash in the amount of FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00) 
payable to the Corporation. Deposits will be refunded upon 
satisfactory return of tender documents within one month of 
tender closing date. Requests for tender documents to out of 
town contractors will be couriered collect upon written 
request and receipt of the refundable deposit. 
The Province of British Columbia's Skills Development and Fair 
Wage Act will apply to this project. 
Bid depository for sub-trades listed in the Instructions to 
Bidders will cldsi~ October 20,1997, at 3:00 p.m. local,time at: 
the C0n~trudi6~l ='o~Jation offices located at 3851 - 18th 
Avenue/PiiriceGeorge~ B.C. V2N 1 BI. 
Plans and Specifications may be examined at the Bulkley 
Valley.Lakes District Construction Association, Terrace.Kitimat 
Construction Association, Prince Rupert Construction 
Association and the Prince George Construction Association. 
All documents under the control or custody of the British 
Columbia Buildings Corporation are subject o the provisions 
of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 
and any regulations, rulings, and amendments hereto. 
A MANDATORY TOUR of the site will be held on October 2, 
1997, at 10'.00 a.m., meeting at 4825 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. Agents must register their presence 
with the Operations Superintendent a the site tour 
stating the name of the Contractor they represent. 
Failure to attend and register will lead to the non- 
acceptance of the tender by the Corporation. 
General enquiries may be directed to the Operations 
Superintendent, Warren Garten, in Terrace at 250- [ r~ 
615.4109, Facsimile Number 250-615-4117, or the 
Consultant, Ray Hunt at 250-656-6640, Facsimile 
Number 250-656-9332. 
The Corporation resewes the right to negotiate any tender 
end the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Proposed Forest Development Plan 
Notice is hereby given that, Thomson Industries Ltd. will hold a public viewing 
of a proposed Forest Development Plan for Forest Licence A16837. This 
plan will cover the following geographic areas: Little Tillhorn River, Bluff 
Creek, Salter Lakes and Verney Passage. 
This draft development plan shows the location and orderly development of 
proposed harvesting; road development, maintenance and deactivation for 
five years, as identified on accompanying prescriptions. The plan also 
includes information on the maintenance and protection of other resource 
values in the area. It is available for review by resource agencies and the 
public before approval is considered by the Ministry of Forests. All approved. 
operational plans and higher level plans that encompass the development 
area will be made available for viewing at this time. 
The forest development plan will be available for review during the week of 
October 11 to 18, 1997 at the following locations; The Prince Rupert Public 
Library, 101-6th Ave West, Prince Rupert, B.C. during normal business hours 
(Men. 1 p.m. to 9 p.m., Tues 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Wed. 1 p.m. to 9 p.m., Thurs 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Fri, Sat, Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.), The Kitimat Public 
Library, 940 Wakashan Ave. Kitimat, B.C. during normal business hours (Men 
& Tues 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Wed 1 p.m. to 9 p.m., Thurs 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Fri 
& Sat 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sun 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.), the Ministry of Forests - Prince 
Rupert district office, 125 Market PIc, Prince Rupert, B.C. and Boyle and 
Dean Logging Ltd's Terrace office, 3974 Old Lakelse Lake Road, Terrace, 
B.C. during normal business hours (Men to Fri 9 a.m. to 4 p,m.) 
A representative of Thomson Industries Ltd. will be available at the Crest 
Motor Hotel room 428 from 12 noon to 9 p.m. on Monday October 20, 1997 
to discuss the proposed plans and receive comments. The proposed plan 
may be amertded as a result of written comments received at 3974 Old 
Lakelse Lake Road, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1 by Dec 03, 1997. 
If any interested parties are unable to review the proposed plans during these 
times, arrangements can be made to view the plan at a time convenient for 
them. 
Please contact Rod Fowler at 635-6956 or in writing 3974 Old Lakelse Lake 
Road, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1 ' 
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Starting from $15,628" Before you hit the road in the new '98 Corolla, look under the hood. Here you'll discover the new, innovative 
1ZZ-FE engine - a lighter weight 16-valve powerhouse. Capable of 120 h.p., it!ll take you from 0 to that big smile on your 
face in no time flat. Though not without forgetting its improved and very practical gas mileage. And with better sound 
insulation, a quieter engine and smooth aerodynamics, all you'l hear is your own heart beating. But don't take our word 
for it. Test drive one today. You may never want to bring ~ / J~,_. , i  
 ac, o. or ca TOYOTA COROI  
UNLIKE ANY OTHER OAR,  dUST LIKE EVERY TOYOTA.  
~Your  T0yots deger is a ploud sponsor of Canadian Special Olympics. * MSRP fol ]998 C0ro[la VE model BRI 2EM-A with 5-spd. manual Ilansmissi0n. Price oxclndos ir, enso insurance apphoable taxes and registration Includes a maximum 0t $700 f0r I[eight and PDE Dealer may ssll Ior 10ss, LE model shown. See dealer for details, 
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